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Chapter 1

The Earl of October drove into my life in a pale blue Holden which had seen better days, and danger and death tagged along for the ride.

I noticed the car turn in through the gateposts as I walked across the little paddock towards the house, and I watched its progress up our short private road with a jaundiced eye. Salesmen, I thought, I can do without. The blue car rolled to a gentle halt between me and my own front door.

The man who climbed out looked about forty-five and was of medium height and solid build, with a large well-shaped head and smoothly brushed brown hair. He wore grey trousers, a fine wool shirt, and a dark, discreet tie, and he carried the inevitable brief case. I sighed, bent through the paddock rails, and went over to send him packing.

‘Where can I find Mr Daniel Roke?’ he asked. An English voice, which even to my untuned ear evoked expensive public schools; and he had a subtle air of authority inconsistent with the opening patter of representatives. I looked at him more attentively, and decided after all not to say I was out. He might even, in spite of the car, be a prospective customer.

‘I,’ I said, without too much joy in the announcement, ‘am Daniel Roke.’

His eyelids flickered in surprise.

‘Oh,’ he said blankly.

I was used to this reaction. I was no one’s idea of the owner of a prosperous stud-farm. I looked, for a start, too young, though I didn’t feel it; and my sister Belinda says you don’t often meet a business man you can mistake for an Italian peasant. Sweet girl, my sister. It is only that my skin is sallow and tans easily, and I have black hair and brown eyes. Also I was that day wearing the oldest, most tattered pair of jeans I possessed, with unpolished jodhpur boots, and nothing else.

I had been helping a mare who always had difficulty in foaling: a messy job, and I had dressed for it. The result of my – and the mare’s – labours was a weedy filly with a contracted tendon in the near fore and a suspicion of one in the off fore too, which meant an operation, and more expense than she was likely to be worth.

My visitor stood for a while looking about him at the neat white-railed paddocks, the L-shaped stable-yard away ahead, and the row of cedar-shingled foaling boxes off to the right, where my poor little newcomer lay in the straw. The whole spread looked substantial and well maintained, which it was; I worked very hard to keep it that way, so that I could reasonably ask good prices for my horses.

The visitor turned to gaze at the big blue-green lagoon to the left, with the snow-capped mountains rising steeply in rocky beauty along the far side of it. Puffs of cloud like plumes crowned the peaks. Grand and glorious scenery it was, to his fresh eyes.

But to me, walls.

‘Breathtaking,’ he said appreciatively. Then turning to me briskly, but with some hesitation in his speech, he said, ‘I… er… I heard in Perlooma that you have… er… an English stable hand who… er… wants to go back home…’ He broke off, and started again. ‘I suppose it may sound surprising, but in certain circumstances, and if he is suitable, I am willing to pay his fare and give him a job at the other end…’ He tailed off again.

There couldn’t, I thought, be such an acute shortage of stable boys in England that they needed to be recruited from Australia.

‘Will you come into the house?’ I said. ‘And explain?’

I led the way into the living-room, and heard his exclamation as he stepped behind me. All our visitors were impressed by the room. Across the far end a great expanse of window framed the most spectacular part of the lagoon and mountains, making them seem even closer and, to me, more overwhelming than ever. I sat down in an old bent-wood rocker with my back to them, and gestured him into a comfortable arm-chair facing the view.

‘Now, Mr… er?’ I began.

‘October,’ he said easily. ‘Not Mister. Earl.’
‘October… as the month?’ It was October at the time.

‘As the month,’ he assented.

I looked at him curiously. He was not my idea of an earl. He looked like a hard-headed company chairman on holiday. Then it occurred to me that there was no bar to an earl being a company chairman as well, and that quite probably some of them needed to be.

‘I have acted on impulse, coming here,’ he said more coherently. ‘And I am not sure that it is ever a good thing to do.’ He paused, took out a machine-turned gold cigarette case, and gained time for thought while he flicked his lighter. I waited.

He smiled briefly. ‘Perhaps I had better start by saying that I am in Australia on business – I have interests in Sydney – but that I came down here to the Snowies as the last part of a private tour I have been making of your main racing and breeding centres. I am a member of the body which governs National Hunt racing – that is to say, steeplechasing, jump racing – in England, and naturally your horses interest me enormously… Well, I was lunching in Perlooma’ he went on, referring to our nearest township, fifteen miles away, ‘and I got talking to a man who remarked on my English accent and said that the only other pommie he knew he was a stable-hand here who was fool enough to want to go back home.’

‘Yes,’ I agreed. ‘Simmons.’

‘Arthur Simmons,’ he said, nodding. ‘What sort of man is he?’

‘Very good with horses,’ I said. ‘But he only wants to go back to England when he’s drunk. And he only gets drunk in Perlooma. Never here.’

‘Oh,’ he said. ‘Then wouldn’t he go, if he were given the chance?’

‘I don’t know. It depends what you want him for.’

He drew on his cigarette, and tapped the ash off, and looked out of the window.

‘A year or two ago we had a great deal of trouble with the doping of racehorses,’ he said abruptly. ‘A very great deal of trouble. There were trials and prison sentences, and stringent all-round tightening of stable security, and a stepping-up of regular saliva and urine tests. We began to test the first four horses in many races, to stop doping-to-win, and we tested every suspiciously beaten favourite for doping-to-lose. Nearly all the results since the new regulations came into force have been negative.’

‘How satisfactory,’ I said, not desperately interested.

‘No. It isn’t. Someone has discovered a drug which our analysts cannot identify.’

‘That doesn’t sound possible,’ I said politely. The afternoon was slipping away unprofitably, I felt, and I still had a lot to do.

He sensed my lack of enthusiasm. ‘There have been ten cases, all winners. Ten that we are sure of. The horses apparently look conspicuously stimulated – I haven’t myself actually seen one – but nothing shows up in the tests.’ He paused. ‘Doping is nearly always an inside job,’ he said, transferring his gaze back to me. ‘That is to say, stable lads are nearly always involved somehow, even if it is only to point out to someone else which horse is in which box.’ I nodded. Australia had had her troubles, too.

‘We, that is to say, the other two Stewards of the National Hunt Committee, and myself, have once or twice discussed trying to find out about the doping from the inside, so to speak…’

‘By getting a stable lad to spy for you?’ I said.

He winced slightly. ‘You Australians are so direct,’ he murmured. ‘But that was the general idea, yes. We didn’t do anything more than talk about it, though, because there are many difficulties to such a plan and frankly we didn’t see how we could positively guarantee that any lad we approached was not already working for… er… the other side.’

I grinned. ‘And Arthur Simmons has that guarantee?’

‘Yes. And as he’s English, he would fade indistinguishably into the racing scene. It occurred to me as I was paying my bill after lunch. So I asked the way here and drove straight up, to see what he was like.’

‘You can talk to him, certainly,’ I said, standing up. ‘But I don’t think it will be any good.’

‘He would be paid far in excess of the normal rate,’ he said, misunderstanding me.

‘I didn’t mean that he couldn’t be tempted to go,’ I said, ‘but he just hasn’t the brain for anything like that.’
He followed me back out into the spring sunshine. The air at that altitude was still chilly and I saw him shiver as he left the warmth of the house. He glanced appraisingly at my still bare chest.

‘If you’ll wait a moment, I’ll fetch him,’ I said, and, walking round the corner of the house, whistled shrilly with my fingers in my teeth towards the small bunk-house across the yard. A head poked enquiringly out of a window, and I shouted ‘I want Arthur.’

The head nodded, withdrew, and presently Arthur Simmons, elderly, small, bow-legged and of an endearing simplicity of mind, made his crab-like way towards me. I left him and Lord October together, and went over to see if the new filly had taken a firm hold on life. She had, though her efforts to stand on her poor misshapen foreleg were pathetic to see.

I left her with her mother, and went back towards Lord October, watching him from a distance taking a note from his wallet and offering it to Arthur. Arthur wouldn’t accept it, even though he was English. He’s been here so long, I thought, that he’s as Australian as anyone. He’d hate to go back to Britain, whatever he says when he’s drunk.

‘You were right,’ October said. ‘He’s a splendid chap, but no good for what I want. I didn’t even suggest it.’

‘Isn’t it expecting a great deal of any stable lad, however bright, to uncover something which has got men like you up a gum-tree?’

He grimaced. ‘Yes. That is one of the difficulties I mentioned. We’re scraping the bottom of the barrel, though. Any idea is worth trying. Any. You can’t realise how serious the situation is.’

We walked over to his car, and he opened the door.

‘Well, thank you for your patience, Mr Roke. As I said, it was an impulse, coming here. I hope I haven’t wasted too much of your afternoon?’ He smiled, still looking slightly hesitant and disconcerted.

I shook my head and smiled back and he started the car, turned it, and drove off down the road. He was out of my thoughts before he was through the gate-posts.

Out of my thoughts; but not by a long way out of my life.

* * *

He came back again the next day at sundown. I found him sitting patiently smoking in the small blue car, having no doubt discovered that there was no one in the house. I walked back towards him from the stable block where I had been doing my share of the evening’s chores, and reflected idly that he had again caught me at my dirtiest.

He got out of the car when he saw me coming, and stamped on his cigarette.

‘Mr Roke.’ He held out his hand, and I shook it.

This time he made no attempt to rush into speech. This time he had not come on impulse. There was absolutely no hesitation in his manner: instead, his natural air of authority was much more pronounced, and it struck me that it was with this power that he set out to persuade a boardroom full of hard directors to agree to an unpopular proposal.

I knew instantly, then, why he had come back.

I looked at him warily for a moment: then gestured towards the house, and led him again into the living-room.

‘A drink?’ I asked. ‘Whisky?’

‘Thank you.’ He took the glass.

‘If you don’t mind,’ I said, ‘I will go and change.’ And think, I added privately.

Along in my room I showered and put on some decent trousers, socks and house-shoes, and a white poplin shirt with a navy blue silk tie. I brushed back my damp hair carefully in front of the mirror, and made sure my nails were clean. There was no point in entering an argument at a social disadvantage. Particularly with an earl as determined as this.

He stood up when I went back, and took in my changed appearance with one smooth glance.

I smiled fleetingly, and poured myself a drink, and another for him.

‘I think,’ he said, ‘that you may have guessed why I am here.’

‘Perhaps.’

‘To persuade you to take the job I had in mind for Simmons,’ he said without preamble, and without haste.
‘Yes,’ I said. I sipped my drink. ‘And I can’t do it.’

We stood there eyeing each other. I knew that what he was seeing was a good deal different from the Daniel Roke he had met before. More substantial. More the sort of person he would have expected to find, perhaps. Clothes maketh man, I thought wryly.

The day was fading, and I switched on the lights. The mountains outside the window retreated into darkness; just as well, as I judged I would need all my resolution, and they were both literally and figuratively ranged behind October. The trouble was, of course, that with more than half my mind I wanted to take a crack at his fantastic job. And I knew it was madness. I couldn’t afford it, for one thing.

‘I’ve learned a good deal about you now,’ he said slowly. ‘On my way from here yesterday it crossed my mind that it was a pity you were not Arthur Simmons; you would have been perfect. You did, if you will forgive me saying so, look the part.’ He sounded apologetic.

‘But not now?’

‘You know you don’t. You changed so that you wouldn’t, I imagine. But you could again. Oh, I’ve no doubt that if I’d met you yesterday inside this house looking as civilised as you do at this moment, the thought would never have occurred to me. But when I saw you first, walking across the paddock very tattered and half bare and looking like a gipsy, I did in fact take you for the hired help… I’m sorry.’

I grinned faintly. ‘It happens often, and I don’t mind.’

‘And there’s your voice,’ he said. ‘That Australian accent of yours… I know it’s not as strong as many I’ve heard, but it’s as near to cockney as dammit, and I expect you could broaden it a bit. You see,’ he went on firmly, as he saw I was about to interrupt, ‘if you put an educated Englishman into a stable as a lad, the chances are the others would know at once by his voice that he wasn’t genuine. But they couldn’t tell, with you. You look right, and you sound right. You seem to me the perfect answer to all our problems. A better answer than I could have dreamt of finding.’

‘Physically,’ I commented dryly.

He drank, and looked at me thoughtfully.

‘In every way. You forget, I told you I know a good deal about you now. By the time I reached Perlooma yesterday afternoon I had decided to… er… investigate you, one might say, to find out what sort of man you really were… to see if there were the slightest chance of your being attracted by such a… a job.’ He drank again, and paused, waiting.

‘I can’t take on anything like that,’ I said. ‘I have enough to do here.’ The understatement of the month, I thought.

‘Could you take on twenty thousand pounds?’ He said it casually, conversationally.

The short answer to that was ‘Yes’; but instead, after a moment’s stillness, I said ‘Australian, or English?’

His mouth curled down at the corners and his eyes narrowed. He was amused.

‘English. Of course,’ he said ironically.

I said nothing. I simply looked at him. As if reading my thoughts he sat down in an arm-chair, crossed his legs comfortably, and said ‘I’ll tell you what you would do with it, if you like. You would pay the fees of the medical school your sister Belinda has set her heart on. You would send your younger sister Helen to art school, as she wants. You would put enough aside for your thirteen-year-old brother Philip to become a lawyer, if he is still of the same mind when he grows up. You could employ more labour here, instead of working yourself into an early grave feeding, clothing, and paying school fees for your family.’

I suppose I should have been prepared for him to be thorough, but I felt a surge of anger that he should have pried so very intimately into my affairs. However, since the time when an angry retort had cost me the sale of a yearling who broke his leg the following week, I had learned to keep my tongue still whatever the provocation.

‘I also have had two girls and a boy to educate,’ he said. ‘I know what it is costing you. My elder daughter is at university, and the twin boy and girl have recently left school.’

When I again said nothing, he continued, ‘You were born in England, and were brought to Australia when you were a child. Your father, Howard Roke, was a barrister, a good one. He and your mother were drowned together in a sailing accident when you were eighteen. Since then you have supported yourself and your sisters and brother by horse dealing and breeding. I understand that you had intended to follow your father into the law, but instead used
the money he left to set up business here, in what had been your holiday house. You have done well at it. The horses you sell have a reputation for being well broken in and beautifully mannered. You are thorough, and you are respected.

He looked up at me, smiling. I stood stiffly. I could see there was still more to come.

He said ‘Your headmaster at Geelong says you had a brain and are wasting it. Your bank manager says you spend little on yourself. Your doctor says you haven’t had a holiday since you settled here nine years ago except for a month you spent in hospital once with a broken leg. Your pastor says you never go to church, and he takes a poor view of it.’ He drank slowly.

Many doors, it seemed, were open to determined earls.

‘And finally,’ he added, with a lop-sided smile, ‘the bar keeper of the Golden Platypus in Perlooma says he’d trust you with his sister, in spite of your good looks.’

‘And what were your conclusions, after all that?’ I asked, my resentment a little better under control.

‘That you are a dull, laborious prig,’ he said pleasantly.

I relaxed at that, and laughed, and sat down.

‘Quite right,’ I agreed.

‘On the other hand, everyone says you do keep on with something once you start it, and you are used to hard physical work. You know so much about horses that you could do a stable lad’s job with your eyes shut standing on your head.’

‘The whole idea is screwy,’ I said, sighing. ‘It wouldn’t work, not with me, or Arthur Simmons, or anybody. It just isn’t feasible. There are hundreds of training stables in Britain, aren’t there? You could live in them for months and hear nothing, while the dopers got strenuously to work all around you.’

He shook his head. ‘I don’t think so. There are surprisingly few dishonest lads, far fewer than you or most people would imagine. A lad known to be corruptible would attract all sorts of crooks like an unguarded goldmine. All our man would have to do would be to make sure that the word was well spread that he was open to offers. He’d get them, no doubt of it.’

‘But would he get the ones you want? I very much doubt it.’

‘To me it seems a good enough chance to be worth taking. Frankly, any chance is worth taking, the way things are. We have tried everything else. And we have failed. We have failed in spite of exhaustive questioning of everyone connected with the affected horses. The police say they cannot help us. As we cannot analyse the drug being used, we can give them nothing to work on. We employed a firm of private investigators. They got nowhere at all. Direct action has achieved absolutely nothing. Indirect action cannot achieve less. I am willing to gamble twenty thousand pounds that with you it can achieve more. Will you do it?’

‘I don’t know,’ I said, and cursed my weakness. I should have said, ‘No, certainly not.’

He pounced on it, leaning forward and talking more rapidly, every word full of passionate conviction. ‘Can I make you understand how concerned my colleagues and I are over these undetectable cases of doping? I own several racehorses – mostly steeplechasers – and my family for generations have been lovers and supporters of racing… The health of the sport means more to me, and people like me, than I can possibly say… and for the second time in three years it is being seriously threatened. During the last big wave of doping there were satirical jokes in the papers and on television, and we simply cannot afford to have it happen again. So far we have been able to stifle comment because the cases are still fairly widely spaced – it is well over a year since the first – and if anyone enquires we merely report that the tests were negative. But we must identify this new dope before there is a widespread increase in its use. Otherwise it will become a worse menace to racing than anything which has happened before. If dozens of undetectably doped winners start turning up, public faith will be destroyed altogether, and steeplechasing will suffer damage which it will take years to recover from, if it ever does. There is much more at stake than a pleasant pastime. Racing is an industry employing thousands of people… and not the least of them are stud owners like you. The collapse of public support would mean a great deal of hardship.

‘You may think that I have offered you an extraordinarily large sum of money to come over and see if you can help us, but I am a rich man, and, believe me, the continuance of racing is worth a great deal more than that to me. My horses won nearly that amount in prize money last season, and if it can buy a chance of wiping out this threat I will spend it gladly.’

‘You are much more vehement today,’ I said slowly, ‘than you were yesterday.’
He sat back. ‘Yesterday I didn’t need to convince you. But I felt just the same.’

‘There must be someone in England who can dig out the information you want,’ I protested. ‘People who know the ins and outs of your racing. I know nothing at all. I left your country when I was nine. I’d be useless. It’s impossible.’

That’s better, I approved myself. That’s much firmer.

He looked down at his glass, and spoke as if with reluctance. ‘Well… we did approach someone in England… A racing journalist, actually. Very good nose for news; very discreet, too; we thought he was just the chap. Unfortunately he dug away without success for some weeks. And then he was killed in a car crash, poor fellow.’

‘Why not try someone else?’ I persisted.

‘It was only in June that he died, during steeple-chasing’s summer recess. The new season started in August and it was not until after that that we thought of the stable lad idea, with all its difficulties.’

‘Try a farmer’s son,’ I suggested. ‘Country accent, knowledge of horses… the lot.’

He shook his head. ‘England is too small. Send a farmer’s son to walk a horse round the parade ring at the races, and what he was doing would soon be no secret. Too many people would recognise him, and ask questions.’

‘A farm worker’s son, then, with a high I.Q.’

‘Do we hold an exam?’ he said sourly.

There was a pause, and he looked up from his glass. His face was solemn, almost severe.

‘Well?’ he said.

I meant to say ‘No’, firmly. What I actually said was again I don’t know.’

‘What can I say to persuade you?’

‘Nothing,’ I said. ‘I’ll think about it. I’ll let you know tomorrow.’

‘Very well.’ He stood up, declined my offer of a meal, and went away as he had come, the strength of his personality flowing out of him like heat. The house felt empty when I went back from seeing him off.

The full moon blazed in the black sky, and through a gap in the hills behind me Mount Kosciusko distantly stretched its blunt snow-capped summit into the light. I sat on a rock high up on the mountain, looking down on my home.

There lay the lagoon, the big pasture paddocks stretching away to the bush, the tidy white-railed small paddocks near the house, the silvery roof of the foaling boxes, the solid bulk of the stable block, the bunk-house, the long low graceful shape of the dwelling house with a glitter of moonlight in the big window at the end.

There lay my prison.

It hadn’t been bad at first. There were no relations to take care of us, and I had found it satisfying to disappoint the people who said I couldn’t earn enough to keep three small children, Belinda and Helen and Philip, with me. I liked horses, I always had, and from the beginning the business went fairly well. We all ate, anyway, and I even convinced myself that the law was not really my vocation after all.

My parents had planned to send Belinda and Helen to Frensham, and when the time came, they went. I dare say I could have found a cheaper school, but I had to try to give them what I had had… and that was why Philip was away at Geelong. The business had grown progressively, but so had the school fees and the mens’ wages and the maintenance costs. I was caught in a sort of upward spiral, and too much depended on my being able to keep on going. The leg I had broken in a steeplechase when I was twenty-two had caused the worst financial crisis of the whole nine years: and I had had no choice but to give up doing anything so risky.

I didn’t grudge the unending labour. I was very fond of my sisters and brother. I had no regrets at all that I had done what I had. But the feeling that I had built a prosperous trap for myself had slowly eaten away the earlier contentment I had found in providing for them.

In another eight or ten years they would all be grown, educated and married, and my job would be done. In another ten years I would be thirty-seven. Perhaps I too would be married by then, and have some children of my own, and send them to Frensham and Geelong… For more than four years I had done my best to stifle a longing to escape. It was easier when they were at home in the holidays, with the house ringing with their noise and Philip’s carpentry all over the place and the girls’ frillies hanging to dry in the bathroom. In the summer we rode or swam in
the lagoon (the lake, as my English parents called it) and in the winter we ski-ed on the mountains. They were very good company and never took anything they had for granted. Nor, now that they were growing up, did they seem to be suffering from any form of teenage rebellions. They were, in fact, thoroughly rewarding.

It usually hit me about a week after they had gone back to school, this fierce aching desperation to be free. Free for a good long while: to go further than the round of horse sales, further than the occasional quick trip to Sidney or Melbourne or Cooma.

To have something else to remember but the procession of profitable days, something else to see besides the beauty with which I was surrounded. I had been so busy stuffing worms down my fellow nestlings’ throats that I had never stretched my wings.

Telling myself that these thoughts were useless, that they were self-pity, that my unhappiness was unreasonable, did no good at all. I continued at night to sink into head-holding miseries of depression, and kept these moods out of my days – and my balance sheets – only by working to my limit.

When Lord October came the children had been back at school for eleven days, and I was sleeping badly. That may be why I was sitting on a mountain side at four o’clock in the morning trying to decide whether or not to take a peculiar job as a stable lad on the other side of the world. The door of the cage had been opened for me, all right. But the tit-bit that had been dangled to tempt me out seemed suspiciously large.

Twenty thousand English pounds… A great deal of money. But then he couldn’t know of my restless state of mind, and he might think that a smaller sum would make no impression. (What, I wondered, had he been prepared to pay Arthur?)

On the other hand, there was the racing journalist who had died in a car crash… If October or his colleagues had the slightest doubt it was an accident, that too would explain the size of his offer, as conscience money. Throughout my youth, owing to my father’s profession, I had learned a good deal about crime and criminals, and I knew too much to dismiss the idea of an organised accident as fantastic nonsense.

I had inherited my father’s bent for orderliness and truth and had grown up appreciating the logic of his mind, though I had often thought him too ruthless with innocent witnesses in court. My own view had always been that justice should be done and that my father did the world no good by getting the guilty acquitted. I would never make a barrister, he said, if I thought like that. I’d better be a policeman, instead.

England, I thought. Twenty thousand pounds. Detection. To be honest, the urgency with which October viewed the situation had not infected me. English racing was on the other side of the world. I knew no one engaged in it. I cared frankly little whether it had a good or a bad reputation. If I went it would be no altruistic crusade: I would be going only because the adventure appealed to me, because it looked amusing and a challenge, because it beckoned me like a siren to fling responsibility to the wind and cut the self-imposed shackles off my wilting spirit.

Common sense said that the whole idea was crazy, that the Earl of October was an irresponsible nut, that I hadn’t any right to leave my family to fend for themselves while I went gallivanting round the world, and that the only possible course open to me was to stay where I was, and learn to be content.

Common sense lost.
Nine days later I flew to England in a Boeing 707.

I slept soundly for most of the thirty-six hours from Sydney to Darwin, from Darwin to Singapore, Rangoon and Calcutta, from Calcutta to Karachi and Damascus, and from Damascus to Dusseldorf and London Airport.

Behind me I left a crowded week into which I had packed months of paper-work and a host of practical arrangements. Part of the difficulty was that I didn’t know how long I would be away, but I reckoned that if I hadn’t done the job in six months I wouldn’t be able to do it at all, and made that a basis for my plans.

The head stud-groom was to have full charge of the training and sale of the horses already on the place, but not to buy or breed any more. A firm of contractors agreed to see to the general maintenance of the land and buildings. The woman currently cooking for the lads who lived in the bunk-house assured me that she would look after the family when they came back for the long Christmas summer holiday from December to February.

I arranged with the bank manager that I should send post-dated cheques for the next term’s school fees and for the fodder and tack for the horses, and I wrote a pile for the head groom to cash one at a time for the men’s food and wages. October assured me that ‘my fee’ would be transferred to my account without delay.

‘If I don’t succeed, you shall have your money back, less what it has cost me to be away,’ I told him.

He shook his head, but I insisted; and in the end we compromised. I was to have ten thousand outright, and the other half if my mission were successful.

I took October to my solicitors and had the rather unusual appointment shaped into a dryly-worded legal contract, to which, with a wry smile, he put his signature alongside mine.

His amusement, however, disappeared abruptly when, as we left, I asked him to insure my life.

‘I don’t think I can,’ he said, frowning.

‘Because I would be… uninsurable?’ I asked.

He didn’t answer.

‘I have signed a contract,’ I pointed out. ‘Do you think I did it with my eyes shut?’

‘It was your idea.’ He looked troubled. ‘I won’t hold you to it.’

‘What really happened to the journalist?’ I asked.

He shook his head and didn’t meet my eyes. ‘I don’t know. It looked like an accident. It almost certainly was an accident. He went off the road at night on a bend on the Yorkshire moors. The car caught fire as it rolled down into the valley. He hadn’t a hope. He was a nice chap…’

‘It won’t deter me if you have any reason for thinking it was not an accident,’ I said seriously, ‘but you must be frank. If it was not an accident, he must have made a lot of progress… he must have found out something pretty vital… it would be important to me to know where he had gone and what he had been doing during the days before he died.’

‘Did you think about all this before you agreed to accept my proposition?’

‘Yes, of course.’

He smiled as if a load had been lifted from him. ‘By God, Mr Roke, the more I see of you the more thankful I am I stopped for lunch in Perlooma and went to look for Arthur Simmons. Well… Tommy Stapleton – the journalist – was a good driver, but I suppose accidents can happen to anyone. It was a Sunday early in June. Monday, really. He died about two o’clock at night. A local man said the road was normal in appearance at one-thirty, and at two-thirty a couple going home from a party saw the broken railings on the bend and stopped to look. The car was still smouldering: they could see the red glow of it in the valley, and they drove on into the nearest town to report it.

‘The police think Stapleton went to sleep at the wheel. Easy enough to do. But they couldn’t find out where he had been between leaving the house of some friends at five o’clock, and arriving on the Yorkshire moors. The journey would have taken him only about an hour, which left nine hours unaccounted for. No one ever came forward
to say he’d spent the evening with them, though the story was in most of the papers. I believe it was suggested he
could have been with another man’s wife… someone who had a good reason for keeping quiet. Anyway, the whole
thing was treated as a straightforward accident.

‘As to where he had been during the days before… we did find out, discreetly. He’d done nothing and been
nowhere that he didn’t normally do in the course of his job. He’d come up from the London offices of his newspaper
on the Thursday, gone to Bogside races on the Friday and Saturday, stayed with friends near Hexham,
Northumberland, over the week-end, and, as I said, left them at five on Sunday, to drive back to London. They said
he had been his normal charming self the whole time.

‘We, that is, the other two Stewards and I – asked the Yorkshire police to let us see anything they salvaged
from the car, but there was nothing of any interest to us. His leather briefcase was found undamaged half-way down
the hillside, near one of the rear doors which had been wrenched off during the somersaulting, but there was nothing
in it besides the usual form books and racing papers. We looked carefully. He lived with his mother and sister – he
was unmarried – and they let us search their house for anything he might have written down for us. There was
nothing. We also contacted the sports editor of his paper and asked to see any possessions he had left in his office.
There were only a few personal oddments and an envelope containing some press cuttings about doping. We kept
that. You can see them when you get to England. But I’m afraid they will be no use to you. They were very
fragmentary.’

‘I see,’ I said. We walked along the street to where our two cars were parked, his hired blue Holden, and my
white utility. Standing beside the two dusty vehicles I remarked, ‘You want to believe it was an accident… I think
you want to believe it very much.’

He nodded soberly. ‘It is appallingly disturbing to think anything else. If it weren’t for those nine missing hours
one would have no doubt at all.’

I shrugged. ‘He could have spent them in dozens of harmless ways. In a bar. Having dinner. In a cinema.
Picking up a girl.’

‘Yes, he could,’ he said. But the doubt remained, both in his mind and mine.

He was to drive the hired Holden back to Sydney the following day and fly to England. He shook hands with
me in the street and gave me his address in London, where I was to meet him again. With the door open and with
one foot in the car he said, ‘I suppose it would be part of your… er… procedure… to appear as a slightly, shall we
say, unreliable type of stable lad, so that the crooked element would take to you?’

‘Definitely,’ I grinned.

‘Then, if I might suggest it, it would be a good idea for you to grow a couple of sideburns. It’s surprising what
a lot of distrust can be caused by an inch of extra hair in front of the ears!’

I laughed. ‘A good idea.’

‘And don’t bring many clothes,’ he added. ‘I’ll fix you up with British stuff suitable for your new character.’

‘All right.’

He slid down behind the wheel.

‘Au revoir, then, Mr Roke.’

‘Au revoir, Lord October,’ I said.

After he had gone, and without his persuasive force at my elbow, what I was planning to do seemed less
sensible than ever. But then I was tired to death of being sensible. I went on working from dawn to midnight to clear
the decks, and found myself waking each morning with impatience to be on my way.

Two days before I was due to leave I flew down to Gee-long to say goodbye to Philip and explain to his
headmaster that I was going to Europe for a while; I didn’t know exactly how long. I came back via Frensham to see
my sisters, both of whom exclaimed at once over the dark patches of stubble which were already giving my face the
required ‘unreliable’ appearance.

‘For heaven’s sake shave them off,’ said Belinda. They’re far too sexy. Most of the seniors are crazy about you
already and if they see you like that you’ll be mobbed.’

‘That sounds delicious,’ I said, grinning at them affectionately.

Helen, nearly sixteen, was fair and gentle and as graceful as the flowers she liked to draw. She was the most
dependent of the three, and had suffered worst from not having a mother.
‘Do you mean,’ she said anxiously, ‘that you will be away the whole summer?’ She looked as if Mount Kosciusko had crumbled.

‘You’ll be all right. You’re nearly grown up now,’ I teased her.

‘But the holidays will be so dull.’

‘Ask some friends to stay, then.’

‘Oh!’ Her face cleared. ‘Can we? Yes. That would be fun.’

She kissed me more happily goodbye, and went back to her lessons.

My eldest sister and I understood each other very well, and to her alone, knowing I owed it to her, I told the real purpose of my ‘holiday’. She was upset, which I had not expected.

‘Dearest Dan,’ she said, twining her arm in mine and sniffing to stop herself crying, ‘I know that bringing us up has been a grind for you, and if for once you want to do something for your own sake, we ought to be glad, only please do be careful. We do… we do want you back.’

‘I’ll come back,’ I promised helplessly, lending her my handkerchief. ‘I’ll come back.’

The taxi from the air terminal brought me through a tree-filled square to the Earl of October’s London house in a grey drizzle which in no way matched my spirits. Light-hearted, that was me. Springs in my heels.

In answer to my ring the elegant black door was opened by a friendly-faced manservant who took my grip from my hand and said that as his lordship was expecting me he would take me up at once. ‘Up’ turned out to be a crimson-walled drawing-room on the first floor where round an electric heater in an Adam fireplace three men stood with glasses in their hands. Three men standing easily, their heads turned towards the opening door. Three men radiating as one the authority I had been aware of in October. They were the ruling triumvirate of National Hunt racing. Big guns. Established and entrenched behind a hundred years of traditional power. They weren’t taking the affair as effervescently as I was.

‘Mr Roke, my lord,’ said the manservant, showing me in.

October came across the room to me and shook hands.

‘Good trip?’

‘Yes, thank you.’

He turned towards the other men. ‘My two co-Stewards arranged to be here to welcome you.’

‘My name is Macclesfield,’ said the taller of them, an elderly stooping man with riotous white hair. He leaned forward and held out a sinewy hand. ‘I am most interested to meet you, Mr Roke.’ He had a hawk-eyed piercing stare.

‘And this is Colonel Beckett.’ He gestured to the third man, a slender ill-looking person who shook hands also, but with a weak limp grasp. All three of them paused and looked at me as if I had come from outer space.

‘I am at your disposal,’ I said politely.

‘Yes… well, we may as well get straight down to business,’ said October, directing me to a hide-covered armchair. ‘But a drink first?’

‘Thank you.’

He gave me a glass of the smoothest whisky I’d ever tasted, and they all sat down.

‘My horses,’ October began, speaking easily, conversationally, ‘are trained in the stable block adjoining my house in Yorkshire. I do not train them myself, because I am away too often on business. A man named Inskip holds the licence – a public licence – and apart from my own horses he trains several for my friends. At present there are about thirty-five horses in the yard, of which eleven are my own. We think it would be best if you started work as a lad in my stable, and then you can move on somewhere else when you think it is necessary. Clear so far?’

I nodded.

He went on, ‘Inskip is an honest man, but unfortunately he’s also a bit of a talker, and we consider it essential for your success that he should not have any reason to chatter about the way you joined the stable. The hiring of lads is always left to him, so it will have to be he, not I, who hires you.

‘In order to make certain that we are short-handed – so that your application for work will be immediately
accepted – Colonel Beckett and Sir Stuart Macclesfield are each sending three young horses to the stables two days from now. The horses are no good, I may say, but they're the best we could do in the time.’

They all smiled. And well they might. I began to admire their staff work.

‘In four days, when everyone is beginning to feel overworked, you will arrive in the yard and offer your services. All right?’

‘Yes.’

‘Here is a reference.’ He handed me an envelope. ‘It is from a woman cousin of mine in Cornwall who keeps a couple of hunters. I have arranged that if Inskip checks with her she will give you a clean bill. You can’t appear too doubtful in character to begin with, you see, or Inskip will not employ you.’

‘I understand,’ I said.

‘Inskip will ask you for your insurance card and an income tax form which you would normally have brought on from your last job. Here they are.’ He gave them to me. ‘The insurance card is stamped up to date and is no problem as it will not be queried in any way until next May, by which time we hope there will be no more need for it. The income tax situation is more difficult, but we have constructed the form so that the address on the part which Inskip has to send off to the Inland Revenue people when he engages you is illegible. Any amount of natural-looking confusion should arise from that; and the fact that you were not working in Cornwall should be safely concealed.’

‘I see,’ I said. And I was impressed, as well.

Sir Stuart Macclesfield cleared his throat and Colonel Beckett pinched the bridge of his nose between thumb and forefinger.

‘About this dope,’ I said, ‘you told me your analysts couldn’t identify it, but you didn’t give me any details. What is it that makes you positive it is being used?’

October glanced at Macclesfield, who said in his slow rasping elderly voice, ‘When a horse comes in from a race frothing at the mouth with his eyes popping out and his body drenched in sweat, one naturally suspects that he has been given a stimulant of some kind. Dopers usually run into trouble with stimulants, since it is difficult to judge the dosage needed to get a horse to win without arousing suspicion. If you had seen any of these particular horses we have tested, you would have sworn that they had been given a big overdose. But the test results were always negative.’

‘What do your pharmacists say?’ I asked.

Beckett said sardonically, ‘Word for word? It’s blasphemous.’

I grinned. ‘The gist.’

Beckett said, ‘They simply say there isn’t a dope they can’t identify.’

‘How about adrenalin?’ I asked.

The Stewards exchanged glances, and Beckett said, ‘Most of the horses concerned did have a fairly high adrenalin count, but you can’t tell from one analysis whether that is normal for that particular horse or not. Horses vary tremendously in the amount of adrenalin they produce naturally, and you would have to test them before and after several races to establish their normal output, and also at various stages of their training. Only when you know their normal levels could you say whether any extra had been pumped into them. From the practical point of view… adrenalin can’t be given by mouth, as I expect you know. It has to be injected, and it works instantaneously. These horses were all calm and cool when they went to the starting gate. Horses which have been stimulated with adrenalin are pepped up at that point. In addition to that, a horse often shows at once that he has had a subcutaneous adrenalin injection because the hairs for some way round the site of the puncture stand up on end and give the game away. Only an injection straight into the jugular vein is really foolproof; but it is a very tricky process, and we are quite certain that it was not done in these cases.’

‘The lab chaps,’ said October, ‘told us to look out for something mechanical. All sorts of things have been tried in the past, you see. Electric shocks, for instance. Jockeys used to have saddles or whips made with batteries concealed in them so that they could run bursts of current into the horses they were riding and galvanize them into winning. The horses’ own sweat acted as a splendid conductor. We went into all that sort of thing very thoroughly indeed, and we are firmly of the opinion that none of the jockeys involved carried anything out of the ordinary in any of their equipment.’

‘We have collected all our notes, all the lab notes, dozens of press cuttings, and anything else we thought could
be of the slightest help,’ said Macclesfield, pointing to three boxes of files which lay in a pile on a table by my elbow.

‘And you have four days to read them and think about them,’ added October, smiling faintly. ‘There is a room ready for you here, and my man will look after you. I am sorry I cannot be with you, but I have to return to Yorkshire tonight.’

Beckett looked at his watch and rose slowly. ‘I must be going, Edward.’ To me, with a glance as alive and shrewd as his physique was failing, he said, ‘You’ll do. And make it fairly snappy, will you? Time’s against us.’

I thought October looked relieved. I was sure of it when Macclesfield shook my hand again and rasped, ‘Now that you’re actually here the whole scheme suddenly seems more possible… Mr Roke, I sincerely wish you every success.’

October went down to the street door with them, and came back and looked at me across the crimson room.

‘They are sold on you, Mr Roke, I am glad to say.’

Upstairs in the luxurious deep-green carpeted, brass bedsteaded guest room where I slept for the next four nights I found the manservant had unpacked the few clothes I had brought with me and put them tidily on the shelves of a heavy Edwardian wardrobe. On the floor beside my own canvas and leather grip stood a cheap fibre suitcase with rust-marked locks. Amused, I explored its contents. On top there was a thick sealed envelope with my name on it. I slit it open and found it was packed with five-pound notes; forty of them, and an accompanying slip which read ‘Bread for throwing on waters.’ I laughed aloud.

Under the envelope October had provided everything from under-clothes to washing things, jodhpur boots to rainproof, jeans to pyjamas.

Another note from him was tucked into the neck of a black leather jacket.

‘This jacket completes what sideburns begin. Wearing both, you won’t have any character to speak of. They are regulation dress for delinquents! Good luck.’

I eyed the jodhpur boots. They were second-hand and needed polishing, but to my surprise, when I slid my feet into them, they were a good fit. I took them off and tried on a violently pointed pair of black walking shoes. Horrible, but they fitted comfortably also, and I kept them on to get my feet (and eyes) used to them.

The three box files, which I had carried up with me after October had left for Yorkshire, were stacked on a low table next to a small arm-chair, and with a feeling that there was no more time to waste I sat down, opened the first of them, and began to read.

Because I went painstakingly slowly through every word, it took me two days to finish all the papers in those boxes. And at the end of it I found myself staring at the carpet without a helpful idea in my head. There were accounts, some in typescript, some in longhand, of interviews the Stewards had held with the trainers, jockeys, head travelling-lads, stable lads, blacksmiths and veterinary surgeons connected with the eleven horses suspected of being doped. There was a lengthy report from a firm of private investigators who had interviewed dozens of stable lads in ‘places of refreshment’, and got nowhere. A memo ten pages long from a bookmaker went into copious details of the market which had been made on the horses concerned; but the last sentence summed it up: ‘We can trace no one person or syndicate which has won consistently on these horses, and therefore conclude that if any one person or syndicate is involved, their betting was done on the Tote.’ Further down the box I found a letter from Tote Investors Ltd., saying that not one of their credit clients had backed all the horses concerned, but that of course they had no check on cash betting at racecourses.

The second box contained eleven laboratory reports of analyses made on urine and saliva samples. The first report referred to a horse called Charcoal and was dated eighteen months earlier. The last gave details of tests made on a horse called Rudyard as recently as September, when October was in Australia.

The word ‘negative’ had been written in a neat hand at the end of each report.

The press had had a lot of trouble dodging the laws of libel. The clippings from daily papers in the third box contained such sentences as ‘Charcoal displayed a totally uncharacteristic turn of foot,’ and ‘In the unsaddling enclosure Rudyard appeared to be considerably excited by his success.’

There were fewer references to Charcoal and the following three horses, but at that point someone had employed a news-gathering agency: the last seven cases were documented by clippings from several daily, evening, local and sporting papers.
At the bottom of the clippings I came across a medium sized manilla envelope. On it was written ‘Received from Sports Editor, Daily Scope, June 10th’. This, I realized, was the packet of cuttings collected by Stapleton, the unfortunate journalist, and I opened the envelope with much curiosity. But to my great disappointment, because I badly needed some help, all the clippings except three were duplicates of those I had already read.

Of these three, one was a personality piece on the woman owner of Charcoal, one was an account of a horse (not one of the eleven) going berserk and killing a woman on June 3rd in the paddock at Cartmel, Lancashire, and the third was a long article from a racing weekly discussing famous cases of doping, how they had been discovered and how dealt with. I read this attentively, with minimum results.

After all this unfruitful concentration I spent the whole of the next day wandering round London, breathing in the city’s fumes with a heady feeling of liberation, asking the way frequently and listening carefully to the voices which replied.

In the matter of my accent I thought October had been too hopeful, because two people, before midday, commented on my being Australian. My parents had retained their Englishness until their deaths, but at nine I had found it prudent not to be ‘different’ at school, and had adopted the speech of my new country from that age. I could no longer shed it, even if I had wanted to, but if it was to sound like cockney English, it would clearly have to be modified.

I drifted eastwards, walking, asking, listening. Gradually I came to the conclusion that if I knocked off the aitches and didn’t clip the ends of my words, I might get by. I practised that all afternoon, and finally managed to alter a few vowel sounds as well. No one asked me where I came from, which I took as a sign of success, and when I asked the last man, a barrow-boy, where I could catch a bus back to the West, I could no longer detect much difference between my question and his answer.

I made one purchase, a zip-pocketed money belt made of strong canvas webbing. It buckled flat round my waist under my shirt, and into it I packed the two hundred pounds: wherever I was going I thought I might be glad to have that money readily available.

In the evening, refreshed, I tried to approach the doping problem from another angle, by seeing if the horses had had anything in common.

Apparently they hadn’t. All were trained by different trainers. All were owned by different owners: and all had been ridden by different jockeys. The only thing they all had in common was that they had nothing in common.

I sighed, and went to bed.

Terence, the manservant, with whom I had reached a reserved but definite friendship, woke me on the fourth morning by coming into my room with a laden breakfast tray.

‘The condemned man ate hearty,’ he observed, lifting a silver cover and allowing me a glimpse and a sniff of a plateful of eggs and bacon.

‘What do you mean?’ I said, yawning contentedly.

‘I don’t know what you and his lordship are up to, sir, but wherever you are going it is different from what you are used to. That suit of yours, for instance, didn’t come from the same sort of place as this little lot.’

He picked up the fibre suitcase, put it on a stool, and opened the locks. Carefully, as if they had been silk, he laid out on a chair some cotton pants and a checked cotton shirt, followed by a tan coloured ribbed pullover, some drain-pipe charcoal trousers and black socks. With a look of disgust he picked up the black leather jacket and draped it over the chair back, and neatly arranged the pointed shoes.

‘His Lordship said I was to make certain that you left behind everything you came with, and took only these things with you,’ he said regretfully.

‘Did you buy them?’ I asked, amused, ‘or was it Lord October?’

‘His Lordship bought them.’ He smiled suddenly as he went over to the door. ‘I’d love to have seen him pushing around in that chain store among all those bustling women.’

I finished my breakfast, bathed, shaved, and dressed from head to foot in the new clothes, putting the black jacket on top and zipping up the front. Then I brushed the hair on top of my head forwards instead of back, so that the short black ends curved on to my forehead.

Terence came back for the empty tray and found me standing looking at myself in a full-length mirror. Instead
of grinning at him as usual I turned slowly round on my heel and treated him to a hard, narrow-eyed stare.

‘Holy hell!’ he said explosively.

‘Good,’ I said cheerfully. ‘You wouldn’t trust me then?’

‘Not as far as I could throw that wardrobe.’

‘What other impressions do I make on you? Would you give me a job?’

‘You wouldn’t get through the front door here, for a start. Basement entrance, if any. I’d check your references carefully before I took you on; and I don’t think I’d have you at all if I wasn’t desperate. You look shifty… and a bit… well… almost dangerous.’

I unzipped the leather jacket and let it flap open, showing the checked shirt collar and tan pullover underneath. The effect was altogether sloppier.

‘How about now?’ I asked.

He put his head on one side, considering. ‘Yes, I might give you a job now. You look much more ordinary. Not much more honest, but less hard to handle.’

‘Thank you, Terence. That’s exactly the note, I think. Ordinary but dishonest.’ I smiled with pleasure. ‘I’d better be on my way.’

‘You haven’t got anything of your own with you?’

‘Only my watch,’ I assured him.

‘Fine,’ he said.

I noticed with interest that for the first time in four days he had failed to punctuate any sentence with an easy, automatic ‘sir’, and when I picked up the cheap suitcase he made no move to take it from me and carry it himself, as he had done with my grip when I arrived.

We went downstairs to the street door where I shook hands with him and thanked him for looking after me so well, and gave him a five pound note. One of October’s. He took it with a smile and stood with it in his hand, looking at me in my new character.

I grinned at him widely.

‘Goodbye Terence.’

‘Goodbye, and thank you… sir,’ he said; and I walked off leaving him laughing.

The next intimation I had that my change of clothes meant a violent drop in status came from the taxi driver I hailed at the bottom of the square. He refused to take me to King’s Cross station until I had shown him that I had enough money to pay his fare. I caught the noon train to Harrogate and intercepted several disapproving glances from a prim middle-aged man with frayed cuffs sitting opposite me. This was all satisfactory, I thought, looking out at the damp autumn countryside flying past; this assures me that I do immediately make a dubious impression. It was rather a lop-sided thing to be pleased about.

From Harrogate I caught a country bus to the small village of Slaw, and having asked the way walked the last two miles to October’s place, arriving just before six o’clock, the best time of day for seeking work in a stable.

Sure enough, they were rushed off their feet: I asked for the head lad, and he took me with him to Inskip, who was doing his evening round of inspection.

Inskip looked me over and pursed his lips. He was a stringy, youngish man with spectacles, sparse sandy hair, and a sloppy-looking mouth.

‘References?’ In contrast, his voice was sharp and authoritative.

I took the letter from October’s Cornish cousin out of my pocket and gave it to him. He opened the letter, read it, and put it away in his own pocket.

‘You haven’t been with racehorses before, then?’

‘No.’

‘When could you start?’

‘Now.’ I indicated my suitcase.

He hesitated, but not for long. ‘As it happens, we are short-handed. We’ll give you a try. Wally, arrange a bed for him with Mrs Allnut, and he can start in the morning. Usual wages,’ he added to me, ‘eleven pounds a week, and
three pounds of that goes to Mrs Allnut for your keep. You can give me your cards tomorrow. Right?’
‘Yes,’ I said: and I was in.
Chapter 3

I edged gently into the life of the yard like a heretic into heaven, trying not to be discovered and flung out before I became part of the scenery. On my first evening I spoke almost entirely in monosyllables, because I didn’t trust my new accent, but I slowly found out that the lads talked with such a variety of regional accents themselves that my cockney-Australian passed without comment.

Wally, the head lad, a wiry short man with ill-fitting dentures, said I was to sleep in the cottage where about a dozen unmarried lads lived, beside the gate into the yard. I was shown into a small crowded upstairs room containing six beds, a wardrobe, two chests of drawers, and four bedside chairs; which left roughly two square yards of clear space in the centre. Thin flowered curtains hung at the windows, and there was polished linoleum on the floor.

My bed proved to have developed a deep sag in the centre over the years, but it was comfortable enough, and was made up freshly with white sheets and grey blankets. Mrs Allnut, who took me in without a second glance, was a round, cheerful little person with hair fastened in a twist on top of her head. She kept the cottage spotless and stood over the lads to make sure they washed. She cooked well, and the food was plain but plentiful. All in all, it was a good billet.

I walked a bit warily to start with, but it was easier to be accepted and to fade into the background than I had imagined.

Once or twice during the first few days I stopped myself just in time from absent-mindedly telling another lad what to do; nine years’ habit died hard. And I was surprised, and a bit dismayed, by the subservient attitude every one had to Inskip, at least to his face: my own men treated me at home with far more familiarity. The fact that I paid and they earned gave me no rights over them as men, and this we all clearly understood. But at Inskip’s, and throughout all England, I gradually realised, there was far less of the almost aggressive egalitarianism of Australia. The lads, on the whole, seemed to accept that in the eyes of the world they were of secondary importance as human beings to Inskip and October. I thought this extraordinary, undignified, and shameful. And I kept my thoughts to myself.

Wally, scandalised by the casual way I had spoken on my arrival, told me to call Inskip ‘Sir’ and October ‘My lord’ – and said that if I was a ruddy communist I could clear off at once: so I quickly exhibited what he called a proper respect for my betters.

On the other hand it was precisely because the relationship between me and my own men was so free and easy that I found no difficulty in becoming a lad amongst lads. I felt no constraint on their part and, once the matter of accents had been settled, no self-consciousness on mine. But I did come to realise that what October had implied was undoubtedly true: had I stayed in England and gone to Eton (instead of its equivalent, Geelong) I could not have fitted so readily into his stable.

Inskip allotted me to three newly arrived horses, which was not very good from my point of view as it meant that I could not expect to be sent to a race meeting with them. They were neither fit nor entered for races, and it would be weeks before they were ready to run, even if they proved to be good enough. I pondered the problem while I carried their hay and water and cleaned their boxes and rode them out at morning exercise with the string.

On my second evening October came round at six with a party of house guests. Inskip, knowing in advance, had had everyone running to be finished in good time and walked round himself first, to make sure that all was in order.

Each lad stood with whichever of his horses was nearest the end from which the inspection was started. October and his friends, accompanied by Inskip and Wally, moved along from box to box, chatting, laughing, discussing each horse as they went.

When they came to me October flicked me a glance, and said, ‘You’re new, aren’t you? ’

‘Yes, my lord.’

He took no further notice of me then, but when I had bolted the first horse in for the night and waited further down the yard with the second one, he came over to pat my charge and feel his legs; and as he straightened up he
gave me a mischievous wink. With difficulty, since I was facing the other men, I kept a dead-pan face. He blew his nose to stop himself laughing. We were neither of us very professional at this cloak and dagger stuff.

When they had gone, and after I had eaten the evening meal with the other lads, I walked down to the Slaw pub with two of them. Half way through the first drinks I left them and went and telephoned to October.

‘Who is speaking?’ a man’s voice inquired.

I was stumped for a second: then I said ‘Perlooma,’ knowing that that would fetch him.

He came on the line. ‘Anything wrong?’

‘No,’ I said. ‘Does anyone at the local exchange listen to your calls?’

‘I wouldn’t bet on it.’ He hesitated. ‘Where are you?’

‘Slaw, in the phone box at your end of the village.’

‘I have guests for dinner; will tomorrow do?’

‘Yes.’

He paused for thought. ‘Can you tell me what you want?’

‘Yes,’ I said. ‘The form books for the last seven or eight seasons, and every scrap of information you can possibly dig up about the eleven… subjects.’

‘What are you looking for?’

‘I don’t know yet,’ I said.

‘Do you want anything else?’

‘Yes, but it needs discussion.’

He thought. ‘Behind the stable yard there is a stream which comes down from the moors. Walk up beside it tomorrow, after lunch.’

‘Right.’

I hung up, and went back to my interrupted drink in the pub.

‘You’ve been a long time,’ said Paddy, one of the lads I had come with. ‘We’re one ahead of you. What have you been doing – reading the walls in the Gents?’

‘There’s some remarks on them walls,’ mused the other lad, a gawky boy of eighteen, ‘that I haven’t fathomed yet.’

‘Nor you don’t want to,’ said Paddy approvingly. At forty he acted as unofficial father to many of the younger lads.

They slept one each side of me, Paddy and Grits, in the little dormitory. Paddy, as sharp as Grits was slow, was a tough little Irishman with eyes that never missed a trick. From the first minute I hoisted my suitcase on to the bed and unpacked my night things under his inquisitive gaze I had been glad that October had been so insistent about a complete change of clothes.

‘How about another drink?’

‘One more, then,’ assented Paddy. ‘I can just about run to it, I reckon.’

I took the glasses to the bar and bought refills: there was a pause while Paddy and Grits dug into their pockets and repaid me elevenpence each. The beer, which to me, tasted strong and bitter was not, I thought, worth four miles’ walk, but many of the lads, it appeared, had bicycles or rickety cars and made the trek on several evenings a week.

‘Nothing much doing, tonight,’ observed Grits gloomily. He brightened. ‘Pay day tomorrow.’

‘It’ll be full here tomorrow, and that’s a fact,’ agreed Paddy. ‘With Soupy and that lot from Granger’s and all.’

‘Granger’s?’ I asked.

‘Sure, don’t you know nothing?’ said Grits with mild contempt. ‘Granger’s stable, over t’other side of the hill.’

‘Where have you been all your life?’ said Paddy.

‘He’s new to racing, mind you,’ said Grits, being fair.

‘Yes, but all the same!’ Paddy drank past the half-way mark, and wiped his mouth on the back of his hand.
Grits finished his beer and sighed. ‘That’s it, then. Better be getting back, I suppose.’

We walked back to the stables, talking as always about horses.

The following afternoon I wandered casually out of the stables and started up the stream, picking up stones as I went and throwing them in, as if to enjoy the splash. Some of the lads were punting a football about in the paddock behind the yard, but none of them paid any attention to me. A good long way up the hill, where the stream ran through a steep, grass sided gully, I came across October sitting on a boulder smoking a cigarette. He was accompanied by a black retriever, and a gun and a full game bag lay on the ground beside him.

‘Doctor Livingstone, I presume,’ he said, smiling.

‘Quite right, Mr Stanley. How did you guess?’ I perched on a boulder near to him.

He kicked the game bag, ‘The form books are in here, and a note book with all that Beckett and I could rake up at such short notice about those eleven horses. But surely the reports in the files you read would be of more use than the odd snippets we can supply?’

‘Anything may be useful… you never know. There was one clipping in that packet of Stapleton’s which was interesting. It was about historic dope cases. It said that certain horses apparently turned harmless food into something that showed a positive dope reaction, just through chemical changes in their body. I suppose it isn’t possible that reverse could occur? I mean, could some horses break down any sort of dope into harmless substances, so that no positive reaction showed in the test?’

‘I’ll find out.’

‘There’s only one other thing,’ I said. ‘I have been assigned to three of those useless brutes you filled the yard up with, and that means no trips to racecourses. I was wondering if perhaps you could sell one of them again, and then I’d have a chance of mixing with lads from several stables at the sales. Three other men are doing three horses each here, so I shouldn’t find myself redundant, and I might well be given a raceable horse to look after.’

‘I will sell one,’ he said, ‘but if it goes for auction it will take time. The application forms have to go to the auctioneer nearly a month before the sale date.’

I nodded. ‘It’s utterly frustrating. I wish I could think of a way of getting myself transferred to a horse which is due to race shortly. Preferably one going to a far distant course, because an overnight stop would be ideal.’

‘Lads don’t change their horses in mid-stream,’ he said rubbing his chin.

‘So I’ve been told. It’s the luck of the draw. You get them when they come and you’re stuck with them until they leave. If they turn out useless, it’s just too bad.’

We stood up. The retriever, who had lain quiet all this time with his muzzle resting on his paws, got to his feet also and stretched himself, and wagging his tail slowly from side to side looked up trustingly at his master. October bent down, gave the dog an affectionate slap, and picked up the gun. I picked up the game bag and swung it over my shoulder.

We shook hands, and October said, smiling, ‘You may like to know that Inskip thinks you ride extraordinarily well for a stable lad. His exact words were that he didn’t really trust men with your sort of looks, but that you’d the hands of an angel. You’d better watch that.’

‘Hell,’ I said, ‘I hadn’t given it a thought.’

He grinned and went off up the hill, and I turned downwards along the stream, gradually becoming ruefully aware that however much of a lark I might find it to put on wolf’s clothing, it was going to hurt my pride if I had to hash up my riding as well.

The pub in Slaw was crowded that evening and the wage packets took a hiding. About half the strength from October’s stable was there – one of them had given me a lift down in his car – and also a group of Granger’s lads, including three lasses, who took a good deal of double-meaning teasing and thoroughly enjoyed it. Most of the talk was friendly bragging that each lad’s horses were better than those of anyone else.

‘My bugger’ll beat yours with his eyes shut on Wednesday.’

‘You’ve got a ruddy hope…’

‘… Yours couldn’t run a snail to a close finish.’

‘… The jockey made a right muck of the start and never got in touch…’

‘… Fat as a pig and bloody obstinate as well.’
The easy chat ebbed and flowed while the air grew thick with cigarette smoke and the warmth of too many lungs breathing the same box of air. A game of darts between some inaccurate players was in progress in one corner, and the balls of bar billiards clicked in another. I lolled on a hard chair with my arm hooked over the back and watched Paddy and one of Granger’s lads engage in a needle match of dominoes. Horses, cars, football, boxing, films, the last local dance, and back to horses, always back to horses. I listened to it all and learned nothing except that these lads were mostly content with their lives, mostly good natured, mostly observant and mostly harmless.

‘You’re new, aren’t you?’ said a challenging voice in my ear.

I turned my head and looked up at him. ‘Yeah,’ I said languidly.

These were the only eyes I had seen in Yorkshire which held anything of the sort of guile I was looking for. I gave him back his stare until his lips curled in recognition that I was one of his kind.

‘What’s your name?’

‘Dan,’ I said, ‘and yours?’

‘Thomas Nathaniel Tarleton.’ He waited for some reaction, but I didn’t know what it ought to be.

‘T. N. T.’ said Paddy obligingly, looking up from his dominoes. ‘Soupy.’ His quick gaze flickered over both of us.

‘The high explosive kid himself,’ I murmured.

Soupy Tarleton smiled a small, carefully dangerous smile: to impress me, I gathered. He was about my own age and build, but much fairer, with the reddish skin which I had noticed so many Englishmen had. His light hazel eyes protruded slightly in their sockets, and he had grown a narrow moustache on the upper lip of his full, moist-looking mouth. On the little finger of his right hand he wore a heavy gold ring, and on his left wrist, an expensive wrist watch. His clothes were of good material, though distinctly sharp in cut, and the enviable fleece-lined quilted jacket he carried over his arm would have cost him three weeks’ pay.

He showed no signs of wanting to be friendly. After looking me over as thoroughly as I had him, he merely nodded, said ‘See you,’ and detached himself to go over and watch the bar billiards.

Grits brought a fresh half pint from the bar and settled himself on the bench next to Paddy.

‘You don’t want to trust Soupy,’ he told me confidentially, his raw boned unintelligent face full of kindness.

Paddy put down a double three, and looking round at us gave me a long, unsmiling scrutiny.

‘There’s no need to worry about Dan, Grits,’ he said. ‘He and Soupy, they’re alike. They’d go well in double harness. Birds of a feather, that’s what they are.’

‘But you said I wasn’t to trust Soupy,’ objected Grits, looking from one to the other of us with troubled eyes.

‘That’s right,’ said Paddy flatly. He put down a three-four and concentrated on his game.

Grits shifted six inches towards Paddy and gave me one puzzled, embarrassed glance. Then he found the inside of his beer mug suddenly intensely interesting and didn’t raise his eyes to mine again.

I think it was at that exact moment that the charade began to lose its light-heartedness. I liked Paddy and Grits, and for three days they had accepted me with casual good humour. I was not prepared for Paddy’s instant recognition that it was with Soupy that my real interest lay, nor for his immediate rejection of me on that account. It was a shock which I ought to have foreseen, and hadn’t: and it should have warned me what to expect in the future, but it didn’t.

Colonel Beckett’s staff work continued to be of the highest possible kind. Having committed himself to the offensive, he was prepared to back the attack with massive and immediate reinforcements: which is to say that as soon as he had heard from October that I was immobilized in the stable with three useless horses, he set about liberating me.

On Tuesday afternoon, when I had been with the stable for a week, Wally, the head lad, stopped me as I carried two buckets full of water across the yard.

‘That horse of yours in number seventeen is going tomorrow,’ he said. ‘You’ll have to look sharp in the morning with your work, because you are to be ready to go with it at twelve-thirty. The horse box will take you to another racing stables, down near Nottingham. You are to leave this horse there and bring a new one back. Right?’

‘Right,’ I said. Wally’s manner was cool with me; but over the week-end I had made myself be reconciled to
the knowledge that I had to go on inspiring a faint mistrust all round, even if I no longer much liked it when I succeeded.

Most of Sunday I had spent reading the form books, which the others in the cottage regarded as a perfectly natural activity; and in the evening, when they all went down to the pub, I did some pretty concentrated work with a pencil, making analyses of the eleven horses and their assisted wins. It was true, as I had discovered from the newspaper cuttings in London, that they all had different owners, trainers and jockeys: but it was not true that they had absolutely nothing in common. By the time I had sealed my notes into an envelope and put it with October’s notebook into the game bag under some form books, away from the inquiring gaze of the beer-happy returning lads, I was in possession of four unhelpful points of similarity.

First, the horses had all won selling chases – races where the winner was subsequently put up for auction. In the auctions three horses had been bought back by their owners, and the rest had been sold for modest sums.

Second, in all their racing lives all the horses had proved themselves to be capable of making a show in a race, but had either no strength or no guts when it came to a finish.

Third, none of them had won any races except the ones for which they were doped, though they had occasionally been placed on other occasions.

Fourth, none of them had won at odds of less than ten to one.

I learned both from October’s notes and from the form books that several of the horses had changed trainers more than once, but they were such moderate, unrewarding animals that this was only to be expected. I was also in possession of the useless information that the horses were all by different sires out of different dams, that they varied in age from five to eleven, and that they were not all of the same colour. Neither had they all won on the same course, though in this case they had not all won on different courses either; and geographically I had a vague idea that the courses concerned were all in the northern half of the country – Kelso, Haydock, Sedgefield, Stafford and Ludlow. I decided to check them on a map, to see if this was right, but there wasn’t one to be found chez Mrs Allnut.

I went to bed in the crowded little dormitory with the other lads’ beery breaths gradually overwhelming the usual mixed clean smells of boot polish and hair oil, and lost an argument about having the small sash window open more than four inches at the top. The lads all seemed to take their cue from Paddy, who was undoubtedly the most aware of them, and if Paddy declined to treat me as a friend, so would they: I realized that if I had insisted on having the window tight shut they would probably have opened it wide and given me all the air I wanted. Grinning ruefully in the dark I listened to the squeaking bed springs and their sleepy, gossiping giggles as they thumbed over the evening’s talk; and as I shifted to find a comfortable spot on the lumpy mattress I began to wonder what life was really like from the inside for the hands who lived in my own bunk house, back home.

Wednesday morning gave me my first taste of the biting Yorkshire wind, and one of the lads, as we scurried round the yard with shaking hands and running noses, cheerfully assured me that it could blow for six months solid, if it tried. I did my three horses at the double, but by the time the horse box took me and one of them out of the yard at twelve-thirty I had decided that if the gaps in my wardrobe were anything to go by, October’s big square house up the drive must have very efficient central heating.

About four miles up the road I pressed the bell which in most horse boxes connects the back compartment to the cab. The driver stopped obediently, and looked enquiringly at me when I walked along and climbed up into the cab beside him.

‘The horse is quiet,’ I said, ‘and it’s warmer here.’

He grinned and started off again, shouting over the noise of the engine. ‘I didn’t have you figured for the conscientious type, and I was damn right. That horse is going to be sold and has got to arrive in good condition… the boss would have a fit if he knew you were up in front.’

I had a pretty good idea the boss, meaning Inskip, wouldn’t be at all surprised; bosses, judging by myself, weren’t as naïve as all that.

‘The boss can stuff himself,’ I said unpleasantly.

I got a sidelong glance for that, and reflected that it was dead easy to give oneself a bad character if one put one’s mind to it. Horse box drivers went to race meetings in droves, and had no duties when they got there. They had time to gossip in the canteen, time all afternoon to wander about and wag their tongues. There was no telling what ears might hear that there was a possible chink in the honesty of the Inskip lads.

We stopped once on the way to eat in a transport café, and again a little further on for me to buy myself a
couple of woollen shirts, a black sweater, some thick socks, woollen gloves and a knitted yachting cap like those the other lads had worn that bitter morning. The box driver, coming into the shop with me to buy some socks for himself, eyed my purchases and remarked that I seemed to have plenty of money. I grinned knowingly, and said it was easy to come by if you knew how; and I could see his doubts of me growing.

In mid-afternoon we rolled in to a racing stable in Leicestershire, and it was here that the scope of Beckett’s staff work became apparent. The horse I was to take back and subsequently care for was a useful hurdler just about to start his career as a novice ‘chaser, and he had been sold to Colonel Beckett complete with all engagements. This meant, I learned from his former lad, who handed him over to me with considerable bitterness, that he could run in all the races for which his ex-owner had already entered him.

‘Where is he entered?’ I asked.

‘Oh, dozens of places, I think – Newbury, Cheltenham, Sandown, and so on, and he was going to start next week at Bristol.’ The lad’s face twisted with regret as he passed the halter rope into my hand. ‘I can’t think what on earth persuaded the Old Man to part with him. He’s a real daisy, and if I ever see him at the races not looking as good and well cared for as he does now, I’ll find you and beat the living daylights out of you, I will straight.’

I had already discovered how deeply attached racing lads became to the horses they looked after, and I understood that he meant what he said.

‘What’s his name?’ I asked.

‘Sparking Plug… God awful name, he’s no plug… Hey, Sparks, old boy… hey, boy… hey, old fellow…’ He fondled the horse’s muzzle affectionately.

We loaded him into the horse box and this time I did stay where I ought to be, in the back, looking after him. If Beckett were prepared to give a fortune for the cause, as I guessed he must have done to get hold of such an ideal horse in so few days, I was going to take good care of it.

Before we started back I took a look at the road map in the cab, and found to my satisfaction that all the race courses in the country had been marked in on it in Indian ink. I borrowed it at once, and spent the journey studying it. The courses where Sparking Plug’s lad had said he was entered were nearly all in the south. Overnight stops, as requested. I grinned.

The five race courses where the eleven horses had won were not, I found, all as far north as I had imagined. Ludlow and Stafford, in fact, could almost be considered southern, especially as I found I instinctively based my view of the whole country from Harrogate. The five courses seemed to bear no relation to each other on the map; far from presenting a tidy circle from which a centre might be deduced, they were all more or less in a curve from north east to south west, and I could find no significance in their location.

I spent the rest of the journey back as I spent most of my working hours, letting my mind drift over what I knew of the eleven horses, waiting for an idea to swim to the surface like a fish in a pool, waiting for the disconnected facts to sort themselves into a pattern. But I didn’t really expect this to happen yet, as I knew I had barely started, and even electronic computers won’t produce answers if they are not fed enough information.

On Friday night I went down to the pub in Slaw and beat Soupy at darts. He grunted, gestured to the bar billiards, and took an easy revenge. We then drank a half pint together, eyeing each other. Conversation between us was almost non-existent, nor was it necessary: and shortly I wandered back to watch the dart players. They were no better than the week before.

‘You beat Soupy, didn’t you Dan?’ one of them said.

I nodded, and immediately found a bunch of darts thrust into my hand.

‘If you can beat Soupy you must be in the team.’

‘What team?’ I asked.

‘The stable darts team. We play other stables, and have a sort of Yorkshire League. Sometimes we go to Middleham or Wetherby or Richmond or sometimes they come here. Soupy’s the best player in Granger’s team. Could you beat him again, do you think, or was it a fluke?’

I threw three darts at the board. They all landed in the twenty. For some unknown reason I had always been able to throw straight.

‘Cor,’ said the lads. ‘Go on.’
I threw three more: the twenty section got rather crowded.

‘You’re in the team, mate, and no nonsense,’ they said.

‘When’s the next match?’ I asked.

‘We had one here a fortnight ago. Next one’s next Sunday at Burndale, after the football. You can’t play football as well as darts, I suppose?’

    I shook my head. ‘Only darts.’

I looked at the one dart still left in my hand. I could hit a scuttling rat with a stone; I had done it often when the men had found one round the corn bins and chased it out. I saw no reason why I couldn’t hit a galloping horse with a dart: it was a much bigger target.

    ‘Put that one in the bull,’ urged the lad beside me.

I put it in the bull. The lads yelled with glee.

    ‘We’ll win the league this season,’ they grinned. Grits grinned too. But Paddy didn’t.
October’s son and daughters came home for the week-end, the elder girl in a scarlet T.R.4 which I grew to know well by sight as she drove in and out past the stables, and the twins more sedately, with their father. As all three were in the habit of riding out when they were at home Wally told me to saddle up two of my horses to go out with the first string on Saturday, Sparking Plug for me and the other for Lady Patricia Tarren.

Lady Patricia Tarren, as I discovered when I led out the horse in the half light of early dawn and held it for her to mount, was a raving beauty with a pale pink mouth and thick curly eyelashes which she knew very well how to use. She had tied a green head-scarf over her chestnut hair, and she wore a black and white harlequined ski-ing jacket to keep out the cold. She was carrying some bright green woollen gloves.

‘You’re new,’ she observed, looking up at me through the eyelashes. ‘What’s your name?’

‘Dan… Miss,’ I said. I realized I hadn’t the faintest idea what form of address an earl’s daughter was accustomed to. Wally’s instructions hadn’t stretched that far.

‘Well… give me a leg up, then.’

I stood beside her obediently, but as I leaned forward to help her she ran her bare hand over my head and around my neck, and took the lobe of my right ear between her fingers. She had sharp nails, and she dug them in. Her eyes were wide with challenge. I looked straight back. When I didn’t move or say anything she presently giggled and let go and calmly put on her gloves. I gave her a leg up into the saddle and she bent down to gather the reins, and fluttered the fluffy lashes close to my face.

‘You’re quite a dish, aren’t you, Danny boy,’ she said, ‘with those googoo dark eyes.’

I couldn’t think of any answer to her which was at all consistent with my position. She laughed, nudged the horse’s flanks, and walked off down the yard. Her sister, mounting a horse held by Grits, looked from twenty yards away in the dim light to be much fairer in colouring and very nearly as beautiful. Heaven help October, I thought, with two like that to keep an eye on.

I turned to go and fetch Sparking Plug and found October’s eighteen-year-old son at my elbow. He was very like his father, but not yet as thick in body or as easily powerful in manner.

‘I shouldn’t pay too much attention to my twin sister,’ he said in a cool, bored voice, looking me up and down, ‘she is apt to tease.’ He nodded and strolled over to where his horse was waiting for him; and I gathered that what I had received was a warning off. If his sister behaved as provocatively with every male she met, he must have been used to delivering them.

Amused, I fetched Sparking Plug, mounted, and followed all the other horses out of the yard, up the lane, and on to the edge of the moor. As usual on a fine morning the air and the view were exhilarating. The sun was no more than a promise on the far distant horizon and there was a beginning-of-the-world quality in the light. I watched the shadowy shapes of the horses ahead of me curving round the hill with white plumes streaming from their nostrils in the frosty air. As the glittering rim of the sun expanded into full light the colours sprang out bright and clear, the browns of the jogging horses topped with the bright stripes of the lads’ ear-warming knitted caps and the jolly garments of October’s daughters.

October himself, accompanied by his retriever, came up on to the moor in a Land Rover to see the horses work. Saturday morning, I had found, was the busiest training day of the week as far as gallops were concerned, and as he was usually in Yorkshire at the week-end he made a point of coming out to watch.

Inskip had us circling round at the top of the hill while he paired off the horses and told their riders what to do. To me he said, ‘Dan; three-quarter speed gallop. Your horse is running on Wednesday. Don’t over-do him but we want to see how he goes.’ He directed one of the stable’s most distinguished animals to accompany me.

When he had finished giving his orders he cantered off along the broad sweep of green turf which stretched through the moorland scrub, and October drove slowly in his wake. We continued circling until the two men reached the other end of the gallops about a mile and a half away up the gently curved, gently rising track.

‘O.K.’ said Wally to the first pair. ‘Off you go.’
The two horses set off together, fairly steadily at first and then at an increasing pace until they had passed Inskip and October, when they slowed and pulled up.

‘Next two,’ Wally called.

We were ready, and set off without more ado. I had bred, broken and rebroken uncountable race-horses in Australia, but Sparking Plug was the only good one I had so far ridden in England, and I was interested to see how he compared. Of course he was a hurdler, while I was more used to flat racers, but this made no difference, I found: and he had a bad mouth which I itched to do something about, but there was nothing wrong with his action. Balanced and collected, he sped smoothly up the gallop, keeping pace effortlessly with the star performer beside him, and though, as ordered, we went only three-quarters speed at our fastest, it was quite clear that Sparking Plug was fit and ready for his approaching race.

I was so interested in what I was doing that it was not until I had reined in – not too easy with that mouth – and began to walk back, that I realised I had forgotten all about messing up the way I rode. I groaned inwardly, exasperated with myself: I would never do what I had come to England for if I could so little keep my mind on the job.

I stopped with the horse who had accompanied Sparking Plug in front of October and Inskip, for them to have a look at the horses and see how much they were blowing. Sparking Plug’s ribs moved easily: he was scarcely out of breath. The two men nodded, and I and the other lad slid off the horses and began walking them round while they cooled down.

Up from the far end of the gallop came the other horses, pair by pair, and finally a bunch of those who were not due to gallop but only to canter. When everyone had worked, most of the lads remounted and we all began to walk back down the gallop towards the track to the stable. Leading my horse on foot I set off last in the string, with October’s eldest daughter riding immediately in front of me and effectively cutting me off from the chat of the lads ahead. She was looking about her at the rolling vistas of moor, and not bothering to keep her animal close on the heels of the one in front, so that by the time we entered the track there was a ten yard gap ahead of her.

As she passed a scrubby gorse bush a bird flew out of it with a squawk and flapping wings, and the girl’s horse whipped round and up in alarm. She stayed on with a remarkable effort of balance, pulling herself back up into the saddle from somewhere below the horse’s right ear, but under her thrust the stirrup leather broke apart at the bottom, and the stirrup iron itself clanged to the ground.

I stopped and picked up the iron, but it was impossible to put it back on the broken leather.

‘Thank you,’ she said. ‘What a nuisance.’

She slid off her horse. ‘I might as well walk the rest of the way.’

I took her rein and began to lead both of the horses, but she stopped me, and took her own back again.

‘It’s very kind of you,’ she said, ‘but I can quite well lead him myself.’ The track was wide at that point, and she began to walk down the hill beside me.

On closer inspection she was not a bit like her sister Patricia. She had smooth silver blonde hair under a blue head scarf, fair eye lashes, direct grey eyes, a firm friendly mouth, and a composure which gave her an air of graceful reserve. We walked in easy silence for some way.

‘Isn’t it a gorgeous morning,’ she said eventually.

‘Gorgeous,’ I agreed, ‘But cold.’ The English always talk about the weather, I thought: and a fine day in November is so rare as to be remarked on. It would be hotting up for summer, at home…

‘Have you been with the stable long?’ she asked, a little further on.

‘Only about ten days.’

‘And do you like it here?’

‘Oh, yes. It’s a well run stable…’

‘Mr Inskip would be delighted to hear you say so,’ she said in a dry voice.

I glanced at her, but she was looking ahead down the track, and smiling.

After another hundred yards she said, ‘What horse is that that you were riding? I don’t think that I have seen him before, either.’

‘He only came on Wednesday…’ I told her the little I knew about Sparking Plug’s history, capabilities and
prospects.

She nodded. ‘It will be nice for you if he can win some races. Rewarding, after your work for him here.’

‘Yes,’ I agreed, surprised that she should think like that.

We reached the last stretch to the stable.

‘I am so sorry,’ she said pleasantly, ‘but I don’t know your name.’

‘Daniel Roke,’ I said: and I wondered why to her alone of all the people who had asked me that question in the last ten days it had seemed proper to give a whole answer.

‘Thank you,’ she paused: then having thought, continued in a calm voice which I realised with wry pleasure was designed to put me at my ease, ‘Lord October is my father. I’m Elinor Tarren.’

We had reached the stable gate. I stood back to let her go first, which she acknowledged with a friendly but impersonal smile, and she led her horse away across the yard towards its own box. A thoroughly nice girl, I thought briefly, buckling down to the task of brushing the sweat off Sparking Plug, washing his feet, brushing out his mane and tail, sponging out his eyes and mouth, putting his straw bed straight, fetching his hay and water, and then repeating the whole process with the horse that Patricia had ridden. Patricia, I thought, grinning, was not a nice girl at all.

When I went in to breakfast in the cottage Mrs Allnut gave me a letter which had just arrived for me. The envelope, postmarked in London the day before, contained a sheet of plain paper with a single sentence typed on it.

‘Mr Stanley will be at Victoria Falls three p.m. Sunday.’

I stuffed the letter into my pocket, laughing into my porridge.

There was a heavy drizzle falling when I walked up beside the stream the following afternoon. I reached the gully before October, and waited for him with the rain drops finding ways to trickle down my neck. He came down the hill with his dog as before, telling me that his car was parked above us on the little used road.

‘But we’d better talk here, if you can stand the wet,’ he finished, ‘in case anyone saw us together in the car, and wondered.’

‘I can stand the wet,’ I assured him, smiling.

‘Good… well, how have you been getting on?’

I told him how well I thought of Beckett’s new horse and the opportunities it would give me.

He nodded, ‘Roddy Beckett was famous in the war for the speed and accuracy with which he got supplies moved about. No one ever got the wrong ammunition or all left boots when he was in charge.’

I said ‘I’ve sown a few seeds of doubts about my honesty, here and there, but I’ll be able to do more of that this week at Bristol, and also next week-end, at Burndale. I’m going there on Sunday to play in a darts match.’

‘They’ve had several cases of doping in that village in the past,’ he said thoughtfully. ‘You might get a nibble, there.’

‘It would be useful…’

‘Have you found the form books helpful?’ he asked, ‘have you given those eleven horses any more thought?’

‘I’ve thought of little else,’ I said, ‘and it seems just possible, perhaps it’s only a slight chance, but it does just seem possible that you might be able to make a dope test on the next horse in the sequence before he runs in a race. That is to say, always providing that there is going to be another horse in the sequence… and I don’t see why not, as the people responsible have got away with it for so long.’

He looked at me with some excitement, the rain dripping off the down-turned brim of his hat.

‘You’ve found something?’

‘No, not really. It’s only a statistical indication. But it’s more than even money, I think, that the next horse will win a selling chase at Kelso, Sedgefield, Ludlow, Stafford or Haydock.’ I explained my reasons for expecting this, and went on, ‘It should be possible to arrange for wholesale saliva samples to be taken before all the selling chases on those particular tracks – it can’t be more than one race at each two-day meeting – and they can throw the samples away without going to the expense of testing them if no… er… joker turns up in the pack.’

‘It’s a tall order,’ he said slowly, ‘but I don’t see why it shouldn’t be done, if it will prove anything.’
‘The analysts might find something useful in the results.’

‘Yes. And I suppose even if they didn’t, it would be a great step forward for us to be able to be on the lookout for a joker, instead of just being mystified when one appeared. Why on earth,’ he shook his head in exasperation, ‘didn’t we think of this months ago? It seems such an obvious way to approach the problem, now that you have done it.’

‘I expect it is because I am the first person really to be given all the collected information all at once, and deliberately search for a connecting factor. All the other investigations seemed to have been done from the other end, so to speak, by trying to find out in each case separately who had access to the horse, who fed him, who saddled him, and so on.’

He nodded gloomily.

‘There’s one other thing,’ I said. ‘The lab chaps told you that as they couldn’t find a dope you should look for something mechanical… do you know whether the horses’ skins were investigated as closely as the jockeys and their kit? It occurred to me the other evening that I could throw a dart with an absolute certainty of hitting a horse’s flank, and any good shot could plant a pellet in the same place. Things like that would sting like a hornet… enough to make any horse shift along faster.’

‘As far as I know, none of the horses showed any signs of that sort of thing, but I’ll make sure. And by the way, I asked the analysts whether horses’ bodies could break drugs down into harmless substances, and they said it was impossible.’

‘Well, that clears the decks a bit, if nothing else.’

‘Yes.’ He whistled to his dog, who was quartering the far side of the gully. ‘After next week, when you’ll be away at Burndale, we had better meet here at this time every Sunday afternoon to discuss progress. You will know if I’m away, because I won’t be here for the Saturday gallops. Incidentally, your horsemanship stuck out a mile on Sparking Plug yesterday. And I thought we agreed that you had better not make too good an impression. On top of which,’ he added, smiling faintly, ‘Inskip says you are a quick and conscientious worker.’

‘Heck… I’ll be getting a good reference if I don’t watch out.’

‘Too right you will,’ he agreed, copying my accent sardonically. ‘How do you like being a stable lad?’

‘It has its moments… Your daughters are very beautiful’

He grinned, ‘Yes: and thank you for helping Elinor. She told me you were most obliging.’

‘I did nothing.’

‘Patty is a bit of a handful,’ he said, reflectively, ‘I wish she’d decide what sort of a job she’d like to do. She knows I don’t want her to go on as she has during her season, never-ending parties and staying out till dawn… well, that’s not your worry, Mr Roke.’

We shook hands as usual, and he trudged off up the hill. It was still drizzling mournfully as I went down.

Sparking Plug duly made the 250 mile journey south to Bristol, and I went with him. The racecourse was some way out of the city, and the horse box driver told me, when we stopped for a meal on the way, that the whole of the stable block had been newly rebuilt there after fire had gutted it.

Certainly the loose boxes were clean and snug, but it was the new sleeping quarters that the lads were in ecstasies about. The hostel was a surprise to me too. It consisted mainly of a recreation room and two long dormitories with about thirty beds in each, made up with clean sheets and fluffy blue blankets. There was a wall light over each bed, polyvinyl tiled flooring, under-floor heating, modern showers in the washroom and a hot room for drying wet clothes. The whole place was warm and light, with colour schemes which were clearly the work of a professional.

‘Ye gods, we’re in the ruddy Hilton,’ said one cheerful boy, coming to a halt beside me just through the dormitory door and sling his canvas grip on to an unoccupied bed.

‘You haven’t seen the half of it,’ said a bony long-wristed boy in a shrunken blue jersey, ‘up that end of the passage there’s a ruddy great canteen with decent chairs and a telly and a ping pong table and all.’

‘Other voices joined in.

‘It’s as good as Newbury.’

‘Easily.’
‘Better than Ascot, I’d say.’

Heads nodded.

‘They have bunk beds at Ascot, not singles, like this.’

The hostels at Newbury and Ascot were, it appeared, the most comfortable in the country.

‘Anyone would think the bosses had suddenly cottoned on to the fact that we’re human,’ said a sharp faced lad, in a belligerent, rabble-raising voice.

‘It’s a far cry from the bug-ridden doss houses of the old days,’ nodded a desiccated, elderly little man with a face like a shrunklen apple. ‘But a fellow told me the lads have it good like this in America all the time.’

‘They know if they don’t start treating us decent they soon won’t get anyone to do the dirty work,’ said the rabble-raiser. ‘Things are changing.’

‘They treat us decent enough where I come from,’ I said, putting my things on an empty bed next to his and nerving myself to be natural, casual, unremarkable. I felt much more self-conscious than I had at Slaw, where at least I knew the job inside out and had been able to feel my way cautiously into a normal relationship with the other lads. But here I had only two nights, and if I were to do any good at all I had got to direct the talk towards what I wanted to hear.

The form books were by now as clear to me as a primer, and for a fortnight I had listened acutely and concentrated on soaking in as much racing jargon as I could, but I was still doubtful whether I would understand everything I heard at Bristol and also afraid that I would make some utterly incongruous impossible mistake in what I said myself.

‘And where do you come from?’ asked the cheerful boy, giving me a cursory looking over.

‘Lord October’s,’ I said.

‘Oh yes, Inskip’s, you mean? You’re a long way from home…’

‘Inskip’s may be all right,’ said the rabble-raiser, as if he regretted it. ‘But there are some places where they still treat us like mats to wipe their feet on, and don’t reckon that we’ve got a right to a bit of sun, same as everyone else.’

‘Yeah,’ said the raw-boned boy seriously. ‘I heard that at one place they practically starve the lads and knock them about if they don’t work hard enough, and they all have to do about four or five horses each because they can’t keep anyone in the yard for more than five minutes!’

I said idly ‘Where’s that, just so I know where to avoid, if I ever move on from Inskip’s?’

‘Up your part of the country…’ he said doubtfully. ‘I think.’

‘No, further north, in Durham…’ another boy chimed in, a slender, pretty boy with soft down still growing on his cheeks.

‘You know about it too, then?’

He nodded. ‘Not that it matters, only a raving nit would take a job there. It’s a blooming sweat shop, a hundred years out of date. All they get are riff-raff that no one else will have.’

‘It wants exposing,’ said the rabble-raiser belligerently. ‘Who runs this place?’

‘Bloke called Humber,’ said the pretty boy, ‘he couldn’t train ivy up a wall… and he has about as many winners as tits on a billiard ball… You see his head travelling lad at the meetings sometimes, trying to pressgang people to go and work there, and getting the brush off, right and proper.’

‘Someone ought to do something,’ said the rabble-raiser automatically: and I guessed that this was his usual refrain: ‘someone ought to do something’; but not, when it came to the point, himself.

There was a general drift into the canteen, where the food proved to be good, unlimited, and free. A proposal to move on to a pub came to nothing when it was discovered both that the nearest was nearly two (busless) miles away and that the bright warm canteen had some crates of beer under its counter.

It was easy enough to get the lads started on the subject of doping, and they seemed prepared to discuss it endlessly. None of the twenty odd there had ever, as far as they would admit, given ‘anything’ to a horse, but they all knew someone who knew someone who had. I drank my beer and listened and looked interested, which I was.

‘… nobbled him with a squirt of acid as he walked out of the bleeding paddock…’

‘… gave it such a whacking dollop of stopping powder that it died in its box in the morning…’
‘Seven rubber bands came out in the droppings…’
‘… overdosed him so much that he never even tried to jump the first fence: blind, he was, stone blind…’
‘… gave him a bloody great bucket full of water half an hour before the race, and didn’t need any dope to stop him with all that sloshing about inside his gut.’
‘Poured half a bottle of whisky down his throat.’
‘… used to tube horses which couldn’t breathe properly on the morning of the race until they found it wasn’t the extra fresh air that was making the horses win but the cocaine they stuffed them full of for the operation…’
‘They caught him with a hollow apple packed with sleeping pills…’
‘… dropped a syringe right in front of an effing steward.’
‘I wonder if there’s anything which hasn’t been tried yet?’ I said.
‘Black magic. Not much else left,’ said the pretty boy.

They all laughed.
‘Someone might find something so good,’ I pointed out casually, ‘that it couldn’t be detected, so the people who thought of it could go on with it for ever and never be found out.’
‘Blimey,’ exclaimed the cheerful lad, ‘you’re a comfort, aren’t you? God help racing, if that happened. You’d never know where you were. The bookies would all be climbing the walls.’ He grinned hugely.

The elderly little man was not so amused.

‘It’s been going on for years and years,’ he said, nodding solemnly. ‘Some trainers have got it to a fine art, you mark my words. Some trainers have been doping their horses regular, for years and years.’

But the other lads didn’t agree. The dope tests had done for the dope-minded trainers of the past; they had lost their licences, and gone out of racing. The old rule had been a bit unfair on some, they allowed, when a trainer had been automatically disqualified if one of his horses had been doped. It wasn’t always the trainer’s fault, especially if the horse had been doped to lose. What trainer, they asked, would nobble a horse he’d spent months training to win? But they thought there was probably more doping since that rule was changed, not less.

‘Stands to reason, a doper knows now he isn’t ruining the trainer for life, just one horse for one race. Makes it sort of easier on his conscience, see? More lads, maybe, would take fifty quid for popping the odd aspirin into the feed if they knew the stable wouldn’t be shut down and their jobs gone for a burden very soon afterwards.’

They talked on, thoughtful and ribald; but it was clear that they didn’t know anything about the eleven horses I was concerned with. None of them, I knew, came from any of the stables involved, and obviously they had not read the speculative reports in the papers, or if they had, had read them separately over a period of eighteen months, and not in one solid, collected, intense bunch, as I had done.

The talk faltered and died into yawns, and we went chatting to bed, I sighing to myself with relief that I had gone through the evening without much notice having been taken of me.

By watching carefully what the other lads did, I survived the next day also without any curious stares. In the early afternoon I took Sparking Plug from the stables into the paddock, walked him round the parade ring, stood holding his head while he was saddled, led him round the parade ring again, held him while the jockey mounted, led him out on to the course, and went up into the little stand by the gate with the other lads to watch the race.

Sparking Plug won. I was delighted. I met him again at the gate and led him into the spacious winner’s unsaddling enclosure.

Colonel Beckett was there, waiting, leaning on a stick. He patted the horse, congratulated the jockey, who unbuckled his saddle and departed into the weighing room, and said to me sardonically, ‘That’s a fraction of his purchase price back, anyway.’

‘He’s a good horse, and absolutely perfect for his purpose.’
‘Good. Do you need anything else?’
‘Yes. A lot more details about those eleven horses… where they were bred, what they ate, whether they had had any illnesses, what cafés their box drivers used, who made their bridles, whether they had racing plates fitted at the meetings, and by which blacksmiths… anything and everything.’

‘Are you serious?’
‘Yes.’
‘But they had nothing in common except that they were doped.’

‘As I see it, the question really is what was it that they had in common that made it possible for them to be doped.’ I smoothed Sparking Plug’s nose. He was restive and excited after his victory. Colonel Beckett looked at me with sober eyes.

‘Mr Roke, you shall have your information.’

I grinned at him. ‘Thank you; and I’ll take good care of Sparking Plug… he’ll win you all the purchase price, before he’s finished.’

‘Horses away,’ called an official: and with a weak-looking gesture of farewell from Colonel Beckett’s limp hand, I took Sparking Plug back to the racecourse stables and walked him round until he had cooled off.

There were far more lads in the hostel that evening as it was the middle night of the two-day meeting, and this time, besides getting the talk round again to doping and listening attentively to everything that was said, I also tried to give the impression that I didn’t think taking fifty quid to point out a certain horse’s box in his home stable to anyone prepared to pay that much for the information was a proposition I could be relied on to turn down. I earned a good few disapproving looks for this, and also one sharply interested glance from a very short lad whose outsize nose sniffed monotonously.

In the washroom in the morning he used the basin next to me, and said out of the side of his mouth, ‘Did you mean it, last night, that you’d take fifty quid to point out a box?’

I shrugged. ‘I don’t see why not.’

He looked round furtively. It made me want to laugh. ‘I might be able to put you in touch with someone who’d be interested to hear that – for fifty per cent cut.’

‘You’ve got another think coming,’ I said offensively. ‘Fifty per cent… what the hell do you think I am?’

‘Well… a fiver, then,’ he sniffed, climbing down.

‘I dunno…’

‘I can’t say fairer than that,’ he muttered.

‘It’s a wicked thing, to point out a box,’ I said virtuously, drying my face on a towel. He stared at me in astonishment.

‘And I couldn’t do it for less than sixty, if you are taking a fiver out of it.’

He didn’t know whether to laugh or spit. I left him to his indecision, and went off grinning to escort Sparking Plug back to Yorkshire.
Again on Friday evening I went down to the Slaw pub and exchanged bug-eyed looks with Soupy across the room.

On the Sunday half the lads had the afternoon off to go to Burndale for the football and darts matches, and we won both, which made for a certain amount of back slapping and beer drinking. But beyond remarking that I was new, and a blight on their chances in the darts league, the Burndale lads paid me little attention. There was no one like Soupy among them in spite of what October had said about the cases of doping in the village, and no one, as far as I could see, who cared if I were as crooked as a cork-screw.

During the next week I did my three horses, and read the form books, and thought: and got nowhere. Paddy remained cool and so did Wally, to whom Paddy had obviously reported my affinity with Soupy. Wally showed his disapproval by giving me more than my share of the afternoon jobs, so that every day, instead of relaxing in the usual free time between lunch and evening stables at four o’clock, I found myself bidden to sweep the yard, clean the tack, crush the oats, cut the chaff, wash Inskip’s car or clean the windows of the loose boxes. I did it all without comment, reflecting that if I needed an excuse for a quick row and walked out later on I could reasonably, at eleven hours a day, complain of overwork.

However, at Friday midday I set off again with Sparking Plug, this time to Cheltenham, and this time accompanied not only by the box driver but by Grits and his horse, and the head travelling lad as well.

Once in the racecourse stables I learned that this was the night of the dinner given to the previous season’s champion jockey, and all the lads who were staying there overnight proposed to celebrate by attending a dance in the town. Grits and I, therefore, having bedded down our horses, eaten our meal, and smartened ourselves up, caught a bus down the hill and paid our entrance money to the hop. It was a big hall and the band was loud and hot, but not many people were yet dancing. The girls were standing about in little groups eyeing larger groups of young men, and I bit back just in time a remark on how odd I found it; Grits would expect me to think it normal. I took him off into the bar where there were already groups of lads from the racecourse mingled with the local inhabitants, and bought him a beer, regretting that he was with me to see what use I intended to make of the evening. Poor Grits, he was torn between loyalty to Paddy and an apparent liking for me, and I was about to disillusion him thoroughly. I wished I could explain. I was tempted to spend the evening harmlessly. But how could I justify passing over an unrepeatable opportunity just to keep temporarily the regard of one slow-witted stable lad, however much I might like him? I was committed to earning ten thousand pounds.

‘Grits, go and find a girl to dance with.’

He gave me a slow grin. ‘I don’t know any.’

‘It doesn’t matter. Any of them would be glad to dance with a nice chap like you. Go and ask one.’

‘No. I’d rather stay with you.’

‘All right, then. Have another drink.’

‘I haven’t finished this.’

I turned round to the bar, which we had been leaning against, and banged my barely touched half pint down on the counter. ‘I’m fed up with this pap,’ I said violently. ‘Hey, you, barman, give me a double whisky.’

‘Dan!’ Grits was upset at my tone, which was a measure of its success. The barman poured the whisky and took my money.

‘Don’t go away,’ I said to him in a loud voice. ‘Give me another while you’re at it.’

I felt rather than saw the group of lads further up the bar turn round and take a look, so I picked up the glass and swallowed all the whisky in two gulps and wiped my mouth on the back of my hand. I pushed the empty glass across to the barman and paid for the second drink.

‘Dan,’ Grits tugged my sleeve, ‘do you think you should?’

‘Yes,’ I said, scowling. ‘Go and find a girl to dance with.’

But he didn’t go. He watched me drink the second whisky and order a third. His eyes were troubled.
The bunch of lads edged towards us along the bar.

‘Hey, fella, you’re knocking it back a bit,’ observed one, a tallish man of my own age in a flashy bright blue suit.

‘Mind your own ruddy business,’ I said rudely.

‘Aren’t you from Inskip’s?’ he asked.

‘Yea… Insip’s… bloody Insip’s’ I picked up the third glass. I had a hard head for whisky, which was going down on top of a deliberately heavy meal. I reckoned I could stay sober a long time after I would be expected to be drunk; but the act had to put on early, while the audience were still sober enough themselves to remember it clearly afterwards.

‘Eleven sodding quid,’ I told them savagely, ‘that’s all you get for sweating your guts out seven days a week.’

It struck a note with some of them, but Blue-suit said, ‘Then why spend it on whisky?’

‘Why bloody not? It’s great stuff—gives you a kick. And, by God, you need something in this job.’

Blue-suit said to Grits, ‘Your mate’s got an outsized gripe.’

‘Well…’ said Grits, his face anxious, ‘I suppose he has had a lot of extra jobs this week, come to think…’

‘You’re looking after horses they pay thousands for and you know damn well that the way you ride and groom them and look after them makes a hell of a lot of difference to whether they win or not, and they grudge you a decent wage…’ I finished the third whisky, hiccupped and said, ‘It’s bloody unfair.’

The bar was filling up, and from the sight of them and from what I could catch of their greetings to each other, at least half the customers were in some way connected with racing. Bookmakers’ clerks and touts as well as stable lads – the town was stuffed with them, and the dance had been put on to attract them. A large amount of liquor began disappearing down their collective throats, and I had to catch the barman on the wing to serve my fourth double whisky in fifteen minutes.

I stood facing a widening circle with the glass in my hand, and rocked slightly on my feet.

‘I want,’ I began. What on earth did I want? I searched for the right phrases. ‘I want… a motor-bike. I want to show a bird a good time. And go abroad for a holiday… and stay in a swank hotel and have them running about at my beck and call… and drink what I like… and maybe one day put a deposit on a house… and what chance do I have of any of these? I’ll tell you. Not a snowball’s hope in hell. You know what I got in my pay packet this morning…? Seven pounds and fourpence…’

I went on and on grousing and complaining, and the evening wore slowly away. The audience drifted and changed, and I kept it up until I was fairly sure that all the racing people there knew there was a lad of Inskip’s who yearned for more money, preferably in large amounts. But even Grits, who hovered about with an unhappy air throughout it all and remained cold sober himself, didn’t seem to notice that I got progressively drunker in my actions while making each drink last longer than the one before.

Eventually, after I had achieved an artistic lurch and clutch at one of the pillars, Grits said loudly in my ear, ‘Dan, I’m going now and you’d better go too, or you’ll miss the last bus, and I shouldn’t think you could walk back, like you are.’

‘Huh?’ I squinted at him. Blue-suit had come back and was standing just behind him.

‘Want any help getting him out?’ he asked Grits.

Grits looked at me disgustedly, and I fell against him, putting my arm round his shoulders: I definitely did not want the sort of help Blue-suit looked as though he might give.

‘Grits, me old pal, if you say go, we go.’

We set off for the door, followed by Blue-suit, me staggering so heavily that I pushed Grits sideways. There were by this time a lot of others having difficulty in walking a straight line, and the queue of lads which waited at the bus stop undulated slightly like an ocean swell on a calm day. I grinned in the safe darkness and looked up at the sky, and thought that if the seeds I had sown in all directions bore no fruit there was little doping going on in British racing.

I may not have been drunk, but I woke the next morning with a shattering headache, just the same: all in a good cause, I thought, trying to ignore the blacksmith behind my eyes.
Sparking Plug ran in his race and lost by half a length. I took the opportunity of saying aloud on the lads’ stand that there was the rest of my week’s pay gone down the bloody drain.

Colonel Beckett patted his horse’s neck in the cramped unsaddling enclosure and said casually to me, ‘Better luck next time, eh? I’ve sent you what you wanted, in a parcel.’ He turned away and resumed talking to Inskip and his jockey about the race.

We all went back to Yorkshire that night, with Grits and me sleeping most of the way on the benches in the back of the horse box.

He said reproachfully as he lay down, ‘I didn’t know you hated it at Inskip’s… and I haven’t seen you drunk before either.’

‘It isn’t the work, Grits, it’s the pay.’ I had to keep it up.

‘Still there are some who are married and have kids to keep on what you were bleating about.’ He sounded disapproving, and indeed my behaviour must have affected him deeply, because he seldom spoke to me after that night.

There was nothing of interest to report to October the following afternoon, and our meeting in the gully was brief. He told me however that the information then in the post from Beckett had been collected by eleven keen young officer cadets from Aldershot who had been given the task as an initiative exercise, and told they were in competition with each other to see which of them could produce the most comprehensive report of the life of his allotted horse. A certain number of questions – those I had suggested – were outlined for them. The rest had been left to their own imagination and detective ability, and October said Beckett had told him they had used them to the full.

I returned down the hill more impressed than ever with the Colonel’s staff work, but not as staggered as when the parcel arrived the following day. Wally again found some wretched job for me to do in the afternoon, so that it was not until after the evening meal, when half the lads had gone down to Slaw, that I had an opportunity of taking the package up to the dormitory and opening it. It contained 237 numbered typewritten pages bound into a cardboard folder, like the manuscript of a book, and its production in the space of one week must have meant a prodigious effort not only from the young men themselves, but from the typists as well. The information was given in note form for the most part, and no space had anywhere been wasted in flowing prose: it was solid detail from cover to cover.

Mrs Allnut’s voice floated up the stairs. ‘Dan, come down and fetch me a bucket of coal, will you please?’

I thrust the typescript down inside my bed between the sheets, and went back to the warm, communal kitchen-living-room where we ate and spent most of our spare time. It was impossible to read anything private there, and my life was very much supervised from dawn to bedtime; and the only place I could think of where I could concentrate uninterrupted on the typescript was the bathroom. Accordingly that night I waited until all the lads were asleep, and then went along the passage and locked myself in, ready to report an upset stomach if anyone should be curious.

It was slow going: after four hours I had read only half. I got up stiffly, stretched, yawned, and went back to bed. Nobody stirred. The following night, as I lay waiting for the others to go to sleep so that I could get back to my task, I listened to them discussing the evening that four of them had spent in Slaw.

‘Who’s that fellow who was with Soupy?’ asked Grits. ‘I haven’t seen him around before.’

‘He was there last night too,’ said one of the others. ‘Queer sort of bloke.’

‘What was queer about him?’ asked the boy who had stayed behind, he watching the television while I in an arm-chair caught up on some sleep.

‘I dunno,’ said Grits. ‘His eyes didn’t stay still, like.’

‘Sort as if he was looking for someone,’ added another voice.

Paddy said firmly from the wall on my right, ‘You just all keep clear of that chap, and Soupy too. I’m telling you. People like them are no good.’

‘But that chap, that one with that smashing gold tie, he bought us a round, you know he did. He can’t be too bad if he bought us a round…”

Paddy sighed with exasperation that anyone could be so simple. ‘If you’d have been Eve, you’d have eaten the apple as soon as look at it. You wouldn’t have needed a serpent.’

‘Oh well,’ yawned Grits. ‘I don’t suppose he’ll be there tomorrow. I heard him say something to Soupy about time getting short.’
They muttered and murmured and went to sleep, and I lay awake in the dark thinking that perhaps I had just heard something very interesting indeed. Certainly a trip down to the pub was indicated for the following evening.

With a wrench I stopped my eyes from shutting, got out of my warm bed, repaired again to the bathroom, and read for another four hours until I had finished the typescript. I sat on the bathroom floor with my back against the wall and stared sightlessly at the fixtures and fittings. There was nothing, not one single factor, that occurred in the life histories of all of the eleven microscopically investigated horses. No common denominator at all. There were quite a few things which were common to four or five – but not often the same four or five – like the make of saddle their jockeys used, the horse cube nuts they were fed with, or the auction rings they had been sold in: but the hopes I had had of finding a sizeable clue in those packages had altogether evaporated. Cold, stiff, and depressed, I crept back to bed.

The next evening at eight I walked alone down to Slaw, all the other lads saying they were skint until pay-day and that in any case they wanted to watch Z Cars on television.

‘I thought you lost all your cash on Sparks at Cheltenham,’ observed Grits.

‘I’ve about two bob left,’ I said, producing some pennies. ‘Enough for a pint.’

The pub, as often on Wednesdays, was empty. There was no sign of Soupy or his mysterious friend, and having bought some beer I amused myself at the dart board, throwing one-to-twenty sequences, and trying to make a complete ring in the trebles. Eventually I pulled the darts out of the board, looked at my watch, and decided I had wasted the walk; and it was at that moment that a man appeared in the doorway, not from the street, but from the saloon bar next door. He held a glass of gently fizzing amber liquid and a slim cigar in his left hand and pushed open the door with his right. Looking me up and down, he said, ‘Are you a stable lad?’

‘Yes.’

‘Granger’s or Inskip’s?’

‘Inskip’s.’

‘Hmm.’ He came further into the room and let the door swing shut behind him. ‘There’s ten bob for you if you can get one of your lads down here tomorrow night… and as much beer as you can both drink.’

I looked interested. ‘Which lad?’ I asked. ‘Any special one? Lots of them will be down here on Friday.’

‘Well, now, it had better be tomorrow, I think. Sooner the better, I always say. And as for which lad… er… you tell me their names and I’ll pick one of them… how’s that?’

I thought it was damn stupid, and also that he wished to avoid asking too directly, too memorably for… well… for me?

‘O.K. Paddy, Grits, Wally, Steve, Ron…’ I paused.

‘Go on,’ he said.

‘Reg, Norman, Dave, Jeff, Dan, Mike…’

His eyes brightened. ‘Dan,’ he said. ‘That’s a sensible sort of name. Bring Dan.’

‘I am Dan,’ I said.

There was an instant in which his balding scalp contracted and his eyes narrowed in annoyance.

‘Stop playing games,’ he said sharply.

‘It was you,’ I pointed out gently, ‘who began it.’

He sat down on one of the benches and carefully put his drink down on the table in front of him.

‘Why did you come here tonight, alone?’ he asked.

‘I was thirsty.’

There was a brief silence while he mentally drew up a plan of campaign. He was a short stocky man in a dark suit a size too small, the jacket hanging open to reveal a monogrammed cream shirt and golden silk tie. His fingers were fat and short, and a roll of flesh overhung his coat collar at the back, but there was nothing soft in the way he looked at me.

At length he said, ‘I believe there is a horse in your stable called Sparking Plug?’

‘Yes.’

‘And he runs at Leicester on Monday?’
‘As far as I know.’
‘What do you think his chances are?’ he asked.
‘Look, do you want a tip, mister, is that what it is? Well, I do Sparking Plug myself and I’m telling you there isn’t an animal in next Monday’s race to touch him.’
‘So you expect him to win?’
‘Yes, I told you.’
‘And you’ll bet on him I suppose.’
‘Of course.’
‘With half your pay? Four pounds, perhaps?’
‘Maybe.’
‘But he’ll be favourite. Sure to be. And at best you’ll probably only get even money. Another four quid. That doesn’t sound much, does it, when I could perhaps put you in the way of winning… a hundred?’
‘You’re barmy,’ I said, but with a sideways leer that told him that I wanted to hear more.
He leaned forward with confidence. ‘Now you can say no if you want to. You can say no, and I’ll go away, and no one will be any the wiser, but if you play your cards right I could do you a good turn.’
‘What would I have to do for a hundred quid?’ I asked flatly.
He looked round cautiously, and lowered his voice still further. ‘Just add a little something to Sparking Plug’s feed on Sunday night. Nothing to it, you see? Dead easy.’
‘Dead easy,’ I repeated: and so it was.
‘You’re on, then?’ he looked eager.
‘I don’t know your name,’ I said.
‘Never you mind.’ He shook his head with finality.
‘Are you a bookmaker?’
‘No,’ he said. ‘I’m not. And that’s enough with the questions. Are you on?’
‘If you’re not a bookmaker,’ I said slowly, thinking my way, ‘and you are willing to pay a hundred pounds to make sure a certain favourite doesn’t win, I’d guess that you didn’t want just to make money backing all the other runners, but that you intend to tip off a few bookmakers that the race is fixed, and they’ll be so grateful they’ll pay you say, fifty quid each, at the very least. There are about eleven thousand bookmakers in Britain. A nice big market. But I expect you go to the same ones over and over again. Sure of your welcome, I should think.’
His face was a study of consternation and disbelief, and I realized I had hit the target, bang on.
‘Who told you…’ he began weakly.
‘I wasn’t born yesterday,’ I said with a nasty grin. ‘Relax. No one told me.’ I paused. ‘I’ll give Sparking Plug his extra nosh, but I want more for it. Two hundred.’
‘No. The deal’s off.’ He mopped his forehead.
‘All right.’ I shrugged.
‘A hundred and fifty then,’ he said grudgingly.
‘A hundred and fifty,’ I agreed. ‘Before I do it.’
‘Half before, half after,’ he said automatically. It was by no means the first time he had done this sort of deal.
I agreed to that. He said if I came down to the pub on Saturday evening I would be given a packet for Sparking Plug and seventy-five pounds for myself, and I nodded and went away, leaving him staring moodily into his glass.
On my way back up the hill I crossed Soupy off my list of potentially useful contacts. Certainly he had procured me for a doping job, but I had been asked to stop a favourite in a novice ‘chase, not to accelerate a dim long priced selling plater. It was extremely unlikely that both types of fraud were the work of one set of people.
Unwilling to abandon Colonel Beckett’s typescript I spent chunks of that night and the following two nights in the bathroom, carefully rereading it. The only noticeable result was that during the day I found the endless stable work irksome because for five nights in a row I had had only three hours’ sleep. But I frankly dreaded having to tell October on Sunday that the eleven young men had made their mammoth investigation to no avail, and I had an
unreasonable feeling that if I hammered away long enough I could still wring some useful message from those densely packed pages.

On Saturday morning, though it was bleak, bitter and windy, October’s daughters rode out with the first string. Elinor only came near enough to exchange polite good mornings, but Patty, who was again riding one of my horses, made my giving her a leg up a moment of eyelash-fluttering intimacy, deliberately and unnecessarily rubbing her body against mine.

‘You weren’t here last week, Danny boy,’ she said, putting her feet in the irons. ‘Where were you?’

‘At Cheltenham… miss.’

‘Oh. And next Saturday?’

‘I’ll be here.’

She said, with intentional insolence, ‘Then kindly remember next Saturday to shorten the leathers on the saddle before I mount. These are far too long.’

She made no move to shorten them herself, but gestured for me to do it for her. She watched me steadily, enjoying herself. While I was fastening the second buckle she robbed her knee forwards over my hands and kicked me none too gently in the ribs.

‘I wonder you stand me teasing you, Danny boy,’ she said softly, bending down, ‘a dishy guy like you should answer back more. Why don’t you?’

‘I don’t want the sack,’ I said, with a dead straight face.

‘A coward, too,’ she said sardonically, and twitched her horse away.

And she’ll get into bad trouble one day, if she keeps on like that, I thought. She was too provocative. Stunningly pretty of course, but that was only the beginning; and her hurtful little tricks were merely annoying. It was the latent invitation which disturbed and aroused.

I shrugged her out of my mind, fetched Sparking Plug, sprang up on to his back and moved out of the yard and up to the moor for the routine working gallops.

The weather that day got steadily worse until while we were out with the second string it began to rain heavily in fierce slashing gusts, and we struggled miserably back against it with stinging faces and sodden clothes. Perhaps because it went on raining, or possibly because it was, after all, Saturday, Wally for once refrained from making me work all afternoon, and I spent the three hours sitting with about nine other lads in the kitchen of the cottage, listening to the wind shrieking round the corners outside and watching Chepstow races on television, while our damp jerseys, breeches and socks steamed gently round the fire.

I put the previous season’s form book on the kitchen table and sat over it with my head propped on the knuckles of my left hand, idly turning the pages with my right. Depressed by my utter lack of success with the eleven horses’ dossiers, by the antipathy I had to arouse in the lads, and also, I think, by the absence of the hot sunshine I usually lived in at that time of the year, I began to feel that the whole masquerade had been from the start a ghastly mistake. And the trouble was that having taken October’s money I couldn’t back out; not for months. This thought depressed me further still. I sat slumped in unrelieved gloom, wasting my much needed free time.

I think now that it must have been the sense that I was failing in what I had set out to do, more than mere tiredness, which beset me that afternoon, because although later on I encountered worse things it was only for that short while that I ever truly regretted having listened to October, and unreservedly wished myself back in my comfortable Australian cage.

The lads watching the television were making disparaging remarks about the jockeys and striking private bets against each other on the outcome of the races.

‘The uphill finish will sort ‘em out as usual,’ Paddy was saying. ‘It’s a long way from the last… Aladin’s the only one who’s got the stamina for the job.’

‘No,’ contradicted Grits. ‘Lobster Cocktail’s a flyer…’

Morosely I riffled the pages of the form book, aimlessly looking through them for the hundredth time, and came by chance on the map of Chepstow racecourse in the general information section at the beginning of the book. There were diagrammatic maps of all the main courses showing the shape of the tracks and the positioning of fences, stands, starting gates and winning posts, and I had looked before at those for Ludlow, Stafford and Hay-
dock, without results. There was no map of Kelso or Sedgefield. Next to the map section were a few pages of information about the courses, the lengths of their circuits, the names and addresses of the officials, the record times for the races, and so on.

For something to do, I turned to Chepstow’s paragraph. Paddy’s ‘long way from the last’, was detailed there: two hundred and fifty yards. I looked up Kelso, Sedgefield, Ludlow, Stafford and Haydock. They had much longer run-ins than Chepstow. I looked up the run-ins of all the courses in the book. The Aintree Grand National run-in was the second longest. The longest of all was Sedgefield, and in third, fourth, fifth, and sixth positions came Ludlow, Haydock, Kelso and Stafford. All had run-ins of over four hundred yards.

Geography had nothing to do with it: those five courses had almost certainly been chosen by the dopers because in each case it was about a quarter of a mile from the last fence to the winning post.

It was an advance, even if a small one, to have made at least some pattern out of the chaos. In a slightly less abysmal frame of mind I shut the form book and at four o’clock followed the other lads out into the unwelcome rainswept yard to spend an hour with each of my three charges, grooming them thoroughly to give their coats a clean healthy shine, tossing and tidying their straw beds, fetching their water, holding their heads while Inskip walked round, rugging them up comfortably for the night, and finally fetching their evening feed. As usual it was seven before we had all finished, and eight before we had eaten and changed and were bumping down the hill to Slaw, seven of us sardined into a rickety old Austin.

Bar billiards, darts, dominoes, the endless friendly bragging, the ingredients as before. Patiently, I sat and waited. It was nearly ten, the hour when the lads began to empty their glasses and think about having to get up the next morning, when Soupy strolled across the room towards the door, and, seeing my eyes on him, jerked his head for me to follow him. I got up and went out after him, and found him in the lavatories.

‘This is for you. The rest on Tuesday,’ he said economically; and treating me to a curled lip and stony stare to impress me with his toughness, he handed me a thick brown envelope. I put it in the inside pocket of my black leather jacket, and nodded to him. Still without speaking, without smiling, hard-eyed to match, I turned on my heel and went back into the bar: and after a while, casually, he followed.

So I crammed into the Austin and was driven up the hill, back to bed in the little dormitory, with seventy five pounds and a packet of white powder sitting snugly over my heart.
October dipped his finger in the powder and tasted it.

‘I don’t know what it is either,’ he said, shaking his head. ‘I’ll get it analysed.’

I bent down and patted his dog, and fondled its ears.

He said ‘You do realise what a risk you’ll be running if you take his money and don’t give the dope to the horse?’

I grinned up at him.

‘It’s no laughing matter,’ he said seriously. ‘They can be pretty free with their boots, these people, and it would be no help to us if you get your ribs kicked in…’

‘Actually,’ I said, straightening up, ‘I do think it might be best if Sparking Plug didn’t win… I could hardly hope to attract custom from the dopers we are really after if they heard I had double-crossed anyone before.’

‘You’re quite right.’ He sounded relieved. ‘Sparking Plug must lose; but Inskip… how on earth can I tell him that the jockey must pull back?’

‘You can’t,’ I said. ‘You don’t want them getting into trouble. But it won’t matter much if I do. The horse won’t win if I keep him thirsty tomorrow morning and give him a bucketful of water just before the race.’

He looked at me with amusement. ‘I see you’ve learned a thing or two.’

‘It’d make your hair stand on end, what I’ve learned.’

He smiled back. ‘All right then. I suppose it’s the only thing to do. I wonder what the National Hunt Committee would think of a Steward conspiring with one of his own stable lads to stop a favourite?’ He laughed. ‘I’ll tell Roddy Beckett what to expect… though it won’t be so funny for Inskip, nor for the lads here, if they back the horse, nor for the general public, who’ll lose their money.’

‘No,’ I agreed.

He folded the packet of white powder and tucked it back into the envelope with the money. The seventy-five pounds had foolishly been paid in a bundle of new fivers with consecutive numbers: and we had agreed that October would take them and try to discover to whom they had been issued.

I told him about the long run-ins on all of the courses where the eleven horses had won.

‘It almost sounds as if they might have been using vitamins after all,’ he said thoughtfully. ‘You can’t detect them in dope tests because technically they are not dope at all, but food. The whole question of vitamins is very difficult.’

‘They increase stamina?’ I asked.

‘Yes, quite considerably. Horses which ‘die’ in the last half mile – and as you pointed out, all eleven are that type – would be ideal subjects. But vitamins were among the first things we considered, and we had to eliminate them. They can help horses to win, if they are injected in massive doses into the bloodstream, and they are undetectable in analysis because they are used up in the winning, but they are undetectable in other ways too. They don’t excite, they don’t bring a horse back from a race looking as though benzedrine were coming out of his ears.’

He sighed. ‘I don’t know...’

With regret I made my confession that I had learned nothing from Beckett’s typescript.

‘Neither Beckett nor I expected as much from it as you did,’ he said. ‘I’ve been talking to him a lot this week, and we think that although all those extensive inquiries were made at the time, you might find something that was overlooked if you moved to one of the stables where those eleven horses were trained when they were doped. Of course, eight of the horses were sold and have changed stables, which is a pity, but three are still with their original trainers, and it might be best if you could get a job with one of those.’

‘Yes,’ I said. ‘AH right. I’ll try all three trainers and see if one of them will take me on. But the trail is very cold by now... and joker number twelve will turn up in a different stable altogether. There was nothing, I suppose, at
Haydock this week?’

‘No. Saliva samples were taken from all the runners before the selling chase, but the favourite won, quite normally, and we didn’t have the samples analysed. But now that you’ve spotted that those five courses must have been chosen deliberately for their long finishing straights we will keep stricter watches there than ever. Especially if one of those eleven horses runs there again.’

‘You could check with the racing calendar to see if any has been entered,’ I agreed. ‘But so far none of them has been doped twice, and I can’t see why the pattern should change.’

A gust of bitter wind blew down the gully, and he shivered. The little stream, swollen with yesterday’s rains, tumbled busily over its rocky bed. October whistled to his dog, who was sniffing along its banks.

‘By the way,’ he said, shaking hands, ‘the vets are of the opinion that the horses were not helped on their way by pellets or darts, or anything shot or thrown. But they can’t be a hundred per cent certain. They didn’t at the time examine all the horses very closely. But if we get another one I’ll see they go over every inch looking for punctures.’

‘Fine.’ We smiled at each other and turned away. I liked him. He was imaginative and had a sense of humour to leaven the formidable big-business-executive power of his speech and manner. A tough man, I thought appreciatively; tough in mind, muscular in body, unswerving in purpose: a man of the kind to have earned an earldom, if he hadn’t inherited it.

Sparking Plug had to do without his bucket of water that night and again the following morning. The box driver set off to Leicester with a pocketful of hard-earned money from the lads and their instructions to back the horse to win; and I felt a traitor.

Inskip’s other horse, which had come in the box too, was engaged in the third race, but the novice ‘chase was not until the fifth race on the card, which left me free to watch the first two races as well as Sparks’ own. I bought a race card and found a space on the parade ring rails, and watched the horses for the first race being led round. Although from the form books I knew the names of a great many trainers they were still unknown to me by sight; and accordingly, when they stood chatting with their jockeys in the ring, I tried, for interest, to identify some of them. There were only seven of them engaged in the first race, Owen, Cundell, Beeby, Cazalet, Humber… Humber? What was it that I had heard about Humber? I couldn’t remember. Nothing very important, I thought.

Humber’s horse looked the least well of the lot, and the lad leading him round wore unpolished shoes, a dirty rain-coat and an air of not caring to improve matters. The jockey’s jersey, when he took his coat off, could be seen to be still grubby with mud from a former outing, and the trainer who had failed to provide clean colours or to care about stable smartness was a large, bad-tempered looking man leaning on a thick, knobbed walking stick.

As it happened, Humber’s lad stood beside me on the stand to watch the race.

‘Got much chance?’ I asked idly.

‘Waste of time running him,’ he said, his lip curling. ‘I’m fed to the back molars with the sod.’

‘Oh. Perhaps your other horse is better, though?’ I murmured, watching the runners line up for the start.

‘My other horse?’ He laughed without mirth. ‘Three others, would you believe it? I’m fed up with the whole sodding set up. I’m packing it in at the end of the week, pay or no pay.’

I suddenly remembered what I had heard about Humber. The worst stable in the country to work for, the boy in the Bristol hostel had said: they starved the lads and knocked them about and could only get riff-raff to work there.

‘How do you mean, pay or no pay?’ I asked.

‘Humber pays sixteen quid a week, instead of eleven,’ he said, ‘but it’s not bloody worth it. I’ve had a bellyful of bloody Humber. I’m getting out.’

The race started, and we watched Humber’s horse finish last. The lad disappeared, muttering, to lead it away.

I smiled, followed him down the stairs, and he inconspicuously followed. He stopped beside me, and with his eyes on the one horse already in the ring, he said, ‘I hear that you are hard up.’

‘Not after today, I’m not,’ I said, looking him up and down.

He glanced at me briefly. ‘Oh. Are you so sure of Sparking Plug?’

‘Yeah,’ I said with an unpleasant smirk. ‘Certain.’ Someone, I reflected, had been kind enough to tell him
which horse I looked after: which meant he had been checking up on me. I trusted he had learned nothing to my advantage.

‘Hmm.’

A whole minute passed. Then he said casually, ‘Have you ever thought, of changing your job… going to another stable?’

‘I’ve thought of it,’ I admitted, shrugging. ‘Who hasn’t?’

‘There’s always a market for good lads,’ he pointed out, ‘and I’ve heard you’re a dab hand at the mucking out. With a reference from Inskip you could get in anywhere, if you told them you were prepared to wait for a vacancy.’

‘Where?’ I asked; but he wasn’t to be hurried. After another minute he said, still conversationally, ‘It can be very… er… lucrative… working for some stables.’

‘Oh?’

‘That is,’ he coughed discreetly, ‘if you are ready to do a bit more than the stable tells you to.’

‘Such as?’

‘Oh… general duties,’ he said vaguely. ‘It varies. Anything helpful to, er, the person who is prepared to supplement your income.’

‘And who’s that?’

He smiled thinly. ‘Look upon me as his agent. How about it? His terms are a regular fiver a week for information about the results of training gallops and things like that, and a good bonus for occasional special jobs of a more, er, risky nature.’

‘It don’t sound bad,’ I said slowly, sucking in my lower lip. ‘Can’t I do it at Inskip’s?’

‘Inskip’s is not a betting stable,’ he said. ‘The horses always run to win. We do not need a permanent employee in that sort of place. There are however at present two betting stables without a man of ours in them, and you would be useful in either.’

He named two leading trainers, neither of whom was one of the three people I had already planned to apply to. I would have to decide whether it would not be more useful to join what was clearly a well-organized spy system, than to work with a once-doped horse who would almost certainly not be doped again.

‘I’ll think it over,’ I said. ‘Where can I get in touch with you?’

‘Until you’re on the pay roll, you can’t,’ he said simply. ‘Sparking Plug’s in the fifth, I see. Well, you can give me your answer after that race. I’ll be somewhere on your way back to the stables. Just nod if you agree, and shake your head if you don’t. But I can’t see you passing up a chance like this, not one of your sort.’ There was a sly contempt in the smile he gave me that made me unexpectedly wince inwardly.

He turned away and walked a few steps, and then came back.

‘Should I have a big bet on Sparking Plug, then?’ he asked.

‘Oh… er… well… if I were you I’d save your money.’

He looked surprised, and then suspicious, and then knowing. ‘So that’s how the land lies,’ he said. ‘Well, well, well.’ He laughed, looking at me as if I’d crawled out from under a stone. He was a man who despised his tools. ‘I can see you’re going to be very useful to us. Very useful indeed.’

I watched him go. It wasn’t from kind-heartedness that I had stopped him backing Sparking Plug, but because it was the only way to retain and strengthen his confidence. When he was fifty yards away, I followed him. He made straight for the bookmakers in Tattersalls and strolled along the rows, looking at the odds displayed by each firm; but as far as I could see he was in fact innocently planning to bet on the next race, and not reporting to anyone the outcome of his talk with me. Sighing, I put ten shillings on an outsider and went back to watch the horses go out for the race.

Sparking Plug thirstily drank two full buckets of water, stumbled over the second last fence, and cantered tiredly in behind the other seven runners to the accompaniment of boos from the cheaper enclosures. I watched him with regret. It was a thankless way to treat a great-hearted horse.

The seedy, black-moustached man was waiting when I led the horse away to the stables. I nodded to him, and he sneered knowingly back.
‘You’ll hear from us,’ he said.

There was gloom in the box going home and in the yard the next day over Sparking Plug’s unexplainable defeat, and I went alone to Slaw on Tuesday evening, when Soupy duly handed over another seventy-five pounds. I checked it. Another fifteen new fivers, consecutive to the first fifteen.

‘Ta,’ I said. ‘What do you get out of this yourself?’

Soupy’s full mouth curled. ‘I do all right. You mugs take the risks, I get a cut for setting you up. Fair enough, eh?’

‘Fair enough. How often do you do this sort of thing?’ I tucked the envelope of money into my pocket.

He shrugged, looking pleased with himself. ‘I can spot blokes like you a mile off. Inskip must be slipping, though. First time I’ve known him pick a bent penny, like. But those darts matches come in very handy… I’m good, see. I’m always in the team. And there’s a lot of stables in Yorkshire… with a lot of beaten favourites for people to scratch their heads over.’

‘You’re very clever,’ I said.

He smirked. He agreed.

I walked up the hill planning to light a fuse under T.N.T., the high explosive kid.

In view of the black-moustached man’s offer I decided to read through Beckett’s typescript yet again, to see if the eleven dopings could have been the result of systematic spying. Looking at things from a fresh angle might produce results, I thought, and also might help me make up my mind whether or not to back out of the spying job and go to one of the doped horse’s yards as arranged.

Locked in the bathroom I began again at page one. On page sixty-seven, fairly early in the life history of the fifth of the horses. I read ‘Bought at Ascot Sales, by D. L. Mentiff, Esq., of York for four hundred and twenty guineas, passed on for five hundred pounds to H. Humber of Posset, County Durham, remained three months, ran twice unplaced in maiden hurdles, subsequently sold again, at Doncaster, being bought for six hundred guineas by N. W. Davies, Esq., of Leeds. Sent by him to L. Peterson’s training stables at Mars Edge, Staffs, remained eighteen months, ran in four maiden hurdles, five novice chases, all without being placed. Races listed below.’ Three months at Humber’s. I smiled. It appeared that horses didn’t stay with him any longer than lads. I ploughed on through the details, page after solid page.

On page ninety-four I came across the following: ‘Alamo was then offered for public auction at Kelso, and a Mr John Arbuthnot, living in Berwickshire, paid three hundred guineas for him. He sent him to be trained by H. Humber at Posset, County Durham, but he was not entered for any races, and Mr Arbuthnot sold him to Humber for the same sum. A few weeks later he was sent for resale at Kelso. This time Alamo was bought for three hundred and seventy-five guineas by a Mr Clement Smithson, living at Nantwich, Cheshire, who kept him at home for the summer and then sent him to a trainer called Samuel Martin at Malton, Yorkshire, where he ran unplaced in four maiden hurdles before Christmas (see list attached).’

I massaged my stiff neck. Humber again.

I read on.

On page one hundred and eighty, I read, ‘Ridgeway was then acquired as a yearling by a farmer, James Green, of Home Farm, Crayford, Surrey, in settlement of a bad debt. Mr Green put him out to grass for two years, and had him broken in, hoping he would be a good hunter. However, a Mr Taplow of Pusey, Wilts, said he would like to buy him and put him in training for racing. Ridgeway was trained for flat races by Ronald Streat of Pusey, but was unplaced in all his four races that summer. Mr Taplow then sold Ridgeway privately to Albert George, farmer, of Bridge Lewes, Shropshire, who tried to train him himself but said he found he didn’t have time to do it properly, so he sold him to a man a cousin of his knew near Durham, a trainer called Hedley Humber. Humber apparently thought the horse was no good, and Ridgeway went up for auction at Newmarket in November, fetching two hundred and ninety guineas and being bought by Mr P. J. Brewer, of the Manor, Witherby, Lanes…’

I ploughed right on to the end of the typescript, threading my way through the welter of names, but Humber was not mentioned anywhere again.

Three of the eleven horses had been in Humber’s yard for a brief spell at some distant time in their careers. That was all it amounted to.
I rubbed my eyes, which were gritty from lack of sleep, and an alarm clock rang suddenly, clamorously, in the silent cottage. I looked at my watch in surprise. It was already half past six. Standing up and stretching, I made use of the bathroom facilities, thrust the typescript up under my pyjama jacket and the jersey I wore on top and shuffled back yawning to the dormitory, where the others were already up and struggling puffy-eyed into their clothes.

Down in the yard it was so cold that everything one touched seemed to suck the heat out of ones fingers, leaving them numb and fumbling, and the air was as intense an internal shaft to the chest as iced coffee sliding down the oesophagus. Muck out the boxes, saddle up, ride up to the moor, canter, walk, ride down again, brush the sweat off, make the horse comfortable, give it food and water, and go in to breakfast. Repeat for the second horse, repeat for the third, and go in to lunch.

While we were eating Wally came in and told two others and me to go and clean the tack, and when we had finished our tinned plums and custard we went along to the tack room and started on the saddles and bridles. It was warm there from the stove, and I put my head back on a saddle and went solidly asleep.

One of the others jogged my legs and said, ‘Wake up Dan, there’s a lot to do,’ and I drifted to the surface again. But before I opened my eyes the other lad said, ‘Oh leave him, he does his share,’ and with blessings on his head I sank back into blackness. Four o’clock came too soon, and with it the three hours of evening stables: then supper at seven and another day nearly done.

For most of the time I thought about Humber’s name cropping up three times in the typescript. I couldn’t really see that it was of more significance than that four of the eleven horses had been fed on horse cubes at the time of their doping. What was disturbing was that I should have missed it entirely on my first two readings. I realised that I had had no reason to notice the name Humber before seeing him and his horse and talking to his lad at Leicester, but if I had missed one name occurring three times, I could have missed others as well. The thing to do would be to make lists of every single name mentioned in the typescript, and see if any other turned up in association with several of the horses. An electric computer could have done it in seconds. For me, it looked like another night in the bathroom.

There were more than a thousand names in the typescript. I listed half of them on the Wednesday night, and slept a bit, and finished them on Thursday night, and slept some more.

On Friday the sun shone for a change, and the morning was beautiful on the moor. I trotted Sparking Plug along the track somewhere in the middle of the string and thought about the lists. No names except Humber’s and one other occurred in connection with more than two of the horses. But the one other was a certain Paul J. Adams, and he had at one time or another owned six of them. Six out of eleven. It couldn’t be a coincidence. The odds against it were phenomenal. I was certain I had made my first really useful discovery, yet I couldn’t see why the fact that P. J. Adams, Esq. had owned a horse for a few months once should enable it to be doped a year or two later. I puzzled over it all morning without a vestige of understanding.

As it was a fine day, Wally said, it was a good time for me to scrub some rugs. This meant laying the rugs the horses wore to keep them warm in their boxes flat on the concrete in the yard, soaking them with the aid of a hose pipe, scrubbing them with a long-handled broom and detergent, hosing them off again, and hanging the wet rugs on the fence to drip before they were transferred to the warm tack room to finish drying thoroughly. It was an unpopular job, and Wally, who had treated me even more coldly since Sparking Plug’s disgrace (though he had not gone so far as to accuse me of engineering it), could hardly conceal his dislike when he told me that it was my turn to do it.

However, I reflected, as I laid out five rugs after lunch and thoroughly soaked them with water, I had two hours to be alone and think. And as so often happens, I was wrong.

At three o’clock, when the horses were dozing and the lads were either copying them or had made quick trips to Harrogate with their new pay packets; when stable life was at its siesta and only I with my broom showed signs of reluctant activity, Patty Tarren walked in through the gate, across the tarmac, and slowed to a halt a few feet away.

She was wearing a straightish dress of soft looking knobbly green tweed with a row of silver buttons from throat to hem. Her chestnut hair hung in a clean shining bob on her shoulders and was held back from her forehead by a wide green band, and with her fluffy eyelashes and pale pink mouth she looked about as enticing an interruption as a hard worked stable hand could ask for.

‘Hullo, Danny boy,’ she said.

‘Good afternoon, miss.’

‘I saw you from my window,’ she said.
‘You looked a bit lonely, so I came down to talk to you.’

‘Thank you, miss.’

‘As a matter of fact,’ she said, lowering the eyelashes, ‘the rest of the family don’t get here until this evening, and I had nothing to do in that barn of a place all by myself, and I was bored. So I thought I’d come down and talk to you.’

‘I see.’ I leant on the broom, looking at her lovely face and thinking that there was an expression in her eyes too old for her years.

‘It’s rather cold out here, don’t you think? I want to talk to you about something… don’t you think we could stand in the shelter of that doorway?’ Without waiting for an answer she walked towards the doorway in question, which was that of the hay barn, and went inside. I followed her, resting the broom against the door post on the way.

‘Yes, miss?’ I said. The light was dim in the barn.

It appeared that talking was not her main object after all.

She put her hands round the back of my neck and offered her mouth for a kiss. I bent my head and kissed her. She was no virgin, October’s daughter. She kissed with her tongue and with her teeth, and she moved her stomach rhythmically against mine. My muscles turned to knots. She smelled sweetly of fresh soap, more innocent than her behaviour.

‘Well… that’s all right, then,’ she said with a giggle, disengaging herself and heading for the bulk of the bales of hay which half filled the barn.

‘Come on,’ she said over her shoulder, and climbed up the bales to the flat level at the top. I followed her slowly. When I got to the top I sat looking down at the hay barn floor with the broom, the bucket and the rug touched with sunshine through the doorway. On top of the hay had been Philip’s favourite place for years when he was little… and this is a fine time to think of my family, I thought.

Patty was lying on her back three feet away from me. Her eyes were wide and glistening, and her mouth curved open in an odd little smile. Slowly, holding my gaze, she undid all the silver buttons down the front of her dress to a point well below her waist. Then she gave a little shake so that the edges of the dress fell apart.

She had absolutely nothing on underneath.

I looked at her body, which was pearl pink and slender, and very desirable; and she gave a little rippling shiver of anticipation.

I looked back at her face. Her eyes were big and dark, and the odd way in which she was smiling suddenly struck me as being half furtive, half greedy; and wholly sinful. I had an abrupt vision of myself as she must see me, as I had seen myself in the long mirror in October’s London house, a dark, flashy looking stable boy with an air of deceitfulness and an acquaintance with dirt.

I understood her smile, then.

I turned round where I sat until I had my back to her, and felt a flush of anger and shame spread all over my body.

‘Do your dress up,’ I said.

‘Why? Are you impotent after all, Danny boy?’

‘Do your dress up,’ I repeated. ‘The party’s over.’

I slid down the hay, walked across the floor and out of the door without looking back. Twitching up the broom and cursing under my breath I let out my fury against myself by scrubbing the rug until my arms ached.

After a while I saw her (green dress re-buttoned) come slowly out of the hay barn, look around her, and go across to a muddy puddle on the edge of the tarmac. She dirtied her shoes thoroughly in it, then childishly walked on to the rug I had just cleaned, and wiped all the mud off carefully in the centre.

Her eyes were wide and her face expressionless as she looked at me.

‘You’ll be sorry, Danny boy,’ she said simply, and without haste strolled away down the yard, the chestnut hair swinging gently on the green tweed dress.
I scrubbed the rug again. Why had I kissed her? Why, after knowing about her from that kiss, had I followed her up into the hay? Why had I been such a stupid, easily roused, lusting fool? I was filled with useless dismay.

One didn’t have to accept an invitation to dinner, even if the appetiser made one hungry. But having accepted, one should not so brutally reject what was offered. She had every right to be angry.

And I had every reason to be confused. I had been for nine years a father to two girls, one of whom was nearly Patty’s age. I had taught them when they were little not to take lifts from strangers and when they were bigger how to avoid more subtle snares. And here I was, indisputably on the other side of the parental fence.

I felt an atrocious sense of guilt towards October, for I had had the intention, and there was no denying it, of doing what Patty wanted.
Chapter 7

It was Elinor who rode out on my horse the following morning, and Patty, having obviously got her to change mounts, studiously refused to look at me at all.

Elinor, a dark scarf protecting most of the silver blonde hair, accepted a leg up with impersonal grace, gave me a warm smile of thanks and rode away at the head of the string with her sister. When we got back after the gallops, however, she led the horse into its box and did half of the jobs for it while I was attending to Sparking Plug. I didn’t know what she was doing until I walked down the yard, and was surprised to find her there, having grown used to Patty’s habit of bolting the horse into the box still complete with saddle, bridle, and mud.

‘You go and get the hay and water,’ she said. ‘I’ll finish getting the dirt off, now I’ve started.’

I carried away the saddle and bridle to the tack room, and took back the hay and water. Elinor gave the horse’s mane a few final strokes with the brush, and I put on his rug and buckled the roller round his belly. She watched while I tossed the straw over the floor to make a comfortable bed, and waited until I had bolted the door.

‘Thank you,’ I said. ‘Thank you very much.’

She smiled faintly, ‘It’s a pleasure. It really is. I like horses. Especially race horses. Lean and fast and exciting.’

‘Yes,’ I agreed. We walked down the yard together, she to go to the gate and I to the cottage which stood beside it.

‘They are so different from what I do all the week,’ she said.
‘What do you do all the week?’

‘Oh… study. I’m at Durham University.’ There was a sudden, private, recollecting grin. Not for me. On level terms, I thought, one might find more in Elinor than good manners.

‘It’s really extraordinary how well you ride,’ she said suddenly. ‘I heard Mr Inskip telling Father this morning that it would be worth getting a licence for you. Have you ever thought of racing?’

‘I wish I could,’ I said fervently, without thinking.

‘Well, why not?’

‘Oh… I might be leaving soon.’

‘What a pity.’ It was polite; nothing more.

We reached the cottage. She gave me a friendly smile and walked straight on, out of the yard, out of sight. I may not ever see her again, I thought; and was mildly sorry.

When the horse box came back from a day’s racing (with a winner, a third, and an also-ran) I climbed up into the cab and borrowed the map again. I wanted to discover the location of the village where Mr Paul Adams lived, and after some searching I found it. As its significance sank in I began to smile with astonishment. There was, it seemed, yet another place where I could apply for a job.

I went back into the cottage, into Mrs Allnut’s cosy kitchen, and ate Mrs Allnut’s delicious egg and chips and bread and butter and fruit cake, and later slept dreamlessly on Mrs Allnut’s lumpy mattress, and in the morning bathed luxuriously in Mrs Allnut’s shining bathroom. And in the afternoon I went up beside the stream with at last something worthwhile to tell October.

He met me with a face of granite, and before I could say a word he hit me hard and squarely across the mouth. It was a back-handed expert blow which started from the waist, and I didn’t see it coming until far too late.

‘What the hell’s that for?’ I said, running my tongue round my teeth and being pleased to find that none of them were broken off.

He glared at me. ‘Patty told me…’ He stopped as if it were too difficult to go on.

‘Oh,’ I said blankly.
‘Yes, oh,’ he mimicked savagely. He was breathing deeply and I thought he was going to hit me again. I thrust my hands into my pockets and his stayed where they were, down by his side, clenching and unclenching.

‘What did Patty tell you?’

‘She told me everything.’ His anger was almost tangible. ‘She came to me this morning in tears… she told me how you made her go into the hay barn… and held her there until she was worn out with struggling to get away… she told the… the disgusting things you did to her with your hands… and then how you forced her… forced her to…’ He couldn’t say it.

I was appalled. ‘I didn’t,’ I said vehmently. ‘I didn’t do anything like that. I kissed her… and that’s all. She’s making it up.’

‘She couldn’t possibly have made it up. It was too detailed… She couldn’t know such things unless they had happened to her.’

I opened my mouth and shut it again. They had happened to her, right enough; somewhere, with someone else, more than once, and certainly also with her willing co-operation. And I could see that to some extent at least she was going to get away with her horrible revenge, because there are some things you can’t say about a girl to her father, especially if you like him.

October said scathingly, ‘I have never been so mistaken in a man before. I thought you were responsible… or at least able to control yourself. Not a cheap lecherous jackanapes who would take my money – and my regard – and amuse yourself behind my back, debauching my daughter.’

There was enough truth in that to hurt, and the guilt I felt over my stupid behaviour didn’t help. But I had to put up some kind of defence, because I would never have harmed Patty in any way, and there was still the investigation into the doping to be carried on. Now I had got so far, I did not want to be packed off home in disgrace.

I said slowly, ‘I did go with Patty into the hay barn. I did kiss her. Once. Only once. After that I didn’t touch her. I literally didn’t touch any part of her, not her hand, not her dress… nothing.’

He looked at me steadily for a long time while the fury slowly died out of him and a sort of weariness took its place.

At length he said, almost calmly, ‘One of you is lying. And I have to believe my daughter.’ There was an unexpected flicker of entreaty in his voice.

‘Yes,’ I said. I looked away, up the gully. ‘Well… this solves one problem, anyway.’

‘What problem?’

‘How to leave here with the ignominious sack and without a reference.’

It was so far away from what he was thinking about that it was several moments before he showed any reaction at all, and then he gave me an attentive, narrow-eyed stare which I did not try to avoid.

‘You intend to go on with the investigation, then?’

‘If you are willing.’

‘Yes,’ he said heavily, at length. ‘Especially as you are moving on and will have no more opportunities of seeing Patty. In spite of what I personally think of you, you do still represent our best hope of success, and I suppose I must put the good of racing first.’

He fell silent. I contemplated the rather grim prospect of continuing to do that sort of work for a man who hated me. Yet the thought of giving up was worse. And that was odd.

Eventually he said, ‘Why do you want to leave without a reference? You won’t get a job in any of these three stables without a reference.’

‘The only reference I need to get a job in the stable I am going to is no reference at all.’

‘Whose stable?’

‘Hedley Humber’s.’

‘Humber?’ He was sombrely incredulous. ‘But why? He’s a very poor trainer and he didn’t train any of the doped horses. What’s the point of going there?’

‘He didn’t train any of the horses when they won,’ I agreed, ‘but he had three of them through his hands earlier in their careers. There is also a man called P. J. Adams who at one time or another owned six more of them. Adams lives, according to the map, less than ten miles from Humber. Humber lives at Posset, in Durham, and Adams at
Tellbridge, just over the Northumberland border. That means that nine of the eleven horses spent some time in that one small area of the British Isles. None of them stayed long. The dossiers of Transistor and Rudyard are much less detailed than the others on the subject of their earlier life, and I have now no doubt that checking would show that they too, for a short while, came under the care of either Adams or Humber.’

‘But how could the horses having spent some time with Adams or Humber possibly affect their speed months or years later?’

‘I don’t know,’ I said. ‘But I’ll go and find out.’

There was a pause.

‘Very well,’ he said heavily. ‘I’ll tell Inskip that you are dismissed. And I’ll tell him it is because you pestered Patricia.’

‘Right.’

He looked at me coldly. ‘You can write me reports. I don’t want to see you again.’

I watched him walk away strongly up the gully. I didn’t know whether or not he really believed any more that I had done what Patty said; but I did know that he needed to believe it. The alternative, the truth, was so much worse. What father wants to discover that his beautiful eighteen-year-old daughter is a lying slut?

And as for me, I thought that on the whole I had got off lightly; if I had found that anyone had assaulted Belinda or Helen I’d have half killed him.

After second exercise the following day Inskip told me exactly what he thought of me, and I didn’t particularly enjoy it.

After giving me a public dressing down in the centre of the tarmac (with the lads grinning in sly amusement as they carried their buckets and hay nets with both ears flapping) he handed back the insurance card and income tax form—there was still a useful muddle going on over the illegible Cornish address on the one October had originally provided me with—and told me to pack my bags and get out of the yard at once. It would be no use my giving his name as a reference he said, because Lord October had expressly forbidden him to vouch for my character, and it was a decision with which he thoroughly agreed. He gave me a week’s wages in lieu of notice, less Mrs Allnut’s share, and that was that.

I packed my things in the little dormitory, patted goodbye to the bed I had slept in for six weeks, and went down to the kitchen where the lads were having their midday meal. Eleven pairs of eyes swivelled in my direction. Some were contemptuous, some were surprised, one or two thought it funny. None of them looked sorry to see me go. Mrs Allnut gave me a thick cheese sandwich, and I ate it walking down the hill to Slaw to catch the two o’clock bus to Harrogate.

And from Harrogate, where?

No lad in his senses would go straight from a prosperous place like Inskip’s to ask for a job at Humber’s, however abruptly he had been thrown out; there had to be a period of some gentle sliding downhill if it were to look unsuspicious. In fact, I decided, it would be altogether much better if it were Humber’s head travelling lad who offered me work, and not I who asked for it. It should not be too difficult. I could turn up at every course where Humber had a runner, looking seedier and seedier and more and more ready to take any job at all, and one day the lad-hungry stable would take the bait.

Meanwhile I needed somewhere to live. The bus trundled down to Harrogate while I thought it out. Somewhere in the north east, to be near Humber’s local meetings. A big town, so that I could be anonymous in it. An alive town, so that I could find ways of passing the time between race meetings. With the help of maps and guide books in Harrogate public library I settled on Newcastle, and with the help of a couple of tolerant lorry drivers I arrived there late that afternoon and found myself a room in a back-street hotel.

It was a terrible room with peeling, coffee coloured walls, tatty printed linoleum wearing out on the floor, a narrow, hard divan bed, and some scratched furniture made out of stained plywood. Only its unexpected cleanliness and a shiny new washbasin in one corner made it bearable, but it did, I had to admit, suit my appearance and purpose admirably.

I dined in a fish and chip shop for three and six, and went to a cinema, and enjoyed not having to groom three horses or think twice about every word I said. My spirits rose several points at being free again and I succeeded in forgetting the trouble I was in with October.
In the morning I sent off to him in a registered package the second seventy-five pounds, which I had not given him in the gully on Sunday, together with a short formal note explaining why there would have to be a delay before I engaged myself to Humber.

From the post office I went to a betting shop and from their calendar copied down all the racing fixtures for the next month. It was the beginning of December, and I found there were very few meetings in the north before the first week in January; which was, from my point of view, a waste of time and a nuisance. After the following Saturday's programme at Newcastle itself there was no racing north of Nottinghamshire until Boxing Day, more than a fortnight later.

Pondering this set-back I next went in search of a serviceable second-hand motor-cycle. It took me until late afternoon to find exactly what I wanted, a souped-up 500 c.c. Norton, four years old and the ex-property of a now one-legged young man who had done the ton once too often on the Great North Road. The salesman gave me these details with relish as he took my money and assured me that the bike would still do a hundred at a push. I thanked him politely and left the machine with him to have a new silencer fitted, along with some new hand grips, brake cables and tyres.

Lack of private transport at Slaw had not been a tremendous drawback, and I would not have been concerned about my mobility at Posset were it not for the one obtrusive thought that I might at some time find it advisable to depart in a hurry. I could not forget the journalist, Tommy Stapleton. Between Hexham and Yorkshire he had lost nine hours, and turned up dead. Between Hexham and Yorkshire lay Posset.

The first person I saw at Newcastle races four days later was the man with the black moustache who had offered me steady employment as a stable spy. He was standing in an unobtrusive corner near the entrance, talking to a big-eared boy whom I later saw leading round a horse from one of the best-known gambling stables in the country.

From some distance away I watched him pass to the boy a white envelope and receive a brown envelope in return. Money for information, I thought, and so openly done as to appear innocent.

I strolled along behind Black Moustache when he finished his transaction and made his way to the bookmakers' stands in Tattersalls. As before he appeared to be doing nothing but examining the prices offered on the first race: and as before I staked a few shillings on the favourite in case I should be seen to be following him. In spite of his survey he placed no bets at all, but strolled down to the rails which separated the enclosure from the course itself. There he came to an unplanned looking halt beside an artificial red-head wearing a yellowish leopard skin jacket over a dark grey skirt.

She turned her head towards him, and they spoke. Presently he took the brown envelope from his breast pocket and slipped it into his race card: and after a few moments he and the woman unobtrusively exchanged race cards. He wandered away from the rails, while she put the card containing the envelope into a large shiny black handbag and snapped it shut. From the shelter of the last row of bookies I watched her walk to the entrance into the Club and pass through on to the Members' lawn. I could not follow her there, but I went up on to the stands and watched her walk across the next-door enclosure. She appeared to be well-known. She stopped and spoke to several people... a bent old man with a big floppy hat, an obese young man who patted her arm repeatedly, a pair of women in mink cocoons, a group of three men who laughed loudly and hid her from my view so that I could not see if she had given any of them the envelope from her handbag.

The horses cantered down the course and the crowds moved up on to the stands to watch the race. The redhead disappeared among the throng on the Members' stand, leaving me frustrated at losing her. The race was run, and the favourite cantered in by ten lengths. The crowd roared with approval. I stood where I was while people round me flowed down from the stands, waiting without too much hope to see if the leopard-skin redhead would reappear.

Obligingly, she did. She was carrying her handbag in one hand and her race card in the other. Pausing to talk again, this time to a very short fat man, she eventually made her way over to the bookmakers who stood along the rails separating Tattersalls from the Club and stopped in front of one nearest the stands, and nearest to me. For the first time I could see her face clearly: she was younger than I had thought and plainer of feature, with gaps between her top teeth.

She said in a piercing, tinny voice, ‘I’ll settle my account, Bimmo dear,’ and opening her handbag took out a brown envelope and gave it to a small man in spectacles, who stood on a box beside a board bearing the words Bimmo Bognor (est. 1920), Manchester and London.
Mr Bimmo Bognor took the envelope and put it in his jacket pocket, and his hearty ‘Ta, love,’ floated up to my attentive ears.

I went down from the stands and collected my small winnings, thinking that while the brown envelope that the red-head had given to Bimmo Bognor looked like the envelope that the big-eared lad had given to Black Moustache, I could not be a hundred per cent sure of it. She might have given the lad’s envelope to any one of the people I had watched her talk to, or to anyone on the stands while she was out of my sight: and she might then have gone quite honestly to pay her bookmaker.

If I wanted to be certain of the chain, perhaps I could send an urgent message along it, a message so urgent that there would be no wandering among the crowds, but an unconcealed direct line between a and b, and b and c. The urgent message, since Sparking Plug was a runner in the fifth race, presented no difficulty at all; but being able to locate Black Moustache at exactly the right moment entailed keeping him in sight all the afternoon.

He was a creature of habit, which helped. He always watched the races from the same corner of the stand, patronized the same bar between times, and stood inconspicuously near the gate on to the course when the horses were led out of the parade ring. He did not bet.

Humber had two horses at the meeting, one in the third race and one in the last; and although it meant leaving my main purpose untouched until late in the afternoon, I let the third race go by without making any attempt to find his head travelling lad. I padded slowly along behind Black Moustache instead.

After the fourth race I followed him into the bar and jogged his arm violently as he began to drink. Half of his beer splashed over his hand and ran down his sleeve, and he swung round cursing, to find my face nine inches from his own.

‘Sorry,’ I said. ‘Oh, it’s you.’ I put as much surprise into my voice as I could.

His eyes narrowed. ‘What are you doing here? Sparking Plug runs in this race.’

I scowled. ‘I’ve left Inskip’s.’

‘Have you got one of the jobs I suggested? Good.’

‘Not yet. There might be a bit of a delay there, like.’

‘Why? No vacancies?’

‘They don’t seem all that keen to have me since I got chucked out of Inskip’s.’

‘You got what?’ he said sharply.

‘Chucked out of Inskip’s,’ I repeated.

‘Why?’

‘They said something about Sparking Plug losing last week on the day you spoke to me… said they could prove nothing but they didn’t want me around no more, and to get out.’

‘That’s too bad,’ he said, edging away.

‘But I got the last laugh,’ I said, sniggering and holding on to his arm. ‘I’ll tell you straight, I got the bloody last laugh.’

‘What do you mean?’ He didn’t try to keep the contempt out of his voice, but there was interest in his eyes.

‘Sparking Plug won’t win today neither,’ I stated. ‘He won’t win because he’ll feel bad in his stomach.’

‘How do you know?’

‘I soaked his salt-lick with liquid paraffin,’ I said. ‘Every day since I left on Monday he’s been rubbing his tongue on a laxative. He won’t be feeling like racing. He won’t bloody win, he won’t.’ I laughed.

Black Moustache gave me a sickened look, prized my fingers off his arm, and hurried out of the bar. I followed him carefully. He almost ran down into Tattersall’s, and began frantically looking around. The red-headed woman was nowhere to be seen, but she must have been watching, because presently I saw her walking briskly down the rails, to the same spot where they had met before. And there, with a rush, she was joined by Black Moustache. He talked vehemently. She listened and nodded. He then turned away more calmly, and walked away out of Tattersall’s and back to the parade ring. The woman waited until he was out of sight: then she walked firmly into the Members’ enclosure and along the rails until she came to Bimmo Bognor. The little man leant forward over the rails as she spoke earnestly into his ear. He nodded several times and she began to smile, and when he turned round to talk to his clerks I saw that he was smiling broadly too.
Unhurriedly I walked along the rows of bookmakers, studying the odds they offered. Sparking Plug was not favourite, owing to his waterlogged defeat last time out, but no one would chance more than five to one. At that price I staked forty pounds – my entire earnings at Inskip’s – on my old charge, choosing a prosperous, jolly-looking bookmaker in the back row.

Hovering within earshot of Mr Bimmo Bognor a few minutes later I heard him offer seven to one against Sparking Plug to a stream of clients, and watched him rake in their money, confident that he would not have to pay them out.

Smiling contentedly I climbed to the top of the stands and watched Sparking Plug make mincemeat of his opponents over the fences and streak insultingly home by twenty lengths. It was a pity, I reflected, that I was too far away to hear Mr Bognor’s opinion of the result.

My jolly bookmaker handed me two hundred and forty pounds in fivers without a second glance. To avoid Black Moustache and any reprisals he might be thinking of organizing, I then went over to the cheap enclosure in the centre of the course for twenty boring minutes; returning through the horse gate when the runners were down at the start for the last race, and slipping up the stairs to the stand used by the lads.

Humber’s head travelling lad was standing near the top of the stands. I pushed roughly past him and tripped heavily over his feet.

‘Look where you’re bloody going,’ he said crossly, focusing a pair of shoe-button eyes on my face.

‘Sorry mate. Got corns, have you?’

‘None of your bloody business,’ he said, looking at me sourly. He would know me again, I thought.

I bit my thumb nail. ‘Do you know which of this lot is Martin Davies’ head travelling lad?’ I asked.

He said, ‘That chap over there with the red scarf. Why?’

‘I need a job,’ I said: and before he could say anything I left him and pushed along the row to the man in the red scarf. His stable had one horse in the race. I asked him quietly if they ran two, and he shook his head and said no.

Out of the corner of my eye I noticed that this negative answer had not been wasted on Humber’s head lad. He thought, as I had hoped, that I had asked for work, and had been refused. Satisfied that the seed was planted, I watched the race (Humber’s horse finished last) and slipped quietly away from the racecourse via the paddock rails and the Members’ car park, without any interception of Black Moustache or a vengeful Bimmo Bognor.

A Sunday endured half in my dreary room and half walking round the empty streets was enough to convince me that I could not drag through the next fortnight in Newcastle doing nothing, and the thought of a solitary Christmas spent staring at coffee-coloured peeling paint was unattractive. Moreover I had two hundred pounds of bookmakers’ money packed into my belt alongside what was left of October’s: and Humber had no horses entered before the Stafford meeting on Boxing Day. It took me only ten minutes to decide what to do with the time between.

On Sunday evening I wrote to October a report on Bimmo Bognor’s intelligence service, and at one in the morning I caught the express to London. I spent Monday shopping and on Tuesday evening, looking civilized in some decent new clothes and equipped with an extravagant pair of Kastle skis I signed the register of a comfortable, bright little hotel in a snow-covered village in the Dolomites.

The fortnight I spent in Italy made no difference one way or another to the result of my work for October, but it made a great deal of difference to me. It was the first real holiday I had had since my parents died, the first utterly carefree, purposeless, self-indulgent break for nine years.

I grew younger. Fast strenuous days on the snow slopes and a succession of evenings dancing with my ski-ing companions peeled away the years of responsibility like skins, until at last I felt twenty-seven instead of fifty, a young man instead of a father; until the unburdening process, begun when I left Australia and slowly fermenting through the weeks at Inskip’s, suddenly seemed complete.

There was also a bonus in the shape of one of the receptionists, a rounded glowing girl whose dark eyes lit up the minute she saw me and who, after a minimum of persuasion, uninhibitedly spent a proportion of her nights in my bed. She called me her Christmas box of chocolates. She said I was the happiest lover she had had for a long time, and that I pleased her. She was probably doubly as promiscuous as Patty but she was much more wholesome; and she made me feel terrific instead of ashamed.
On the day I left, when I gave her a gold bracelet, she kissed me and told me not to come back, as things were never as good the second time. She was God’s gift to bachelors, that girl.

I flew back to England on Christmas night feeling as physically and mentally fit as I had ever been in my life, and ready to take on the worst that Humber could dish out. Which, as it happened, was just as well.
Chapter 8

At Stafford on Boxing Day one of the runners in the first race, the selling chase, threw off his jockey a stride after landing in fourth place over the last fence, crashed through the rails, and bolted away across the rough grass in the centre of the course.

A lad standing near me on the draughty steps behind the weighing room ran off cursing to catch him; but as the horse galloped crazily from one end of the course to the other it took the lad, the trainer, and about ten assorted helpers a quarter of an hour to lay their hands on his bridle. I watched them as with worried faces they led the horse, an undistinguished bay, off the course and past me towards the racecourse stables.

The wretched animal was white and dripping with sweat and in obvious distress; foam covered his nostrils and muzzle, and his eyes rolled wildly in their sockets. His flesh was quivering, his ears lay flat back on his head, and he was inclined to lash out at anyone who came near him.

His name, I saw from the race card, was Superman. He was not one of the eleven horses I had been investigating: but his hotted up appearance and frantic behaviour, coupled with the fact that he had met trouble at Stafford in a selling chase, convinced me that he was the twelfth of the series. The twelfth; and he had come unstuck. There was, as Beckett had said, no mistaking the effect of whatever had peped him up. I had never before seen a horse in such a state, which seemed to me much worse than the descriptions of ‘excited winners,’ I had read in the press cuttings: and I came to the conclusion that Superman was either suffering from an overdose, or had reacted excessively to whatever the others had been given.

Neither October nor Beckett nor Macclesfield had come to Stafford. I could only hope that the precautions October had promised had been put into operation in spite of its being Boxing Day, because I could not, without blowing open my role, ask any of the officials if the pre-race dope tests had been made or other precautions taken, nor insist that the jockey be asked at once for his impressions, that unusual bets should be investigated, and that the horse be thoroughly examined for punctures.

The fact that Superman had safely negotiated all the fences inclined me more and more to believe that he could not have been affected by the stimulant until he was approaching, crossing, or landing over the last. It was there that he had gone wild and, instead of winning, thrown his jockey and decamped. It was there that he had been given the power to sprint the four hundred yards, that long run-in which gave him time and room to overhaul the leading horses.

The only person on the racecourse to whom I could safely talk was Superman’s lad, but because of the state of his horse it was bound to be some time before he came out of the stables. Meanwhile there were more steps to be taken towards getting myself a job with Humber.

I had gone to the meeting with my hair unbrushed, pointed shoes unpolished, leather collar turned up, hands in pockets, sullen expression in place. I looked, and felt, a disgrace.

Changing back that morning into stable lad clothes had not been a pleasant experience. The sweaters stank of horses, the narrow cheap trousers looked scruffy, the under-clothes were grey from insufficient washing and the jeans were still filthy with mud and muck. Because of the difficulty of getting them back on Christmas night I had decided against sending the whole lot to the laundry while I was away, and in spite of my distaste in putting them on again, I didn’t regret it. I looked all the more on the way to being down and out.

I changed and shaved in the cloakroom at the West Kensington Air Terminal, parked my skis and grip of ski clothes in the Left Luggage department on Euston Station, slept uneasily on a hard seat for an hour or two, breakfasted on sandwiches and coffee from the auto-buffet, and caught the race train to Stafford. At this rate, I thought wryly, I would have bundles of belongings scattered all over London; because neither on the outward nor return journeys had I cared to go to October’s London house to make use of the clothes I had left with Terence. I did not want to meet October. I liked him, and saw no joy in facing his bitter resentment again unless I absolutely had to.

Humber had only one runner on Boxing Day, a weedy looking hurdler in the fourth race. I hung over the rails by the saddling boxes and watched his head travelling lad saddle up, while Humber himself leant on his knobbed
walking stick and gave directions. I had come for a good close look at him, and what I saw was both encouraging from the angle that one could believe him capable of any evil, and discouraging from the angle that I was going to have to obey him.

His large body was encased in a beautifully cut short camel-hair overcoat, below which protruded dark trousers and impeccable shoes. On his head he wore a bowler, set very straight, and on his hands some pale unsoiled pig skin gloves. His face was large, not fat, but hard. Unsmiling eyes, a grim trap of a mouth, and deep lines running from the corners of his nose to his chin gave his expression a look of cold wilfulness.

He stood quite still, making no unnecessary fussy movements, the complete opposite of Inskip, who was for ever walking busily from side to side of his horse, checking straps and buckles, patting and pulling at the saddle, running his hand down legs, nervously making sure over and over that everything was in order.

In Humber’s case it was the boy who held the horse’s head who was nervous. Frightened, I thought, was hardly too strong a word for it. He kept giving wary, startled-animal glances at Humber, and stayed out of his sight on the far side of the horse as much as possible. He was a thin, ragged-looking boy of about sixteen, and not far, I judged, from being mentally deficient.

The travelling head lad, middle-aged, with a big nose and an unfriendly air, unhurriedly adjusted the saddle and nodded to the lad to lead the horse off into the parade ring. Humber followed. He walked with a slight limp, more or less disguised by the use of the walking stick, and he proceeded in a straight line like a tank, expecting everyone else to get out of his way.

I transferred myself to the parade ring rails in his wake and watched him give instructions to his jockey, an allowanceclaimer who regarded his mount with justified disillusion. It was the head travelling lad, not Humber, who gave the jockey a leg up, and who picked up and carried off with him the horse’s rug. Round at the lads’ stand I carefully stood directly in front of the head travelling lad and in the lull before the race started I turned sideways and tried to borrow some money from the lad standing next to me, whom I didn’t know. Not unexpectedly, but to my relief, the lad refused indignantly and more than loudly enough for Humber’s head lad to hear. I hunched my shoulders and resisted the temptation to look round and see if the message had reached its destination.

Humber’s horse ran out of energy in the straight and finished second to last. No one was surprised.

After that I stationed myself outside the stable gate to wait for Superman’s lad, but he didn’t come out for another half an hour, until after the fifth race. I fell into step beside him as if by accident, saying ‘Rather you than me, chum, with one like that to look after.’ He asked me who I worked for; I said Inskip, and he loosened up and agreed that a cup of char and a wad would go down a treat, after all that caper.

‘Is he always that het up after a race?’ I said, half-way through the cheese sandwiches.

‘No. Usually, he’s dog-tired. There’s been all hell breaking loose this time, I can tell you.’

‘How do you mean?’

‘Well, first they came and took some tests on all the runners before the race. Now I ask you, why before? It’s not the thing, is it? Not before. You ever had one done before?’

I shook my head.

‘Then, see, old Super, he was putting up the same sort of job he always does, looking as if he is going to come on into a place at least and then packing it in going to the last. Stupid basket. No guts, I reckon. They had his heart tested, but it ticks O.K. So it’s no guts, sure enough. Anyway, then at the last he suddenly kicks up his heels and bolts off as if the devil was after him. I don’t suppose you saw him? He’s a nervy customer always, really, but he was climbing the wall when we finally caught him. The old man was dead worried. Well, the horse looked as though he had been got at, and he wanted to stick his oar in first and get a dope test done so that the Stewards shouldn’t accuse him of using a booster and take away his ruddy licence. They had a couple of vets fussing over him taking things to be analysed… dead funny it was, because old Super was trying to pitch them over the stable walls… and in the end they gave him a jab of something to quieten him down. But how we’re going to get him home I don’t know.’

‘Have you looked after him long?’ I asked sympathetically.

‘Since the beginning of the season. About four months, I suppose. He’s a jumpy customer, as I said, but before this I had just about got him to like me. Gawd, I hope he calms down proper before the jabs wear off, I do straight.’

‘Who had him before you?’ I asked casually.

‘Last year he was in a little stable in Devon with a private trainer called Beaney, I think. Yes, Beaney, that’s where he started, but he didn’t do any good there.’
‘I expect they made him nervous there, breaking him in,’ I said.

‘No, now that’s a funny thing, I said that to one of Beaney’s lads when we were down in Devon for one of the August meetings, and he said I must be talking about the wrong horse because Superman was a placid old thing and no trouble. He said if Superman was nervous it must have been on account of something that had happened during the summer after he left their place and before he came to us.’

‘Where did he go for the summer?’ I asked, picking up the cup of orange-coloured tea.

‘Search me. The old man bought him at Ascot sales, I think, for a cheap horse. I should think he will shuffle him off again after this if he can get more than knacker’s price for him. Poor old Super. Silly nit.’ The lad stared gloomily into his tea.

‘You don’t think he went off his rocker today because he was doped then?’

‘I think he just went bonkers,’ he said. ‘Stark, staring, raving bonkers. I mean, no one had a chance to dope him, except me and the old man and Chalky, and I didn’t, and the old man didn’t, because he’s not that sort, and you wouldn’t think Chalky would either, he’s so darn proud being promoted head travelling lad only last month…’

We finished our tea and went round to watch the sixth race still talking about Superman, but his lad knew nothing else which was of help to me.

After the race I walked the half mile into the centre of Stafford, and from a telephone box sent two identical telegrams to October, one to London and one to Slaw, as I did not know where he was. They read, ‘Request urgent information re Superman, specifically where did he go from Beaney, permit holder, Devon, last May approximately. Answer care Post Restante, Newcastle-on-Tyne.’

I spent the evening, incredibly distant from the gaiety of the day before, watching a dreary musical in a three-quarters empty cinema, and slept that night in a dingy bed-and-breakfast hotel where they looked me up and down and asked for their money in advance. I paid, wondering if I would ever get used to being treated like dirt. I felt a fresh shock every time. I supposed I had been too accustomed to the respect I was offered in Australia even to notice it, far less appreciate it. I would appreciate some of it now, I ruefully thought, following the landlady into an unwelcoming little room and listening to her suspicious lecture on no cooking, no hot water after eleven, and no girls.

The following afternoon I conspicuously mooched around in front of Humber’s head travelling lad with a hangdog and worried expression, and after the races went back by bus and train to Newcastle for the night. In the morning I collected the motor-cycle, fitted with the new silencer and other parts, and called at the post office to see if there was a reply from October.

The clerk handed me a letter. Inside, without salutation or signature, there was a single sheet of typescript, which read; ‘Superman was born and bred in Ireland. Changed hands twice before reaching John Beaney in Devon. He was then sold by Beaney to H. Humber, Esq. of Posset. Co. Durham, on May 3rd. Humber sent him to Ascot Sales in July, where he was bought by his present trainer for two hundred and sixty guineas.

‘Investigations re Superman at Stafford yesterday are all so far uninformative; dope analyses have still to be completed but there is little hope they will show anything. The veterinary surgeon at the course was as convinced as you apparently were that this is another “joker”, and made a thorough examination of the horse’s skin. There were no visible punctures except the ones he made himself giving the horse sedation.

‘Superman was apparently in a normal condition before the race. His jockey reports all normal until the last fence, when the horse seemed to suffer a sort of convulsion, and ejected him from the saddle.

‘Further enquiries re Rudyard revealed he was bought four winters ago by P. J. Adams of Telbridge, Northumberland, and sold again within a short time at Ascot. Transistor was bought by Adams at Doncaster three years ago, sold Newmarket Dispersal Sales three months later.

‘Enquiries re thirty consecutive five pound notes reveal they were issued by Barclays Bank, Birmingham New Street branch, to a man called Lewis Greenfield, who corresponds exactly to your description of the man who approached you in Slaw. Proceedings against Greenfield and T. N. Tarleton are in hand, but will be held in abeyance until after your main task is completed.

‘Your report on Bimmo Bognor is noted, but as you say, the buying of stable information is not a punishable offence in law. No proceedings are at present contemplated, but warning that a spy system is in operation will be given privately to certain trainers.’

I tore the page up and scattered it in the litter basket, then went back to the motor-cycle and put it through its
paces down the A.1 to Catterick. It handled well, and I enjoyed the speed and found it quite true that it would still do a hundred.

At Catterick that Saturday Humber’s head travelling lad rose like a trout to the fly.

Inskip had sent two runners, one of which was looked after by Paddy; and up on the lads’ stand before the second race I saw the sharp little Irishman and Humber’s head lad talking earnestly together. I was afraid that Paddy might relent towards me enough to say something in my favour, but I needn’t have worried. He put my mind at rest himself.

‘You’re a bloody young fool,’ he said, looking me over from my unkempt head to my grubby toes. ‘And you’ve only got what you deserve. That man of Humber’s was asking me about you, why you got the kick from Inskip’s, and I told him the real reason, not all that eye-wash about messing about with his nibs’ daughter.’

‘What real reason?’ I asked, surprised.

His mouth twisted in contempt. ‘People talk, you know. You don’t think they keep their traps shut, when there’s a good bit of gossip going round? You don’t think that Grits didn’t tell me how you got drunk at Cheltenham and blew your mouth off about Inskip’s? And what you said at Bristol about being willing to put the finger on a horse’s box in the yard, well, that got round to me too. And thick as thieves with that crook Soupy, you were, as well. And there was that time when we all put our wages on Sparking Plug and he didn’t go a yard… I’d lay any money that was your doing. So I told Humber’s man he would be a fool to take you on. You’re poison, Dan, and I reckon any stable is better off without you, and I told him so.’

‘Thanks.’

‘You can ride,’ said Paddy disgustedly, ‘I’ll say that for you. And it’s an utter bloody waste. You’ll never get a job with a decent stable again, it would be like putting a rotten apple into a box of good ones.’

‘Did you say all that to Humber’s man?’

‘I told him no decent stable would take you on,’ he nodded. ‘And if you ask me it bloody well serves you right.’ He turned his back on me and walked away.

I sighed, and told myself I should be pleased that Paddy believed me such a black character.

Humber’s head travelling lad spoke to me in the paddock between the last two races.

‘Hey, you,’ he said, catching my arm. ‘I hear you’re looking for a job.’

‘That’s right.’

‘Whose stable?’ I asked. ‘And how much?’

‘Sixteen quid a week.’

‘Sounds good,’ I admitted. ‘Where?’

‘Where I work. For Mr Humber. Up in Durham.’

‘Humber,’ I repeated sourly.

‘Well, you want a job, don’t you? Of course if you are so well off you can do without a job, that’s different.’ He sneered at my unprosperous appearance.

‘I need a job,’ I muttered.

‘Well, then?’

‘He might not have me,’ I said bitterly. ‘Like some others I could mention.’

‘He will if I put in a word for you, we’re short of a lad just now. There’s another meeting here next Wednesday. I’ll put in a word for you before that and if it is O.K. you can see Mr Humber on Wednesday and he’ll tell you whether he’ll have you or not.’

‘Why not ask him now?’ I said.

‘No. You wait till Wednesday.’

‘All right,’ I said grudgingly. ‘If I’ve got to.’

I could almost see him thinking that by Wednesday I would be just that much hungrier, just that much more anxious to take any job that was offered and less likely to be frightened off by rumours of bad conditions.
I had spent all the bookmaker’s two hundred, as well as half of the money I had earned at Inskip’s, on my Italian jaunt (of which I regretted not one penny), and after paying for the motor-cycle and the succession of dingy lodgings I had almost nothing left of October’s original two hundred. He had not suggested giving me any more for expenses, and I was not going to ask him for any: but I judged that the other half of my Inskip pay could be spent how I liked, and I despatched nearly all of it in the following three days on a motor-cycle trip to Edinburgh, walking round and enjoying the city and thinking myself the oddest tourist in Scotland.

On Tuesday evening, when Hogmanay was in full swing, I braved the head waiter of L’Aperitif, who to his eternal credit treated to me with beautifully self-controlled politeness, but quite reasonably checked, before he gave me a little table in a corner, that I had enough money to pay the bill. Impervious to scandalized looks from better dressed diners, I slowly ate, with Humber’s establishment in mind, a perfect and enormous dinner of lobster, duck bigarade, lemon soufflé and brie, and drank most of a bottle of Château Leauville Lescases 1948.

With which extravagant farewell to being my own master I rode down the A.1 to Catterick on New Year’s Day and in good spirits engaged myself to the worst stable in the country.
Rumour had hardly done Hedley Humber justice. The discomfort in which the lads were expected to live was so methodically devised that I had been there only one day before I came to the conclusion that its sole purpose was to discourage anyone from staying too long. I discovered that only the head lad and the head travelling lad, who both lived out in Posset, had worked in the yard for more than three months, and that the average time it took for an ordinary lad to decide that sixteen pounds a week was not enough was eight to ten weeks.

This meant that none of the stable hands except the two head lads knew what had happened to Superman the previous summer, because none of them had been there at the time. And caution told me that the only reason the two top men stayed was because they knew what was going on, and that if I asked them about Superman I might find myself following smartly in Tommy Stapleton’s footsteps.

I had heard all about the squalor of the living quarters at some stables, and I was aware also that some lads deserved no better – some I knew of had broken up and burned their chairs rather than go outside and fetch coal, and others had stacked their dirty dishes in the lavatory and pulled the chain to do the washing up. But even granted that Humber only employed the dregs, his arrangements were very nearly inhuman.

The dormitory was a narrow hayloft over the horses. One could hear every bang of their hooves and the rattle of chains, and through cracks in the plank floor one could see straight down into the boxes. Upwards through the cracks rose a smell of dirty straw and an icy draught. There was no ceiling to the hayloft except the rafters and the tiles of the roof, and no way up into it except a ladder through a hole in the floor. In the one small window a broken pane of glass had been pasted over with brown paper, which shut out the light and let in the cold.

The seven beds, which were all the hayloft held in the way of furniture, were stark, basic affairs made of a piece of canvas stretched tautly on to a tubular metal frame. On each bed there was supposed to be one pillow and two grey blankets, but I had to struggle to get mine back because they had been appropriated by others as soon as my predecessor left. The pillow had no cover, there were no sheets, and there were no mattresses. Everyone went to bed fully dressed to keep warm, and on my third day there it started snowing.

The kitchen at the bottom of the ladder, the only other room available to the lads, was nothing more than the last loose box along one side of the yard. So little had been done to make it habitable as to leave a powerful suggestion that its inmates were to be thought of, and treated, as animals. The bars were still in place over the small window, and there were still bolts on the outside of the split stable door. The floor was still of bare concrete crisscrossed with drainage grooves; one side wall was of rough boards with kick marks still in them and the other three were of bare bricks. The room was chronically cold and damp and dirty; and although it may have been big enough as a home for one horse, it was uncomfortably cramped for seven men.

The minimal furniture consisted of rough benches around two walls, a wooden table, a badly chipped electric cooker, a shelf for crockery, and an old marble wash stand bearing a metal jug and a metal basin, which was all there was in the way of a bathroom. Other needs were catered for in a wooden hut beside the muck heap.

The food, prepared by a slatternly woman perpetually in curlers, was not up to the standard of the accommodation.

Humber, who had engaged me with an indifferent glance and a nod, directed me with equal lack of interest, when I arrived in the yard, to look after four horses, and told me the numbers of their boxes. Neither he nor anyone else told me their names. The head lad, who did one horse himself, appeared to have very little authority, contrary to the practice in most other training stables, and it was Humber himself who gave the orders and who made sure they were carried out.

He was a tyrant, not so much in the quality of the work he demanded, as in the quantity. There were some thirty horses in the yard. The head lad cared for one horse, and the head travelling lad, who also drove the horse box, did none at all. That left twenty-nine horses for seven lads, who were also expected to keep the gallops in order and do all the cleaning and maintenance work of the whole place. On racing days, when one or two lads were away, those remaining often had six horses to see to. It made my stint at Inskip’s seem like a rest cure.

At the slightest sign of shirking Humber would dish out irritating little punishments and roar in an acid voice
that he paid extra wages for extra work, and anyone who didn’t like it could leave. As everyone was there because better stables would not risk employing them, leaving Humber’s automatically meant leaving racing altogether. And taking whatever they knew about the place with them. It was very very neat.

My companions in this hell hole were neither friendly nor likeable. The best of them was the nearly half-witted boy I had seen at Stafford on Boxing Day. His name was Jerry, and he came in for a lot of physical abuse because he was slower and more stupid than anyone else.

Two of the others had been to prison and their outlook on life made Soupy Tarleton look like a Sunday-school favourite. It was from one of these, Jimmy, that I had had to wrench my blankets and from the other, a thickset tough called Charlie, my pillow. They were the two bullies of the bunch, and in addition to the free use they made of their boots, they could always be relied upon to tell lying tales and wriggle themselves out of trouble, seeing to it that someone else was punished in their stead.

Reggie was a food stealer. Thin, white faced, and with a twitch in his left eyelid, he had long prehensile hands which could whisk the bread off your plate faster than the eye could follow. I lost a lot of my meagre rations to him before I caught him at it, and it always remained a mystery why, when he managed to eat more than anyone else, he stayed the thinnest.

One of the lads was deaf. He told me phlegmatically in a toneless mumble that his dad had done it when he was little, giving him a few clips too many over the ear-holes. His name was Bert, and as he occasionally wet himself in bed, he smelled appalling.

The seventh, Geoff, had been there longest, and even after ten weeks never spoke of leaving. He had a habit of looking furtively over his shoulder, and any mention by Jimmy or Charlie about their prison experiences brought him close to tears, so that I came to the conclusion that he had committed some crime and was terrified of being found out. I supposed ten weeks at Humber’s might be preferable to jail, but it was debatable.

They knew all about me from the head travelling lad, Jud Wilson. My general dishonesty they took entirely for granted, but they thought I was lucky to have got off without going inside if it was true about October’s daughter, and they sniggered about it unendingly, and made merciless obscene jibes that hit their target all too often.

I found their constant closeness a trial, the food disgusting, the work exhausting, the beds relentless, and the cold unspeakable. All of which rather roughly taught me that my life in Australia had been soft and easy, even when I thought it most demanding.

Before I went to Humber’s I had wondered why anyone should be foolish enough to pay training fees to a patently unsuccessful trainer, but I gradually found out. The yard itself, for one thing, was a surprise. From the appearance of the horses at race meetings one would have expected their home surroundings to be weedy gravel, broken-hinged boxes and flaked-off paint: but in fact the yard was trim and prosperous looking, and was kept that way by the lads, who never had time off in the afternoons. This glossy window-dressing cost Humber nothing but an occasional gallon of paint and a certain amount of slave driving.

His manner with the owners who sometimes arrived for a look round was authoritative and persuasive, and his fees, I later discovered, were lower than anyone else’s, which attracted more custom than he would otherwise have had. In addition some of the horses in the yard were not racehorses at all, but hunters at livery, for whose board, lodging and exercise he received substantial sums without the responsibility of having to train them.

I learned from the other lads that only seven of the stable’s inmates had raced at all that season, but that those seven had been hard worked, with an average of a race each every ten days. There had been one winner, two seconds and a third, among them.

None of those seven was in my care. I had been allotted to a quartet consisting of two racehorses which belonged, as far as I could make out, to Humber himself, and two hunters. The two racehorses were bays, about seven years old; one of them had a sweet mouth and no speed and the other a useful sprint over schooling fences but a churlish nature. I pressed Cass, the head lad, to tell me their names, and he said they were Dobbin and Sooty. These unraceman-like names were not to be found in the form book, nor in Humber’s list in ‘Horses in Training’; and it seemed to me highly probable that Rudyard, Superman, Charcoal and the rest had all spent their short periods in the yard under similar uninformative pseudonyms.

A lad who had gone out of racing would never connect the Dobbin or Sooty he had once looked after with the Rudyard who won a race for another trainer two years later.

But why, why did he win two years later? About that, I was as ignorant as ever.

The cold weather came and gripped, and stayed. But nothing, the other lads said, could be as bad as the
fearsome winter before; and I reflected that in that January and February I had been sweltering under the
midsummer sun. I wondered how Belinda and Helen and Phillip were enjoying their long vacation, and what they
would think if they could see me in my dirty down-trodden sub-existence, and what the men would think, to see
their employer brought so low. It amused me a good deal to imagine it: and it not only helped the tedious hours to
pass more quickly, but kept me from losing my own inner identity.

As the days of drudgery mounted up I began to wonder if anyone who embarked on so radical a masquerade
really knew what he was doing.

Expression, speech and movement had to be unremittingly schooled into a convincing show of uncouth
dullness. I worked in a slovenly fashion and rode, with a pang, like a mutton-fisted clod; but as time passed all these
deceptions became easier. If one pretended long enough to be a wreck, did one finally become one, I wondered. And
if one stripped oneself continuously of all human dignity would one in the end be unaware of its absence? I hoped
the question would remain academic: and as long as I could have a quiet laugh at myself now and then, I supposed I
was safe enough.

My belief that after three months in the yard a lad was given every encouragement to leave was amply borne
out by what happened to Geoff Smith.

Humber never rode out to exercise with his horses, but drove in a van to the gallops to watch them work, and
returned to the yard while they were still walking back to have a poke round to see what had been done and not
done.

One morning, when we went in with the second lot, Humber was standing in the centre of the yard radiating his
frequent displeasure.

‘You, Smith, and you, Roke, put those horses in their boxes and come here.’
We did so.
‘Roke.’
‘Sir.’
‘The mangers of all your four horses are in a disgusting state. Clean them up.’
‘Yes, sir,’
‘And to teach you to be more thorough in future you will get up at five-thirty for the next week.’
‘Sir.’

I sighed inwardly, but this was to me one of his more acceptable forms of pinprick punishment, since I didn’t
particularly mind getting up early. It entailed merely standing in the middle of the yard for over an hour, doing
nothing. Dark, cold and boring. I don’t think he slept much himself. His bedroom window faced down the yard, and
he always knew if one were not standing outside by twenty to six, and shining a torch to prove it.

‘And as for you.’ He looked at Geoff with calculation. ‘The floor of number seven is caked with dirt. You’ll
clean out the straw and scrub the floor with disinfectant before you get your dinner.’

‘But sir,’ protested Geoff incautiously, ‘if I don’t go in for dinner with the others, they won’t leave me any.’

‘You should have thought of that before, and done your work properly in the first place. I pay half as much
again as any other trainer would, and I expect value for it. You will do as you are told.’

‘But, sir,’ whined Geoff, knowing that if he missed his main meal he would go very hungry, ‘Can’t I do it this
afternoon?’

Humber casually slid his walking stick through his hand until he was holding it at the bottom. Then he swing
his arm and savagely cracked the knobbled handle across Geoff’s thigh.

Geoff yelped and rubbed his leg.

‘Before dinner,’ remarked Humber: and walked away, leaning on his stick.

Geoff missed his share of the watery half-stewed lumps of mutton, and came in panting to see the last of the
bread-and-suet pudding spooned into Charlie’s trap-like mouth.

‘You bloody sods,’ he yelled miserably, ‘You bloody lot of sods.’

He stuck it for a whole week. He stood six more heavy blows on various parts of his body, and missed his
dinner three more times, and his breakfast twice, and his supper once. Long before the end of it he was in tears, but
he didn’t want to leave.
After five days Cass came into the kitchen at breakfast and told Geoff, ‘The boss has taken against you, I’m afraid. You won’t ever do anything right for him again from now on. Best thing you can do, and I’m telling you for your own good, mind, is to find a job somewhere else. The boss gets these fits now and then when one of the lads can’t do anything right, and no one can change him when he gets going. You can work until you’re blue in the face, but he won’t take to you any more. You don’t want to get yourself bashed up any more, now do you? All I’m telling you is that if you stay here you’ll find that what has happened so far is only the beginning. See? I’m only telling you for your own good.’

Even so, it was two more days before Geoff painfully packed his old army kit bag and sniffed his way off the premises.

A weedy boy arrived the next morning as a replacement, but he only stayed three days as Jimmy stole his blankets before he came and he was not strong enough to get them back. He moaned piteously through two freezing nights, and was gone before the third.

The next morning, before breakfast, it was Jimmy himself who collected a crack from the stick.

He came in late and cursing and snatched a chunk of bread out of Jerry’s hand.

‘Where’s my bloody breakfast?’

We had eaten it, of course.

‘Well,’ he said, glaring at us. ‘you can do my ruddy horses, as well. I’m off. I’m not bloody well staying here. This is worse than doing bird. You won’t catch me staying here to be swiped at, I’ll tell you that.’

Reggie said, ‘Why don’t you complain?’

‘Who to?’

‘Well… the bluebottles.’

‘Are you out of your mind?’ said Jimmy in amazement. ‘You’re a bloody nit, that’s what you are. Can you see me, with my form, going into the cop house and saying I got a complaint to make about my employer, he hit me with his walking stick? For a start, they’d laugh. They’d laugh their bleeding heads off. And then what? Supposing they come here and asked Cass if he’s seen anyone getting the rough end of it? Well, I’ll tell you, that Cass wants to keep his cushy job. Oh no, he’d say, I ain’t seen nothing. Mr Humber, he’s a nice kind gentleman with a heart of gold, and what can you expect from an ex-con but a pack of bull? Don’t ruddy well make me laugh. I’m off, and if the rest of you’ve got any sense, you’ll be out of it too.’

No one, however, took his advice.

I found out from Charlie that Jimmy had been there two weeks longer than he, which made it, he thought, about eleven weeks.

As Jimmy strode defiantly out of the yard I went rather thoughtfully about my business. Eleven weeks, twelve at the most, before Humber’s arm started swinging. I had been there already three: which left me a maximum of nine more in which to discover how he managed the doping. It wasn’t that I couldn’t probably last out as long as Geoff if it came to the point, but that if I hadn’t uncovered Humber’s method before he focused his attention on getting rid of me, I had very little chance of doing it afterwards.

Three weeks, I thought, and I had found out nothing at all except that I wanted to leave as soon as possible.

Two lads came to take Geoff’s and Jimmy’s places, a tall boy called Lenny who had been to Borstal and was proud of it, and Cecil, a far-gone alcoholic of about thirty-five. He had, he told us, been kicked out of half the stables in England because he couldn’t keep his hands off the bottle. I don’t know where he got the liquor from or how he managed to hide it, but he was certainly three parts drunk every day by four o’clock, and snored in a paralytic stupor every night.

Life, if you could call it that, went on.

All the lads seemed to have a good reason for having to earn the extra wages Humber paid. Lenny was repaying some money he had stolen from another employer, Charlie had a wife somewhere drawing maintenance, Cecil drank, Reggie was a compulsive saver, and Humber sent Jerry’s money straight off to his parents. Jerry was proud of being able to help them.

I had let Jud Wilson and Cass know that I badly needed to earn sixteen pounds a week because I had fallen behind on hire purchase payments on the motor-cycle, and this also gave me an obvious reason for needing to spend some time in the Posset post office on Saturday afternoons.
Public transport from the stables to Posset, a large village a mile and a half away, did not exist. Cass and Jud Wilson both had cars, but would give no lifts. My motor-cycle was the only other transport available, but to the lads’ fluently expressed disgust I refused to use it on the frosty snow-strewn roads for trips down to the pub in the evenings. As a result we hardly ever went to Posset except on the two hours we had off on Saturday afternoons, and also on Sunday evenings, when after a slightly less relentless day’s work everyone had enough energy left to walk for their beer.

On Saturdays I unwrapped the motor-cycle from its thick plastic cocoon and set off to Posset with Jerry perched ecstatically on the pillion. I always took poor simple-minded Jerry because he got the worst of everything throughout the week; and we quickly fell into a routine. First we went to the post office for me to post off my imaginary hire purchase. Instead, leaning on the shelf among the telegram forms and scraps of pink blotting paper, I wrote each week a report to October, making sure that no one from the stables looked over my shoulder. Replies, if any, I collected, read, and tore up over the litter basket.

Jerry accepted without question that I would be at least a quarter of an hour in the post office, and spent the time unsuspiciously at the other end of the shop inspecting the stock in the toy department. Twice he bought a big friction-drive car and played with it, until it broke, on the dormitory floor: and every week he bought a children’s fourpenny comic, over whose picture strips he giggled contentedly for the next few days. He couldn’t read a word, and often asked me to explain the captions, so that I became intimately acquainted with the doings of Micky the Monkey and Flip McCoy.

Leaving the post office we climbed back on to the motor-cycle and rode two hundred yards down the street to have tea. This ritual took place in a square bare café with margarine coloured walls, cold lighting, and messy tabletops. For decoration there were pepsi-cola advertisements, and for service a bored looking girl with no stockings and mousy hair piled into a matted, wispy mountain on top of her head.

None of this mattered. Jerry and I ordered and ate with indescribable enjoyment a heap of lamb chops, fried eggs, flabby chips and bright green peas. Charlie and the others were to be seen doing the same at adjoining tables. The girl knew where we came from, and looked down on us, as her father owned the café.

On our way out Jerry and I packed our pockets with bars of chocolate to supplement Humber’s food, a hoard which lasted each week exactly as long as it took Reggie to find it.

By five o’clock we were back in the yard, the motorcycle wrapped up again, the week’s highlight nothing but a memory and a belch, the next seven days stretching drearily ahead.

There were hours, in that life, in which to think. Hours of trotting the horses round and round a straw track in a frozen field, hours brushing the dust out of their coats, hours cleaning the muck out of their boxes and carrying their water and hay, hours lying awake at night listening to the stamp of the horses below and the snores and mumblings from the row of beds.

Over and over again I thought my way through all I had seen or read or heard since I came to England: and what emerged as most significant was the performance of Superman at Stafford. He had been doped: he was the twelfth of the series: but he had not won.

Eventually I changed the order of these thoughts. He had been doped, and he had not won; but was he, after all, the twelfth of the series? He might be the thirteenth, the fourteenth… there might have been others who had come to grief.

On my third Saturday, when I had been at Humber’s just over a fortnight, I wrote asking October to look out the newspaper cutting which Tommy Stapleton had kept, about a horse going berserk and killing a woman in the paddock at Cartmel races. I asked him to check the horse’s history.

A week later I read his typewritten reply.

‘Old Etonian, destroyed at Cartmel, Lancashire, at Whitsun this year, spent the previous November and December in Humber’s yard. Humber claimed him in a selling race, and sold him again at Leicester sales seven weeks later.

‘But: Old Etonian went berserk in the parade ring before the race; he was due to run in a handicap, not a seller; and the run-in at Cartmel is short. None of these facts conform to the pattern of the others.

‘Dope tests were made on Old Etonian, but proved negative.

‘No one could explain why he behaved as he did.’

Tommy Stapleton, I thought, must have had an idea, or he would not have cut out the report, yet he could not
have been sure enough to act on it without checking up. And checking up had killed him. There could be no more
doubt of it.

I tore up the paper and took Jerry along to the café, more conscious than usual of the danger breathing down
my neck. It didn’t, however, spoil my appetite for the only edible meal of the week.

At supper a few days later, in the lull before Charlie turned on his transistor radio for the usual evening of pops
from Luxemburg (which I had grown to enjoy) I steered the conversation round to Cartmel races. What, I wanted to
know, were they like?

Only Cecil, the drunk, had ever been there.

‘It’s not like it used to be in the old days,’ he said owlishly, not noticing Reggie filch a hunk of his bread and
margarine.

Cecil’s eyes had a glazed, liquid look, but I had luckily asked my question at exactly the right moment, in the
loquacious half-hour between the silent bleariness of the afternoon’s liquor and his disappearance to tank up for the
night.

‘What was it like in the old days?’ I prompted.

‘They had a fair there.’ He hiccuped. ‘A fair with roundabouts and swings and side-shows and all. Bank
Holiday, see? Whitsun and all that. Only place outside the Derby you could go on the swings at the races. Course,
they stopped it now. Don’t like no one to have a good time, they don’t. It weren’t doing no harm, it weren’t, the
fair.’

‘Fairs,’ said Reggie scornfully, his eyes flicking to the crust Jerry held loosely in his hand.

‘Good for dipping,’ commented Lenny, with superiority.

‘Yeah,’ agreed Charlie, who hadn’t yet decided if Borstal qualified Lenny as a fit companion for one from the
higher school.

‘Eh?’ said Cecil, lost.

‘Dipping. Working the pockets,’ Lenny said.

‘Oh. Well, it can’t have been that with the hound trails and they stopped them too. They were good sport, they
were. Bloody good day out, it used to be, at Cartmel, but now it’s the same as any other ruddy place. You might as
well be at Newton Abbot or somewhere. Nothing but ordinary racing like any other day of the week.’ He belched.

‘What were the hound trails?’ I asked.

‘Dog races,’ he said, smiling foolishly. ‘Bloody dog races. They used to have one before the horse races, and
one afterwards, but they’ve ruddy well stopped it now. Bloody kill-joys, that’s all they are. Still,’ he leered
triumphantly, ‘if you know what’s what you can still have a bet on the dogs. They have the hound trail in the
morning now, on the other side of the village from the race-track, but if you get your horse bedded down quick
enough you can get there in time for a bet.’

‘Dog races?’ said Lenny disbelievingly. ‘Dogs won’t race round no horse track. There ain’t no bloody electric
hare, for a start.’

Cecil swivelled his head unsteadily in his direction.

‘You don’t have a track for hound trails,’ he said earnestly, in his slurred voice. ‘It’s a trail, see? Some bloke
sets off with a bag full of aniseed and paraffin, or something like that, and drags it for miles and miles round the hills
and such. Then they let all the dogs loose and the first one to follow all round the trail and get back quickest is the
winner. Year before last someone shot at the bloody favourite half a mile from home and there was a bleeding riot.
They missed him, though. They hit the one just behind, some ruddy outsider with no chance.’

‘Reggie’s ate my crust,’ said Jerry sadly.

‘Did you go to Cartmel this year too?’ I asked.

‘No,’ Cecil said regretfully. ‘Can’t say I did. A woman got killed there, and all.’

‘How?’ asked Lenny, looking avid.

‘Some bloody horse bolted in the paddock, and jumped the rails of the parade ring and landed on some poor
bloody woman who was just having a nice day out. She backed a loser all right, she did that day. I heard she was cut
to bits, time that crazy animal trampled all over her trying to get out through the crowd. He didn’t get far, but he
kicked out all over the place and broke another man’s leg before they got the vet to him and shot him. Mad, they
said he was. A mate of mine was there, see, leading one round in the same race, and he said it was something awful, that poor woman all cut up and bleeding to death in front of his eyes.’

The others looked suitably impressed at this horrific story, all except Bert, who couldn’t hear it.

‘Well,’ said Cecil, getting up, ‘it’s time for my little walk.’

He went out for his little walk, which was presumably to wherever he had hidden his alcohol, because as usual he came back less than an hour later and stumbled up the ladder to his customary oblivion.
Chapter 10

Towards the end of my fourth week Reggie left (complaining of hunger) and in a day or two was duly replaced by a boy with a soft face who said in a high pitched voice that his name was Kenneth.

To Humber I clearly remained one insignificant face in this endless procession of human flotsam; and as I could safely operate only as long as that state of affairs continued I did as little as possible to attract his attention. He gave me orders, and I obeyed them: and he cursed me and punished me, but not more than anyone else, for the things I left undone.

I grew to recognise his moods at a glance. There were days when he glowered silently all through first and second exercise and turned out again to make sure that no one skimmed the third, and on these occasions even Cass walked warily and only spoke if he were spoken to. There were days when he talked a great deal but always in sarcasm, and his tongue was so rough that everyone preferred the silence. There were occasional days when he wore an abstracted air and overlooked our faults, and even rarer days when he looked fairly pleased with life.

At all times he was impeccably turned out, as if to emphasize the difference between his state and ours. His clothes, I judged, were his main personal vanity, but his wealth was also evident in his car, the latest type of Cunard-sized Bentley. It was fitted with back-seat television, plush carpets, radio telephone, fur rugs, air conditioning, and a built-in drinks cabinet holding in racks six bottles, twelve glasses, and a glittering array of chromiumed cork screws, ice picks and miscellaneous objects like swizzle sticks.

I knew the car well, because I had to clean it every Monday afternoon. Bert had to clean it on Fridays. Humber was proud of his car.

He was chauffeured on long journeys in this above-his-status symbol by Jud Wilson’s sister Grace, a hard faced amazon of a woman who handled the huge car with practised ease but was not expected to maintain it. I never once spoke to her: she bicycled in from wherever she lived, drove as necessary, and bicycled away again. Frequently the car had not been cleaned to her satisfaction, but her remarks were relayed to Bert and me by Jud.

I looked into every cranny every time while cleaning the inside, but Humber was neither so obliging nor so careless as to leave hypodermic syringes or phials of stimulants lying about in the glove pockets.

All through my first month there the freezing weather was not only a discomfort but also a tiresome delay. While racing was suspended Humber could dope no horses, and there was no opportunity for me to see what difference it made to his routine when the racing was scheduled for any of the five courses with long run-ins.

On top of that, he and Jud Wilson and Cass were always about in the stables. I wanted to have a look round inside Humber’s office, a brick hut standing across the top end of the yard, but I could not risk a search when any one of them might come in and find me at it. With Humber and Jud Wilson away at the races, though, and with Cass gone home to his midday meal, I reckoned I could go into the office to search while the rest of the lads were eating.

Cass had a key to the office, and it was he who unlocked the door in the morning and locked it again at night. As far as I could see he did not bother to lock up when he went home for lunch, and the office was normally left open all day, except on Sunday. This might mean, I thought, that Humber kept nothing there which could possibly be incriminating: but on the other hand he could perhaps keep something there which was apparently innocent but would be incriminating if one understood its significance.

However, the likelihood of solving the whole mystery by a quick look round an unlocked stable office was so doubtful that it was not worth risking discovery, and I judged it better to wait with what patience I could until the odds were in my favour.

There was also Humber’s house, a whitewashed converted farm house adjoining the yard. A couple of stealthy surveys, made on afternoons when I was bidden to sweep snow from his garden path, showed that this was an ultra-neat soulless establishment like a series of rooms in shop windows, impersonal and unlived-in. Humber was not married, and downstairs at least there seemed to be nowhere at all snug for him to spend his evenings.

Through the windows I saw no desk to investigate and no safe in which to lock away secrets: all the same I decided it would be less than fair to ignore his home, and if I both drew a blank and got away with an entry into the office, I would pay the house a visit at the first opportunity.
At last it began to thaw on a Wednesday night and continued fast all day Thursday and Friday, so that by Saturday morning the thin slush was disintegrating into puddles, and the stables stirred with the re-awakening of hunting and racing.

Cass told me on Friday night that the man who owned the hunters I looked after required them both to be ready for him on Saturday, and after second exercise I led them out and loaded them into the horse box which had come for them.

Their owner stood leaning against the front wing of a well polished Jaguar. His hunting boots shone like glass, his cream breeches were perfection, his pink coat fitted without a wrinkle, his stock was smooth and snowy. He held a sensible leather-covered riding stick in his hand and slapped it against his boot. He was tall, broad and bare-headed, about forty years old, and, from across the yard, handsome. It was only when one was close to him that one could see the dissatisfied look on his face and the evidence of dissipation in his skin.

‘You,’ he said, pointing at me with his stick. ‘Come here.’

I went. He had heavy lidded eyes and a few purple thread veins on his nose and cheeks. He looked at me with superior bored disdain. I am five feet nine inches tall; he was four inches taller, and he made the most of it.

‘You’ll pay for it if those horses of mine don’t last the day. I ride them hard. They need to be fit.’

His voice had the same expensive timbre as October’s.

‘They’re as fit as the snow would allow,’ I said calmly.

He raised his eyebrows.

‘Sir,’ I added.

‘Insolence,’ he said, ‘will get you nowhere.’

‘I am sorry, sir, I didn’t mean to be insolent.’

He laughed unpleasantly. ‘I’ll bet you didn’t. It’s not so easy to get another job, is it? You’ll watch your tongue when you speak to me in future, if you know what’s good for you.’

‘Yes sir.’

‘And if those horses of mine aren’t fit, you’ll wish you’d never been born.’

Cass appeared at my left elbow, looking anxious.

‘Is everything all right, sir?’ he asked. ‘Has Roke done anything wrong, Mr Adams?’

How I managed not to jump out of my skin I am not quite sure. Mr Adams. Paul James Adams, sometime owner of seven subsequently doped horses?

‘Is this bloody gipsy doing my horses any good?’ said Adams offensively.

‘He’s no worse than any of the other lads,’ said Cass soothingly.

‘And that’s saying precious little.’ He gave me a mean stare. ‘You’ve had it easy during the freeze. Too damned easy. You’ll have to wake your ideas up now hunting has started again. You won’t find me as soft as your master, I can tell you that.’

I said nothing. He slapped his stick sharply against his boot.

‘Do you hear what I say? You’ll find me harder to please.’

‘Yes, sir,’ I muttered.

He opened his fingers and let his stick fall at his feet.

‘Pick it up,’ he said.

As I bent to pick it up, he put his booted foot on my shoulder and gave me a heavy, over-balancing shove, so that I fell sprawling on to the soaking, muddy ground.

He smiled with malicious enjoyment.

‘Get up, you clumsy lout, and do as you are told. Pick up my stick.’

I got to my feet, picked up his stick and held it out to him. He twitched it out of my hand, and looking at Cass said, ‘You’ve got to show them you won’t stand any nonsense. Stamp on them whenever you can. This one,’ he looked me coldly up and down, ‘needs to be taught a lesson. What do you suggest?’

Cass looked at me doubtfully. I glanced at Adams. This, I thought, was not funny. His greyish blue eyes were
curiously opaque, as if he were drunk: but he was plainly sober. I had seen that look before, in the eyes of a stable hand I had once for a short time employed, and I knew what it could mean. I had got to guess at once, and guess right, whether he preferred bullying the weak or the strong. From instinct, perhaps because of his size and evident worldliness, I guessed that crushing the weak would be too tame for him. In which case it was definitely not the moment for any show of strength. I drooped in as cowed and unresisting a manner as I could devise.

‘God,’ said Adams in disgust. ‘Just look at him. Scared out of his bloody wits.’ He shrugged impatiently. ‘Well Cass, just find him some stinking useless occupation like scrubbing the paths and put him to work. There’s no sport for me here. No backbone for me to break. Give me a fox any day, at least they’ve got some cunning and some guts.’

His gaze strayed sideways to where Humber was crossing the far end of the yard. He said to Cass, ‘Tell Mr Humber I’d like to have a word with him,’ and when Cass had gone he turned back to me.

‘Where did you work before this?’
‘At Mr Inskip’s, sir.’
‘And he kicked you out?’
‘Yes, sir.’
‘Why?’
‘I… er…’ I stuck. It was incredibly galling to have to lay oneself open to such a man; but if I gave him answers he could check in small things he might believe the whopping lies without question.

‘When I ask a question, you will answer it,’ said Adams coldly. ‘Why did Mr Inskip get rid of you?’
I swallowed. ‘I got the sack for er… for messing about with the boss’s daughter.’

‘For messing about…’ he repeated. ‘Good God.’ With lewd pleasure he said something which was utterly obscene, and which struck clear home. He saw me wince and laughed at my discomfiture. Cass and Humber returned. Adams turned to Humber, still laughing, and said, ‘Do you know why this cockerel got chucked out of Inskip’s?’

‘Yes,’ said Humber flatly. ‘He seduced October’s daughter.’ He wasn’t interested. ‘And there was also the matter of a favourite that came in last. He looked after it.’

‘October’s daughter!’ said Adams, surprised, his eyes narrowing. ‘I thought he meant Inskip’s daughter.’ He casually dealt me a sharp clip on the ear. ‘Don’t try lying to me.’

‘Mr Inskip hasn’t got a daughter,’ I protested.

‘And don’t answer back.’ His hand flicked out again. He was rather adept at it. He must have indulged in a lot of practice.

‘Hedley,’ he said to Humber, who had impassively watched this one-sided exchange, ‘I’ll give you a lift to Nottingham races on Monday if you like. I’ll pick you up at ten.’

‘Right,’ agreed Humber.

Adams turned to Cass. ‘Don’t forget that lesson for this lily-livered Romeo. Cool his ardour a bit.’

Cass sniggered sycophantically and raised goose pimples on my neck.

Adams climbed coolly into his Jaguar, started it up and followed the horse box containing his two hunters out of the yard.

Humber said, ‘I don’t want Roke out of action Cass. You’ve got to leave him fit for work. Use some sense this time.’ He limped away to continue his inspection of the boxes.

Cass looked at me, and I looked steadily down at my damp, muddy clothes, very conscious that the head lad counted among the enemy, and not wanting to risk his seeing that there was anything but submissiveness in my face.

He said, ‘Mr Adams don’t like to be crossed.’

‘I didn’t cross him.’

‘Nor he don’t like to be answered back to. You mind your lip.’

‘Has he any more horses here?’ I asked.

‘Yes,’ said Cass, ‘And it’s none of your business. Now, he told me to punish you, and he won’t forget. He’ll check up later.’
'I've done nothing wrong,' I said sullenly, still looking down. What on earth would my foreman say about this, I thought; and nearly smiled at the picture.

'You don't need to have done nothing wrong,' said Cass. 'With Mr Adams it is a case of punish first so that you won't do anything wrong after. Sense, in a way.' He gave a snort of laughter. 'Saves trouble, see?'

'Are his horses all hunters?' I asked.

'No,' said Cass, 'but the two you've got are, and don't you forget it. He rides those himself, and he'll notice how you look after every hair on their hides.'

'Does he treat the lads who look after his other horses so shockingly unfair?'

'I've never heard Jerry complaining. And Mr Adams won't treat you too bad if you mind your p's and q's. Now that lesson he suggested…'

I had hoped he had forgotten it.

'You can get down on your knees and scrub the concrete paths round the yard. Start now. You can break for dinner, and then go on until evening stables.'

I went on standing in a rag-doll attitude of dejectedness, looking at the ground, but fighting an unexpectedly strong feeling of rebellion. What the hell, I thought, did October expect of me? Just how much was I to take? Was there any point at which, if he were there, he would say 'Stop; all right; that's enough. That's too much. Give it up.' But remembering how he felt about me, I supposed not!

Cass said, 'There's a scrubbing brush in the cupboard in the tack room. Get on with it.' He walked away.

The concrete pathways were six feet wide and ran round all sides of the yard in front of the boxes. They had been scraped clear of snow throughout the month I had been there so that the feed trolley could make its usual smooth journey from horse to horse, and as in most modern stables, including Inskip’s and my own, they would always be kept clean of straw and excessive dust. But scrubbing them on ones knees for nearly four hours on a slushy day at the end of January was a miserable, back-breaking, insane waste of time. Ludicrous, besides.

I had a clear choice of scrubbing the paths or getting on the motor-cycle and going. Thinking firmly that I was being paid at least ten thousand pounds for doing it, I scrubbed: and Cass hung around the yard all day to watch that I didn’t rest.

The lads, who had spent much of the afternoon amusing themselves by jeering at my plight as they set off for and returned from the café in Posset, made quite sure during evening stables that the concrete paths ended the day even dirtier than they had begun. I didn’t care a damn about that; but Adams had sent his hunters back caked with mud and sweat and it took me two hours to clean them because by the end of that day many of my muscles were trembling with fatigue.

Then, to crown it all, Adams came back. He drove his Jaguar into the yard, climbed out, and after having talked to Cass, who nodded and gestured round the paths, he walked without haste towards the box where I was still struggling with his black horse.

He stood in the doorway and looked down his nose at me; and I looked back. He was superbly elegant in a dark blue pin-striped suit with a white shirt and a silver-grey tie. His skin looked fresh, his hair well brushed, his hands clean and pale. I imagined he had gone home after hunting and enjoyed a deep hot bath, a change of clothes, a drink… I hadn’t had a bath for a month and was unlikely to get one as long as I stayed at Humber’s. I was filthy and hungry and extremely tired. I wished he would go away and leave me alone.

No such luck.

He took a step into the box and surveyed the mud still caked solid on the horse’s hind legs.

'You’re slow,’ he remarked.

'Yes, sir.’

'This horse must have been back here three hours ago. What have you been doing?’

'My three other horses, sir.’

'You should do mine first.’

'I had to wait for the mud to dry, sir. You can’t brush it out while it’s still wet.’

'I told you this morning not to answer back.’ His hand lashed out across the ear he had hit before. He was smiling slightly. Enjoying himself. Which was more than could be said for me.
Having, so to speak, tasted blood, he suddenly took hold of the front of my jersey, pushed me back against the
wall, and slapped me twice in the face, forehand and backhand. Still smiling.

What I wanted to do was to jab my knee into his groin and my fist into his stomach; and refraining wasn’t easy.
For the sake of realism I knew I should have cried out loudly and begged him to stop, but when it came to the point I
couldn’t do it. However, one could act what one couldn’t say, so I lifted both arms and folded them defensively
round my head.

He laughed and let go, and I slid down on to one knee and cowered against the wall.

‘You’re a proper little rabbit, aren’t you, for all your fancy looks.’

I stayed where I was, in silence. As suddenly as he had begun, he lost interest in ill-treating me.

‘Get up, get up,’ he said irritably. ‘I didn’t hurt you. You’re not worth hurting. Get up and finish this horse.
And make sure it is done properly or you’ll find yourself scrubbing again.’

He walked out of the box and away across the yard. I stood up, leaned against the doorpost, and with
uncharitable feelings watched him go up the path to Humber’s house. To a good dinner, no doubt. An arm-chair. A
fire. A glass of brandy. A friend to talk to. Sighing in depression, I went back to the tiresome job of brushing off the
mud.

Shortly after a supper of dry bread and cheese, eaten to the accompaniment of crude jokes about my day’s
occupation and detailed descriptions of the meals which had been enjoyed in Posset, I had had quite enough of my fellow workers. I climbed the ladder and sat on my bed. It was cold upstairs. I had had quite enough of Humber’s
yard. I had had more than enough of being kicked around. All I had to do, as I had been tempted to do that morning,
was to go outside, unwrap the motor-cycle, and make tracks for civilization. I could stifle my conscience by paying
most of the money back to October and pointing out that I had done at least half of the job.

I went on sitting on the bed and thinking about riding away on the motor-bike. I went on sitting on the bed. And
not riding away on the motor-bike.

Presently I found myself sighing. I knew very well I had never had any real doubts about staying, even if it
meant scrubbing those dreadful paths every day of the week. Quite apart from not finding myself good company in
future if I ran away because of a little bit of eccentric charring, there was the certainty that it was specifically in Mr
P. J. Adams’ ruthless hands that the good repute of British racing was in danger of being cracked to bits. It was he
that I had come to defeat. It was no good decamping because the first taste of him was unpleasant.

His name typed on paper had come alive as a worse menace than Humber himself had ever seemed. Humber
was merely harsh, greedy, bad-tempered and vain, and he beat his lads for the sole purpose of making them leave.
But Adams seemed to enjoy hurting for its own sake. Beneath that glossy crust of sophistication, and not far
beneath, one glimpsed an irresponsible savage. Humber was forceful; but Adams, it now seemed to me, was the
brains of the partnership. He was a more complex man and a far more fearsome adversary. I had felt equal to
Humber. Adams dismayed me.

Someone started to come up the ladder. I thought it would be Cecil, reeling from his Saturday night orgy, but it
was Jerry. He came and sat on the bed next to mine. He looked downcast.

‘Dan?’

‘Yes.’

‘It weren’t… it weren’t no good in Posset today, without you being there.’

‘Wasn’t it?’

‘No.’ He brightened. ‘I bought my comic though. Will you read it to me?’

‘Tomorrow,’ I said tiredly.

There was a short silence while he struggled to organise his thoughts.

‘Dan.’

‘Mm?’

‘I’m sorry, like.’

‘What for?’

‘Well, for laughing at you, like, this afternoon. It wasn’t right… not when you’ve took me on your motor-bike
and all. I do ever so like going on your bike.’
‘It’s all right, Jerry.’
‘The others were ribbing you, see, and it seemed the thing, like, to do what they done. So they would… would let me go with them, see?’
‘Yes, Jerry, I see. It doesn’t matter, really it doesn’t.’
‘You never ribbed me, when I done wrong.’
‘Forget it.’
‘I’ve been thinking,’ he said, wrinkling his forehead, ‘about me Mam. She tried scrubbing some floors once. In some offices, it was. She came home fair whacked, she did. She said scrubbing floors was wicked. It made your back ache something chronic, she said, as I remember.’
‘Did she?’
‘Does your back ache, Dan?’
‘Yes, a bit.’
He nodded pleased. ‘She knows a thing or two, does my Mam.’ He lapsed into one of his mindless silences, rocking himself gently backwards and forwards on the creaking bed.

I was touched by his apology.
‘I’ll read your comic for you,’ I said.
‘You ain’t too whacked?’ he asked eagerly.
I shook my head.

He fetched the comic from the cardboard box in which he kept his few belongings and sat beside me while I read him the captions of Mickey the Monkey, Beryl and Peril, Julius Cheeser, the Bustom Boys, and all the rest. We went through the whole thing at least twice, with him laughing contentedly and repeating the words after me. By the end of the week he would know most of them by heart.

At length I took the comic out of his hands and put it down on the bed.
‘Jerry,’ I said, ‘which of the horses you look after belongs to Mr Adams?’
‘Mr Adams?’
‘The man whose hunters you look after belongs to Mr Adams?’
‘Oh, that Mr Adams.’
‘Why, is there another one?’
‘No, that’s Mr Adams, all right.’ Jerry shuddered.
‘What do you know about him?’ I asked.
‘The chap what was here before you came, Dennis, his name was, Mr Adams didn’t like him, see? He cheeked Mr Adams, he did.’
‘Oh,’ I said. I wasn’t sure I wanted to hear what had happened to Dennis.
‘He weren’t here above three weeks,’ said Jerry reflectively. ‘The last couple of days, he kept on falling down. Funny, it was, really.’

I cut him short. ‘Which of your horses belongs to Mr Adams?’ I repeated.
‘None of them do,’ he said positively.
‘Cass said so.’

He looked surprised, and also scared. ‘No, Dan, I don’t want none of Mr Adams’ horses.’
‘Well, who do your horses belong to?’
‘I don’t rightly know. Except of course Pageant. He belongs to Mr Byrd.’
‘That’s the one you take to the races?’
‘Uh huh, that’s the one.’
‘How about the others?’
‘Well, Mickey…’ His brow furrowed.
‘Mickey is the horse in the box next to Mr Adams’ black hunter, which I do?’

‘Yeah.’ He smiled brilliantly, as if I had made a point.

‘Who does Mickey belong to?’

‘I dunno.’

‘Hasn’t his owner ever been to see him?’

He shook his head doubtfully. I wasn’t sure whether or not he would remember if an owner had in fact called.

‘How about your other horse?’ Jerry had only three horses to do, as he was slower than everyone else.

‘That’s Champ,’ said Jerry triumphantly.

‘Who owns him?’

‘He’s a hunter.’

‘Yes, but who owns him?’

‘Some fellow.’ He was trying hard. ‘A fat fellow. With sort of sticking out ears.’ He pulled his own ears forward to show me.

‘You know him well?’

He smiled widely. ‘He gave me ten bob for Christmas.’

So it was Mickey, I thought, who belonged to Adams, but neither Adams nor Humber nor Cass had let Jerry know it. It looked as though Cass had let it slip out by mistake.

I said, ‘How long have you worked here, Jerry?’

‘How long?’ he echoed vaguely.

‘How many weeks were you here before Christmas?’

He put his head on one side and thought. He brightened. ‘I came on the day after the Rovers beat the Gunners. My Dad took me to the match, see? Near our house, the Rovers’ ground is.’

I asked him more questions, but he had no clearer idea than that about when he had come to Humber’s.

‘Well,’ I said, ‘was Mickey here already, when you came?’

‘I’ve never done no other horses since I’ve been here,’ he said. When I asked him no more questions he placidly picked up the comic again and began to look at the pictures. Watching him, I wondered what it was like to have a mind like his, a brain like cotton wool upon which the accumulated learning of the world could make no dent, in which reason, memory, and awareness were blanketed almost out of existence.

He smiled happily at the comic strips. He was, I reflected, none the worse off for being simple-minded. He was good at heart, and what he did not understand could not hurt him. There was a lot to be said for life on that level. If one didn’t realise one was an object of calculated humiliations, there would be no need to try to make oneself be insensitive to them. If I had his simplicity, I thought, I would find life at Humber’s very much easier.

He looked up suddenly and saw me watching him, and gave me a warm, contented, trusting smile.

‘I like you,’ he said; and turned his attention back to the paper.

There was a raucous noise from downstairs and the other lads erupted up the ladder, pushing Cecil among them as he was practically unable to walk. Jerry scuttled back to his own bed and put his comic carefully away; and I, like all the rest, wrapped myself in two grey blankets and lay down, boots and all, on the inhospitable canvas. I tried to find a comfortable position for my excessively weary limbs, but unfortunately failed.
Chapter 11

The office was as cold and unwelcoming as Humber’s personality, with none of the ostentation of his car. It consisted of a long narrow room with the door and the single smallish window both in the long wall facing down the yard. At the far end, away to the left as one entered, there was a door which opened into a washroom: this was whitewashed and lit by three slit-like, frosted glass windows, and led through an inner door into a lavatory. In the washroom itself there was a sink, a plastic topped table, a refrigerator, and two wall cupboards. The first of these on investigation proved to hold all the bandages, linaments and medicines in common use with horses.

Careful not to move anything from its original position I looked at every bottle, packet, and tin. As far as I could see there was nothing of a stimulating nature among them.

The second cupboard however held plenty of stimulant in the shape of alcohol for human consumption, an impressive collection of bottles with a well stocked shelf of glasses above them. For the entertainment of owners, not the quickening of their horses. I shut the door.

There was nothing in the refrigerator except four bottles of beer, some milk, and a couple of trays of ice cubes.

I went back into the office.

Humber’s desk stood under the window, so that when he was sitting at it he could look straight out down the yard. It was a heavy flat-topped knee-hole desk with drawers at each side, and it was almost aggressively tidy. Granted Humber was away at Nottingham races and had not spent long in the office in the morning, but the tidiness was basic, not temporary. None of the drawers was locked, and their contents (stationery, tax tables and so on) could be seen at a glance. On top of the desk there was only a telephone, an adjustable reading lamp, a tray of pens and pencils, and a green glass paper weight the size of a cricket ball. Trapped air bubbles rose in a frozen spray in its depths.

The single sheet of paper which it held down bore only a list of duties for the day and had clearly been drawn up for Cass to work from. I saw disconsolately that I would be cleaning tack that afternoon with baby-voiced Kenneth, who never stopped talking, and doing five horses at evening stables, this last because the horses normally done by Bert, who had gone racing, had to be shared out among those left behind.

Apart from the desk the office contained a large floor-to-ceiling cupboard in which form books and racing colours were kept; too few of those for the space available. Three dark green filing cabinets, two leather arm-chairs, and an upright wooden chair with a leather seat stood round the walls.

I opened the unlocked drawers of the filing cabinet one by one and searched quickly through the contents. They contained racing calendars, old accounts, receipts, press cuttings, photographs, papers to do with the horses currently in training, analyses of form, letters from owners, records of saddlery and fodder transactions; everything that could be found in the office of nearly every trainer in the country.

I looked at my watch. Cass usually took an hour off for lunch. I had waited five minutes after he had driven out of the yard, and I intended to be out of the office ten minutes before he could be expected back. This had given me a working time of three-quarters of an hour, of which nearly half had already gone.

Borrowing a pencil from the desk and taking a sheet of writing paper from a drawer, I applied myself to the drawer full of current accounts. For each of seventeen race-horses there was a separate hard-covered blue ledger, in which was listed every major and minor expense incurred in its training. I wrote a list of their names, few of which were familiar to me, together with their owners and the dates when they had come into the yard. Some had been there for years, but three had arrived during the past three months, and it was only these, I thought, which were of any real interest. None of the horses which had been doped had stayed at Humber’s longer than four months.

The names of the three newest horses were Chin-Chin, Kandersteg and Starlamp. The first was owned by Humber himself and the other two by Adams.

I put the account books back where I had found them and looked at my watch. Seventeen minutes left. Putting the pencil back on the desk I folded the list of horses and stowed it away in my money belt. The webbing pockets were filling up again with fivers, as I had spent little of my pay, but the belt still lay flat and invisible below my waist under my jeans: and I had been careful not to let any of the lads know it was there, so as not to be robbed.
I riffled quickly through the drawers of press cuttings and photographs, but found no reference to the eleven horses or their successes. The racing calendars bore more fruit in the shape of a pencilled cross against the name of Superman in the Boxing Day selling chase, but there was no mark against the selling chase scheduled for a coming meeting at Sedgefield.

It was at the back of the receipts drawer that I struck most gold. There was another blue accounts ledger there, with a double page devoted to each of the eleven horses. Among these eleven were interspersed nine others who had in various ways failed in their purpose. One of these was Superman and another Old Etonian.

In the left hand page of each double spread had been recorded the entire racing career of the horse in question, and on the right hand pages of my eleven old friends were details of the race they each won with assistance. Beneath were sums of money which I judged must be Humber’s winnings on them. His winnings had run into thousands on every successful race. On Superman’s page he had written ‘Lost: three hundred pounds.’ On Old Etonian’s right hand page there was no race record: only the single word ‘Destroyed.’

A cross-out line had been drawn diagonally across all the pages except those concerning a horse called Six-Ply; and two new double pages had been prepared at the end, one for Kandersteg, and one for Starlamp. The left-hand pages for these three horses were written up: the right-hand pages were blank.

I shut the book and put it back. It was high time to go, and with a last look round to make sure that everything was exactly as it had been when I came in, I let myself quietly, unnoticed, out of the door, and went back to the kitchen to see if by some miracle the lads had left me any crumbs of lunch. Naturally, they had not.

The next morning Jerry’s horse Mickey disappeared from the yard while we were out at second exercise, but Cass told him Jud had run him down to a friend of Humber’s on the coast, for Mickey to paddle in the sea water to strengthen his legs, and that he would be back that evening. But the evening came, and Mickey did not.

On Wednesday Humber ran another horse, and I missed my lunch to have a look inside his house while he was away. Entry was easy through an open ventilator, but I could find nothing whatever to give me any clue as to how the doping was carried out.

All day Thursday I fretted about Mickey being still away at the coast. It sounded perfectly reasonable. It was what a trainer about twelve miles from the sea could be expected to arrange. Sea water was good for horses’ legs. But something happened to horses sometimes at Humber’s which made it possible for them to be doped later, and I had a deeply disturbing suspicion that whatever it was was happening to Mickey at this moment, and that I was missing my only chance of finding it out.

According to the accounts books Adams owned four of the racehorses in the yard, in addition to his two hunters. None of his racehorses was known in the yard by its real name: therefore Mickey could be any one of the four. He could in fact be Kandersteg or Starlamp. It was an even chance that he was one or the other, and was due to follow in Superman’s footsteps. So I fretted.

On Friday morning a hired box took the stable runner to Haydock races, and Jud and Humber’s own box remained in the yard until lunch time. This was a definite departure from normal; and I took the opportunity of noting the mileage on the speedometer.

Jud drove the box out of the yard while we were still eating the midday sludge, and we didn’t see him come back as we were all out on the gallop furthest away from the stables sticking back into place the divots kicked out of the soft earth that week by the various training activities; but when we returned for evening stables at four, Mickey was back in his own quarters.

I climbed up into the cab of the horse box and looked at the mileage indicator. Jud had driven exactly sixteen and a half miles. He had not, in fact, been as far as the coast. I thought some very bitter thoughts.

When I had finished doing my two racehorses I carried the brushes and pitch forks along to see to Adams’ black hunter, and found Jerry leaning against the wall outside Mickey’s next door box with tears running down his cheeks.

‘What’s the matter?’ I said, putting down my stuff.
‘Mickey… bit me,’ he said. He was shaking with pain and fright.
‘Let’s see.’

I helped him slide his left arm out of his jersey, and took a look at the damage. There was a fierce red and purple circular weal on the fleshy part of his upper arm near the shoulder. It had been a hard, savage bite.
Cass came over.

‘What’s going on here?’

But he saw Jerry’s arm, and didn’t need to be told. He looked over the bottom half of the door into Mickey’s box, then turned to Jerry and said, ‘His legs were too far gone for the sea water to cure them. The vet said he would have to put on a blister, and he did it this afternoon when Mickey got back. That’s what’s the matter with him. Feels a bit off colour, he does, and so would you if someone slapped a flaming plaster on your legs. Now you just stop this stupid blubbing and get right back in there and see to him. And you, Dan, get on with that hunter and mind your own bloody business.’ He went off along the row.

‘I can’t,’ whispered Jerry, more to himself than to me.

‘You’ll manage it,’ I said cheerfully.

He turned to me a stricken face. ‘He’ll bite me again.’

‘I’m sure he won’t.’

‘He tried lots of times. And he’s kicking out something terrible. I daren’t go into his box…’ He stood stiffly, shivering with fright, and I realized that it really was beyond him to go back.

‘All right,’ I said, ‘I’ll do Mickey and you do my hunter. Only do him well, Jerry, very well. Mr Adams is coming to ride him again tomorrow and I don’t want to spend another Saturday on my knees.’

He looked dazed. ‘Ain’t no one done nothing like that for me before.’

‘It’s a swop,’ I said brusquely. ‘You mess up my hunter and I’ll bite you worse than Mickey did.’

He stopped shivering and began to grin, which I had intended, and slipping his arm painfully back inside his jersey he picked up my brushes and opened the hunter’s door.

‘You won’t tell Cass?’ he asked anxiously.

‘No,’ I reassured him; and unbolted Mickey’s box door.

The horse was tied up safely enough, and wore on his neck a long wooden barred collar called a cradle which prevented his bending his head down to bite the bandages off his fore legs. Under the bandages, according to Cass, Mickey’s legs were plastered with ‘blister’, a sort of caustic paste used to contract and strengthen the tendons. Blistering was a normal treatment for dicky tendons. The only trouble was that Mickey’s legs had not needed treatment. They had been, to my eyes, as sound as rocks. But now, however, they were definitely paining him; at least as much as with a blister, and possibly more.

As Jerry had indicated, Mickey was distinctly upset. He could not be soothed by hand or voice, but lashed forwards with his hind feet whenever he thought I was in range, and made equal use of his teeth. I was careful not to walk behind him, though he did his best to turn his quarters in my direction while I was banking up his straw bed round the back of the box. I fetched him hay and water, but he was not interested, and changed his rug, as the one he wore was soaked with sweat and would give him a chill during the night. Changing his rug was a bit of an obstacle race, but by warding off his attacks with the pitchfork I got it done unscathed.

I took Jerry with me to the feed bins where Cass was doling out the right food for each horse, and when we got back to the boxes we solemnly exchanged bowls. Jerry grinned happily. It was infectious. I grinned back.

Mickey didn’t want food either, not, that is, except lumps of me. He didn’t get any. I left him tied up for the night and took myself and Jerry’s sack of brushes to safety on the far side of the door. Mickey would, I hoped, have calmed down considerably by the morning.

Jerry was grooming the black hunter practically hair by hair, humming tonelessly under his breath.

‘Are you done?’ I said.

‘Is he all right?’ he asked anxiously.

I went in to have a look.

‘Perfect,’ I said truthfully. Jerry was better at strapping a horse than at most things; and the next day, to my considerable relief, Adams passed both hunters without remark and spoke hardly a word to me. He was in a hurry to be off to a distant meet, but all the same it seemed I had succeeded in appearing too spineless to be worth tormenting.

Mickey was a good deal worse, that morning. When Adams had gone I stood with Jerry looking over the half-
door of Mickey’s box. The poor animal had managed to rip one of the bandages off in spite of the cradle, and we could see a big raw area over his tendon.

Mickey looked round at us with baleful eyes and flat ears, his neck stretched forward aggressively. Muscles quivered violently in his shoulders and hind quarters. I had never seen a horse behave like that except when fighting; and he was, I thought, dangerous.

‘He’s off his head,’ whispered Jerry, awestruck.

‘Poor thing.’

‘You ain’t going in?’ he said. ‘He looks like he’d kill you.’

‘Go and get Cass,’ I said. ‘No, I’m not going in, not without Cass knowing how things are, and Humber too. You go and tell Cass that Mickey’s gone mad. That ought to fetch him to have a look.’

Jerry trotted off and returned with Cass, who seemed to be alternating between anxiety and scorn as he came within earshot. At the sight of Mickey anxiety abruptly took over, and he went to fetch Humber, telling Jerry on no account to open Mickey’s door.

Humber came unhurriedly across the yard leaning on his stick, with Cass, who was a short man, trotting along at his side. Humber looked at Mickey for a good long time. Then he shifted his gaze to Jerry, who was standing there shaking again at the thought of having to deal with a horse in such a state, and then further along to me, where I stood at the door of the next box.

‘That’s Mr Adams’ hunter’s box,’ he said to me.

‘Yes, sir, he went with Mr Adams just now, sir.’

He looked me up and down, and then Jerry the same, and finally said to Cass, ‘Roke and Webber had better change horses. I know they haven’t an ounce of guts between them, but Roke is much bigger, stronger and older.’ And also, I thought with a flash of insight, Jerry has a father and mother to make a fuss if he gets hurt, whereas against Roke in the next-of-kin file was the single word ‘none’.

‘I’m not going in there alone, sir,’ I said. ‘Cass will have to hold him off with a pitchfork while I muck him out.’ And even then, I thought, we’d both be lucky to get out without being kicked.

Cass, to my amusement, hurriedly started telling Humber that if I was too scared to do it on my own he would get one of the other lads to help me. Humber however took no notice of either of us, but went back to staring sombrely at Mickey.

Finally he turned to me and said, ‘Fetch a bucket and come over to the office.’

‘An empty bucket, sir?’

‘Yes,’ he said impatiently, ‘an empty bucket.’ He turned and gently limped over to the long brick hut. I took the bucket out of the hunter’s box, followed him, and waited by the door.

He came out with a small labelled glass-stoppered chemist’s jar in one hand and a teaspoon in the other. The jar was three-quarters full of white powder. He gestured to me to hold out the bucket, then he put half a teaspoonful of the powder into it.

‘Fill the bucket only a third full of water,’ he said. ‘And put it in Mickey’s manger, so that he can’t kick it over. It will quieten him down, once he drinks it.’

He took the jar and spoon back inside the office, and I picked a good pinch of the white powder out of the bottom of the bucket and dropped it down inside the list of Humber’s horses in my money belt. I licked my fingers and thumb afterwards; the particles of powder clinging there had a faintly bitter taste. The jar, which I had seen in the cupboard in the washroom, was labelled ‘Soluble phenobarbitone’, and the only surprising factor was the amount of it that Humber kept available.

I ran water into the bucket, stirred it with my hand and went back to Mickey’s box. Cass had vanished. Jerry was across the yard seeing to his third horse. I looked round for someone to ask for help, but everyone was carefully keeping out of sight. I cursed. I was not going into Mickey alone: it was just plain stupid to try it.

Humber came back across the yard.

‘Get on in,’ he said.

‘I’d spill the water dodging him, sir.’

‘Huh.’
Mickey’s hoofs thudded viciously against the wall.

‘You mean you haven’t got the guts.’

‘You’d need to be a bloody fool to go in there alone, sir,’ I said sullenly.

He glared at me, but he must have seen it was no use insisting. He suddenly picked up the pitchfork from where it stood against the wall and transferred it to his right hand and the walking stick to his left.

‘Get on with it then,’ he said harshly. ‘And don’t waste time.’

He looked incongruous, brandishing his two unconventional weapons while dressed like an advertisement for *Country Life*. I hoped he was going to be as resolute as he sounded.

I unbolted Mickey’s door and we went in. It had been an injustice to think Humber might turn tail and leave me there alone: he behaved as coldly as ever, as if fear were quite beyond his imagination. Efficiently he kept Mickey penned first to one side of the box and then to the other while I mucked out and put down fresh straw, remaining steadfastly at his post while I cleaned the uneaten food out of the manger and wedged the bucket of doped water in place. Mickey didn’t make it easy for him, either. The teeth and hooves were busier and more dangerous than the night before.

It was especially aggravating in the face of Humber’s coolness to have to remember to behave like a bit of a coward myself, though I minded less than if he had been Adams.

When I had finished the jobs Humber told me to go out first, and he retreated in good order after me, his well-pressed suit scarcely rumpled from his exertions.

I shut the door and bolted it, and did my best to look thoroughly frightened. Humber looked me over with disgust.

‘Roke,’ he said sarcastically, ‘I hope you will feel capable of dealing with Mickey when he is half asleep with drugs?’

‘Yes sir,’ I muttered.

‘Then in order not to strain your feeble stock of courage I suggest we keep him drugged for some days. Every time you fetch him a bucket of water you can get Cass or me to put some sedative in it. Understand?’

‘Yes sir.’

‘Right.’ He dismissed me with a chop of his hand.

I carried the sack of dirty straw round to the muck heap, and there took a close look at the bandage which Mickey had dislodged. Blister is a red paste. I had looked in vain for red paste on Mickey’s raw leg; and there was not a smear of it on the bandage. Yet from the size and severity of the wound there should have been half a cupful.

I took Jerry down to Posset on the motor-cycle again that afternoon and watched him start to browse contentedly in the toy department of the post office.

There was a letter for me from October.

‘Why did we receive no report from you last week? It is your duty to keep us informed of the position.’

I tore the page up, my mouth twisting. Duty. That was just about enough to make me lose my temper. It was not from any sense of duty that I stayed at Humber’s to endure a minor version of slavery. It was because I was obstinate, and liked to finish what I started, and although it sounded a bit grandiose, it was because I really wanted, if I could, to remove British steeple chasing from Adams’ clutches. If it had been only a matter of duty I would have repaid October his money and cleared out.

‘It is your duty to keep us informed of the position.’

He was still angry with me about Patty, I thought morosely, and he wrote that sentence only because he knew I wouldn’t like it.

I composed my report.

‘Your humble and obedient servant regrets that he was unable to carry out his duty last week by keeping you informed of the position.

‘The position is still far from clear, but a useful fact has been ascertained. None of the original eleven horses will be doped again: but a horse called Six-Ply is lined up to be the next winner. He is now owned by a Mr Henry
Waddington, of Lewes, Sussex.

‘May I please have the answers to the following questions:

1. Is the powder in the enclosed twist of paper soluble phenobarbitone?

2. What are in detail the registered physical characteristics of the racehorses Chin-Chin, Kandersteg and Starlamp?

3. On what date did Blackburn, playing at home, beat Arsenal?’

And that, I thought, sticking down the envelope and grinning to myself, that will fix him and his duty.

Jerry and I gorged ourselves at the café. I had been at Humber’s for five weeks and two days, and my clothes were getting looser.

When we could eat no more I went back to the post office and bought a large-scale hiker’s map of the surrounding district, and a cheap pair of compasses. Jerry spent fifteen shillings on a toy tank which he had resisted before, and, after checking to see if my goodwill extended so far, a second comic for me to read to him. And we went back to Humber’s.

Days passed. Mickey’s drugged water acted satisfactorily, and I was able to clean his box and look after him without much trouble. Cass took the second bandage off, revealing an equal absence of red paste. However, the wounds gradually started healing.

As Mickey could not be ridden and showed great distress if one tried to lead him out along the road, he had to be walked round the yard for an hour each day, which exercised me more than him, but gave me time to think some very fruitful thoughts.

Humber’s stick landed with a resounding thump across Charlie’s shoulders on Tuesday morning, and for a second it looked as though Charlie would hit him back. But Humber coldly stared him down, and the next morning delivered an even harder blow in the same place. Charlie’s bed was empty that night. He was the fourth lad to leave in the six weeks I had been there (not counting the boy who stayed only three days) and of my original half dozen dormitory companions, only Bert and Jerry remained. The time was getting perceptibly closer when I would find myself at the top of the queue for walking the plank.

Adams came with Humber when he made his usual rounds on Thursday evening. They stopped outside Mickey’s box but contented themselves with looking over the half-door.

‘Don’t go in, Paul,’ said Humber warningly. ‘He’s still very unpredictable, in spite of drugs.’

Adams looked at me where I stood by Mickey’s head.

‘Why is the gipsy doing this horse? I thought it was the moron’s job.’ He sounded angry and alarmed.

Humber explained that as Mickey had bitten Jerry, he had made me change places with him. Adams still didn’t like it, but looked as if he would save his comments until he wouldn’t be overheard.

He said, ‘What is the gipsy’s name?’

‘Roke,’ said Humber.

‘Well, Roke, come here, out of that box.’

Humber said anxiously, ‘Paul, don’t forget we’re one lad short already.’

These were not particularly reassuring words to hear. I walked across the box, keeping a wary eye on Mickey, let myself out through the door, and stood beside it, drooping and looking at the ground.

‘Roke,’ said Adams in a pleasant sounding voice, what do you spend your wages on?’

‘The never-never on my motor-bike, sir.’

‘The never-never? Oh, yes. And how many instalments have you still to pay?’

‘About – er – fifteen, sir.’

‘And you don’t want to leave here until you’ve finished paying them off.’

‘No, sir.’

‘Will they take your motor-cycle away if you stop paying?’

‘Yes sir, they might do.’

‘So Mr Humber doesn’t need to worry about you leaving him?’
I said slowly, unwillingly, but as it happened, truthfully, ‘No, sir.’

‘Good,’ he said briskly. ‘Then that clears the air, doesn’t it. And now you can tell me where you find the guts to deal with an unstable, half-mad horse.’

‘He’s drugged, sir.’

‘You and I both know, Roke, that a drugged horse is not necessarily a safe horse.’

I said nothing. If there was ever a time when I needed an inspiration, this was it: and my mind was a blank.

‘I don’t think, Roke,’ he said softly, ‘that you are as feeble as you make out. I think there is a lot more stuffing in you than you would have us believe.’

‘No, sir,’ I said helplessly.

‘Let’s find out, shall we?’

He stretched out his hand to Humber, and Humber gave him his walking stick. Adams drew back his arm and hit me fairly smartly across the thigh.

If I were to stay in the yard I had got to stop him. This time the begging simply had to be done. I slid down the door, gasping, and sat on the ground.

‘No sir, don’t,’ I shouted. ‘I got some pills. I was dead scared of Mickey, and I asked the chemist in Posset on Saturday if he had any pills to make me brave, and he sold me some, and I’ve been taking them regular ever since.’

‘What pills?’ said Adams disbelieving.

‘Tranquil something he said. I didn’t rightly catch the word.’

‘Tranquillizers.’

‘Yes, that’s it, tranquillizers. Don’t hit me any more sir, please sir. It was just that I was so dead scared of Mickey. Don’t hit me any more, sir.’

‘Well I’m damned.’ Adams began to laugh. ‘Well I’m damned. What will they think of next?’ He gave the stick back to Humber, and the two of them walked casually away along to the next box.

‘Take tranquillizers to help you out of a blue funk. Well, why not?’ Still laughing, they went in to see the next horse.

I got up slowly and brushed the dirt off the seat of my pants. Damn it, I thought miserably, what else could I have done? Why was pride so important, and abandoning it so bitter?

It was more clear than ever that weakness was my only asset. Adams had this fearful kink of seeing any show of spirit as a personal challenge to his ability to crush it. He dominated Humber, and exacted instant obedience from Cass, and they were his allies. If I stood up to him even mildly I would get nothing but a lot of bruises and he would start wondering why I stayed to collect still more. The more tenaciously I stayed, the more incredible he would find it. Hire purchase on the motor-bike wouldn’t convince him for long. He was quick. He knew, if he began to think about it, that I had come from October’s stables. He must know that October was a Steward and therefore his natural enemy. He would remember Tommy Stapleton. The hyper-sensitivity of the hunted to danger would stir the roots of his hair. He could check and find out from the post office that I did not send money away each week, and discover that the chemist had sold me no tranquillizers. He was in too deep to risk my being a follow-up to Stapleton; and at the very least, once he was suspicious of me, my detecting days would be over.

Whereas if he continued to be sure of my utter spinelessness he wouldn’t bother about me, and I could if necessary stay in the yard up to five or six weeks more. And heaven forbid, I thought, that I would have to.

Adams, although it had been instinct with him, not reason, was quite right to be alarmed that it was I and not Jerry who was now looking after Mickey.

In the hours I had spent close to the horse I had come to understand what was really the matter with him, and all my accumulated knowledge about the affected horses, and about all horses in general, had gradually shaken into place. I did by that day know in outline how Adams and Humber had made their winners win.

I knew in outline, but not in detail. A theory, but no proof. For detail and proof I still needed more time, and if the only way I could buy time was to sit on the ground and implore Adams not to beat me, then it had to be done. But it was pretty awful, just the same.
Chapter 12

October’s reply was unrelenting.

‘Six-Ply, according to his present owner, is not going to be entered in any selling races. Does this mean that he will not be doped?’

‘The answers to your questions are as follows:

1. The powder is soluble phenobarbitone.
2. The physical characteristics of Chin-Chin are: bay gelding, white blaze down nose, white sock, off-fore. Kandersteg: gelding, washy chestnut, three white socks, both fore-legs and near hind. Starlamp: brown gelding, near hind white heel.
3. Blackburn beat Arsenal on November 30th.

‘I do not appreciate your flippancy. Does your irresponsibility now extend to the investigation?’

Irresponsibility. Duty. He could really pick his words.

I read the descriptions of the horses again. They told me that Starlamp was Mickey. Chin-Chin was Dobbin, one of the two racehorses I did which belonged to Humber. Kandersteg was a pale shambling creature looked after by Bert, and known in the yard as Flash.

If Blackburn beat Arsenal on November 30th, Jerry had been at Humber’s eleven weeks already.

I tore up October’s letter and wrote back.

‘Six-Ply may now be vulnerable whatever race he runs in, as he is the only shot left in the locker since Old Etonian and Superman both misfired.

‘In case I fall on my nut out riding, or get knocked over by a passing car, I think I had better tell you that I have this week realised how the scheme works, even though I am as yet ignorant of most of the details.’

I told October that the stimulant Adams and Humber used was in fact adrenalin; and I told him how I believed it was introduced into the blood stream.

‘As you can see, there are two prime facts which must be established before Adams and Humber can be prosecuted. I will do my best to finish the job properly, but I can’t guarantee it, as the time factor is a nuisance.’

Then, because I felt very alone, I added impulsively, jerkily, a postscript.

‘Believe me. Please believe me. I did nothing to Patty.’

When I had written it, I looked at this cri de coeur in disgust. I am getting as soft as I pretend, I thought. I tore the bottom off the sheet of paper and threw the pitiful words away, and posted my letter in the box.

Thinking it wise actually to buy some tranquillizers in case anyone checked, I stopped at the chemist’s and asked for some. The chemist absolutely refused to sell me any, as they could only be had on a doctor’s or dentist’s prescription. How long would it be, I wondered ruefully, before Adams or Humber discovered this awkward fact.

Jerry was disappointed when I ate my meal in the café very fast, and left him alone to finish and walk back from Posset, but I assured him that I had jobs to do. It was high time I took a look at the surrounding countryside.

I rode out of Posset and, stopping the motor-cycle in a lay-by, got out the map over which I had pored intermittently during the week. I had drawn on it with pencil and compasses two concentric circles: the outer circle had a radius of eight miles from Humber’s stables, and the inner circle a radius of five miles. If Jud had driven straight there and back when he had gone to fetch Mickey, the place he had fetched him from would lie in the area between the circles.

Some directions from Humber’s were unsuitable because of open-cast coal-mines: and eight miles to the south-east lay the outskirts of the sprawling mining town called Clavering. All round the north and west sides, however, there was little but moorland interspersed with small valleys like the one in which Humber’s stable lay, small fertile pockets in miles and miles of stark windswept heath.

Tellbridge, the village where Adams lived, lay outside the outer circle by two miles, and because of this I did
not think Mickey could have been lodged there during his absence from Humber’s. But all the same the area on a line from Humber’s yard to Adams’ village seemed the most sensible to take a look at first.

As I did not wish Adams to find me spying out the land round his house, I fastened on my crash helmet, which I had not worn since the trip to Edinburgh, and pulled up over my eyes a large pair of goggles, under which even my sisters wouldn’t have recognised me. I didn’t, as it happened, see Adams on my travels; but I did see his house, which was a square, cream-coloured Georgian pile with gargoyle heads adjoining the gate-posts. It was the largest, most imposing building in the tiny group of a church, a shop, two pubs and a gaggle of cottages which made up Tellbridge.

I talked about Adams to the boy who filled my petrol tank in the Tellbridge garage.

‘Mr Adams? Yes, he bought old Sir Lucas’ place three-four years ago. After the old man died. There weren’t no family to keep it on.’

‘And Mrs Adams?’ I suggested.

‘Blimey, there isn’t any Mrs Adams,’ he said, laughing and pushing his fair hair out of his eyes with the back of his wrist. ‘But a lot of birds, he has there sometimes. Often got a houseful there, he has. Nobs, now, don’t get me wrong. Never has anyone but nobs in his house, doesn’t Mr Adams. And anything he wants, he gets, and quick. Never mind anyone else. He woke the whole village up at two in the morning last Friday because he got into his head that he’d like to ring the church bells. He smashed a window to get in… I ask you! Of course, no one says much, because he spends such a lot of money in the village. Food and drink and wages, and so on. Everyone’s better off, since he came.’

‘Does he often do things like that – ringing the church bells?’

‘Well, not that exactly, but other things, yes. I shouldn’t think you could believe all you hear. But they say he pays up handsome if he does any damage, and everyone just puts up with it. High spirits, that’s what they say it is.’

But Adams was too old for high spirits of that sort.

‘Does he buy his petrol here?’ I asked idly, fishing in my pocket for some money.

‘Not often he doesn’t, he has his own tank.’ The smile died out of the boy’s open face. ‘In fact, I only served him once, when his supplies had run out.’

‘What happened?’

‘Well, he trod on my foot. In his hunting boots, too. I couldn’t make out if he did it on purpose, because it seemed like that really, but why would he do something like that?’

‘I can’t imagine.’

He shook his head wondering. ‘He must have thought I’d moved out of his way, I suppose. Put his heel right on top of my foot, he did, and leaned back. I only had sneakers on. Darn nearly broke my bones, he did. He must weigh getting on for sixteen stone, I shouldn’t wonder.’ He sighed and counted my change into my palm, and I thanked him and went on my way thinking that it was extraordinary how much a psychopath could get away with if he was big enough and clever and well-born.

It was a cold afternoon, and cloudy, but I enjoyed it. Stopping on the highest point of a shoulder of moorland I sat straddling the bike and looking round at rolling distances of bare bleak hills and at the tall chimneys of Clavering pointing up on the horizon. I took off my helmet and goggles and pushed my fingers through my hair to let the cold wind in to my scalp. It was invigorating.

There was almost no chance, I knew, of my finding where Mickey had been kept. It could be anywhere, in any barn, outhouse or shed. It didn’t have to be a stable, and quite likely was not a stable: and indeed all I was sure of was that it would be somewhere tucked away out of sight and sound of any neighbours. The trouble was that in that part of Durham, with its widely scattered villages, its sudden valleys, and its miles of open heath, I found there were dozens of places tucked away out of sight and sound of neighbours.

Shrugging, I put my helmet and goggles on again, and spent what little was left of my free time finding two vantage points on high ground, from one of which one could see straight down the valley into Humber’s yard, and from the other a main cross roads on the way from Humber’s to Tellbridge, together with good stretches of road in all directions from it.

Kandersteg’s name being entered in Humber’s special hidden ledger, it was all Durham to a doughnut that one day he would take the same trail that Mickey-Starlamp had done. It was quite likely that I would still be unable to find out where he went, but there was no harm in getting the lie of the land clear in my head.
At four o’clock I rolled back into Humber’s yard with the usual lack of enthusiasm, and began my evening’s work.

Sunday passed, and Monday. Mickey got no better; the wounds on his legs were healing but he was still a risky prospect, in spite of the drugs, and he was beginning to lose flesh. Although I had never seen or had to deal with a horse in this state before, I gradually grew certain that he would not recover, and that Adams and Humber had another misfire on their hands.

Neither Humber nor Cass liked the look of him either, though Humber seemed more annoyed than anxious, as time went on. Adams came one morning, and from across the yard in Dobbin’s box I watched the three of them standing looking in at Mickey. Presently Cass went into the box for a moment or two, and came out shaking his head. Adams looked furious. He took Humber by the arm and the two of them walked across to the office in what looked like an argument. I would have given much to have overheard them. A pity I couldn’t lip-read, I thought, and that I hadn’t come equipped with one of those long-range listening devices. As a spy, I was really a dead loss.

On Tuesday morning at breakfast there was a letter for me, post-marked Durham, and I looked at it curiously because there were so few people who either knew where I was or would bother to write to me. I put it in my pocket until I could open it in private and I was glad I had, for to my astonishment it was from October’s elder daughter.

‘Dear Daniel Roke,

I would be glad if you could call to see me for a few moments sometime this week. There is a matter I must discuss with you.

Yours sincerely,

Elinor Tarren.’

October, I thought, must have given her a message for me, or something he wanted me to see, or perhaps he intended to be there to meet me himself, and had not risked writing to me direct. Puzzled, I asked Cass for an afternoon off, and was refused. Only Saturday, he said, and Saturday only if I behaved myself.

I thought Saturday might be too late, or that she would have gone to Yorkshire for the week-end, but I wrote to her that I could come only on that day, and walked into Posset after the evening meal on Tuesday to post the letter.

Her reply came on Friday, brief again and to the point, with still no hint of why I was to go.

‘Saturday afternoon will do very well. I will tell the porter you are coming: go to the side door of the College (this is the door used by students and their visitors) and ask to be shown to my room.’

She enclosed a pencilled sketch to show me where to find the college, and that was all.

On Saturday morning I had six horses to do, because there was still no replacement for Charley, and Jerry had gone with Pageant to the races. Adams came as usual to talk to Humber and to supervise the loading up of his hunters, but wasted no attention or energy on me, for which I was thankful. He spent half of the twenty minutes he was in the yard looking into Mickey’s box with a scowl on his handsome face.

Cass himself was not always unkind, and because he knew I particularly wanted the afternoon free he even went so far as to help me get finished before the midday meal. I thanked him, surprised, and he remarked that he knew there had been a lot extra for everyone (except himself incidentally) to do, as we were still a lad short, and that I hadn’t complained about it as much as most of the others. And that, I thought, was a mistake I would not have to make too often.

I washed as well as the conditions would allow; one had to heat all washing water in a kettle on the stove and pour it into the basin on the marble washstand; and shaved more carefully than usual, looking into the six-by-eight-inch flyblown bit of looking glass, jostled by the other lads who wanted to be on their way to Posset.

None of the clothes I had were fit for visiting a women’s college. With a sigh I settled for the black sweater, which had a high collar, the charcoal drainpipe trousers, and the black leather jacket. No shirt, because I had no tie. I eyed the sharp-pointed shoes, but I had not been able to overcome my loathing for them, so I scrubbed my jodhpur boots under the tap in the yard, and wore those. Everything else I was wearing needed cleaning, and I supposed I smelled of horses, though I was too used to it to notice.
I shrugged. There was nothing to be done about it. I unwrapped the motor-bike and made tracks for Durham.
Chapter 13

Elinor’s college stood in a tree-lined road along with other sturdy and learned looking buildings. It had an imposing front entrance and a less-imposing tarmacked drive entrance along to the right. I wheeled the motor-cycle down there and parked it beside a long row of bicycles. Beyond the bicycles stood six or seven small cars, one of which was Elinor’s little scarlet two-seater.

Two steps led up to a large oak door embellished with the single words ‘Students’. I went in. There was a porter’s desk just inside on the right, with a mournful looking middle-aged man sitting behind it looking at a list.

‘Excuse me,’ I said, ‘could you tell me where to find Lady Elinor Tarren?’

He looked up and said ‘You visiting? You expected?’

‘I think so,’ I said.

He asked my name, and thumbed down the list painstakingly. ‘Daniel Roke to visit Miss Tarren, please show him her room. Yes, that’s right. Come on, then.’ He got down off his stool, came round from behind his desk, and breathing noisily began to lead me deeper into the building.

There were several twists in the corridors and I could see why it was necessary to have a guide. On every hand were doors with their occupant or purpose written up on small cards let into metal slots. After going up two flights of stairs and round a few more corners, the porter halted outside one more door just like the rest.

‘Here you are,’ he said unemotionally. ‘This is Miss Tarren’s room.’ He turned away and started to shuffle back to his post.

The card on the door said Miss E. C. Tarren. I knocked. Miss E. C. Tarren opened it.

‘Come in,’ she said. No smile.

I went in. She shut the door behind me. I stood still, looking at her room. I was so accustomed to the starkness of the accommodation at Humber’s that it was an odd, strange sensation to find myself again in a room with curtains, carpet, sprung chairs, cushions and flowers. The colours were mostly blues and greens, mixed and blending, with a bowl of daffodils and red tulips blazing against them.

There was a big desk with books and papers scattered on it; a bookshelf, a bed with a blue cover, a wardrobe, a tall built-in cupboard, and two easy chairs. It looked warm and friendly. A very good room for working in. If I had had more than a moment to stand and think about it, I knew I would be envious: this was what my father and mother’s death had robbed me of, the time and liberty to study.

‘Please sit down.’ She indicated one of the easy chairs.

‘Thank you.’ I sat, and she sat down opposite me, but looking at the floor, not at me. She was solemn and frowning, and I rather gloomily wondered if what October wanted her to say to me meant more trouble.

‘I asked you to come here,’ she started. ‘I asked you to come here because…’ She stopped and stood up abruptly, and walked round behind me and tried again.

‘I asked you to come,’ she said to the back of my head, ‘Because I have to apologise to you, and I’m not finding it very easy.’

‘Apologise?’ I said, astonished. ‘What for?’

‘For my sister.’

I stood up and turned towards her. ‘Don’t,’ I said vehemently. I had been too much humbled myself in the past weeks to want to see anyone else in the same position.

She shook her head. ‘I’m afraid,’ she swallowed, ‘I’m afraid that my family has treated you very badly.’

The silver-blonde hair shimmered like a halo against the pale sunshine which slanted sideways through the window behind her. She was wearing a scarlet jersey under a sleeveless dark green dress. The whole effect was colourful and gorgeous, but it was clearly not going to help her if I went on looking at her. I sat down again in the chair and said with some light-heartedness, as it appeared October had not after all despatched a dressing-down,
‘Please don’t worry about it.’

‘Worry,’ she exclaimed. ‘What else can I do? I knew of course why you were dismissed, and I’ve said several
times to Father that he ought to have had you sent to prison, and now I find none of it is true at all. How can you say
there is nothing to worry about when everyone thinks you are guilty of some dreadful crime, and you aren’t?’

Her voice was full of concern. She really minded that anyone in her family should have behaved as unfairly as
Patty had. She felt guilty just because she was her sister. I liked her for it: but then I already knew she was a
thoroughly nice girl.

‘How did you find out?’ I asked.

‘Patty told me last week-end. We were just gossiping together, as we often do. She had always refused to talk
about you, but this time she laughed, and told me quite casually, as if it didn’t matter any more. Of course I know
she’s… well… used to men. She’s just built that way. But this… I was so shocked. I couldn’t believe her at first.’

‘What exactly did she tell you?’

There was a pause behind me, then her voice went on, a little shakily. ‘She said she tried to make you make
love to her, but you wouldn’t. She said… she said she showed you her body, and all you did was to tell her to cover
herself up. She said she was so flamingly angry about that that she thought all next day about what revenge she
would have on you, and on Sunday morning she worked herself up into floods of tears, and went and told Father…
told Father…’

‘Well,’ I said good humouredly, ‘yes, that is, I suppose, a slightly more accurate picture of what took place.’ I
laughed.

‘It isn’t funny,’ she protested.

‘No. It’s relief.’

She came round in front of me and sat down and looked at me.

‘You did mind, then, didn’t you?’

My distaste must have shown. ‘Yes. I minded.’

‘I told Father she had lied about you. I’ve never told him before about her love affairs, but this was different…
anyway, I told him on Sunday after lunch.’ She stopped, hesitating. I waited. At last she went on, ‘It was very odd.
He didn’t seem surprised, really. Not utterly overthrown, like I was. He just seemed to get very tired, suddenly, as if
he had heard bad news. As if a friend had died after a long illness, that sort of sadness. I didn’t understand it. And
when I said that of course the only fair thing to do would be to offer you your job back, he utterly refused. I argued,
but I’m afraid he is adamant. He also refuses to tell Mr Inskip that you shouldn’t have had to leave, and he made me
promise not to repeat to him or anyone what Patty had said. It is so unfair,’ she concluded passionately, ‘and I felt
that even if no one else is to know, at least you should. I don’t suppose it makes it any better for you that my father
and I have at last found out what really happened, but I wanted you to know that I am sorry, very, very sorry for
what my sister did.’

I smiled at her. It wasn’t difficult. Her colouring was so blazingly fair that it didn’t matter if her nose wasn’t
entirely straight. Her direct grey eyes were full of genuine, earnest regret, and I knew she felt Patty’s misbehaviour
all the more keenly because she thought it had affected a stable lad who had no means of defending himself. This
also made it difficult to know what to say in reply.

I understood, of course, that October couldn’t declare me an injured innocent, even if he wanted to, which I
doubted, without a risk of it reaching Humber’s ears, and that the last thing that either of us wanted was for him to
have to offer to take me back at Inskip’s. No one in their right mind would stay at Humber’s if they could go to
Inskip’s.

‘If you knew,’ I said slowly, ‘how much I have wanted your father to believe that I didn’t harm your sister, you
would realise that what you have just said is worth a dozen jobs to me. I like your father. I respect him. And he is
quite right. He cannot possibly give me my old job back, because it would be as good as saying publicly that his
daughter is at least a liar, if not more. You can’t ask him to do that. You can’t expect it. I don’t. Things are best left
as they are.’

She looked at me for some time without speaking. It seemed to me that there was relief in her expression, and
surprise, and finally puzzlement.

‘Don’t you want any compensation?’
'No.'
'I don’t understand you.'

'Look,' I said, getting up, away from her enquiring gaze. ‘I’m not as blameless as the snow. I did kiss your sister. I suppose I led her on a bit. And then I was ashamed of myself and backed out, and that’s the truth of it. It wasn’t all her fault. I did behave very badly. So please… please don’t feel so much guilt on my account.’ I reached the window and looked out.

‘People shouldn’t be hung for murders they decide not to commit,’ she said dryly. ‘You are being very generous, and I didn’t expect it.’

‘Then you shouldn’t have asked me here,’ I said idly. ‘You were taking too big a risk.’ The window looked down on to a quadrangle, a neat square of grass surrounded by broad paths, peaceful and empty in the early spring sunshine.

‘Risk… of what?’ she said.

‘Risk that I would raise a stink. Dishonour to the family. Tarnish to the Tarrens. That sort of thing. Lots of dirty linen and Sunday newspapers and your father losing face among his business associates.’

She looked startled, but also determined. ‘All the same, a wrong had been done, and it had to be put right.’

‘And damn the consequences?’

‘And damn the consequences,’ she repeated faintly.

I grinned. She was a girl after my own heart. I had been damning a few consequences too.

‘Well,’ I said reluctantly, ‘I’d better be off. Thank you for asking me to come. I do understand that you have had a horrible week screwing yourself up for this, and I appreciate it more than I can possibly say.’

She looked at her watch, and hesitated. ‘I know it’s an odd time of day, but would you like some coffee? I mean, you’ve come quite a long way…’

‘I’d like some very much,’ I said.

‘Well… sit down, and I’ll get it.’

I sat down. She opened the built-in cupboard, which proved to hold a wash basin and mirror on one side and a gas ring and shelves for crockery on the other. She filled a kettle, lit the gas, and put some cups and saucers on the low table between the two chairs, moving economically and gracefully. Unselfconscious, I thought. Sure enough of herself to drop her title in a place where brains mattered more than birth. Sure enough of herself to have a man who looked like I did brought to her bed-sitting-room, and to ask him to stay for coffee when it was not necessary, but only polite.

I asked her what subject she was reading, and she said English. She assembled some milk, sugar, and biscuits on the table.

‘May I look at your books?’ I asked.

‘Go ahead,’ she said amiably.

I got up and looked along her bookshelves. There were the language text books – Ancient Icelandic, Anglo Saxon and Middle English-and a comprehensive sweep of English writings from Alfred the Great’s Chronicles to John Betjemann’s unattainable amazons.

‘What do you think of my books?’ she asked curiously.

I didn’t know how to answer. The masquerade was damnably unfair to her.

‘Very learned,’ I said lamely.

I turned away from the bookshelves, and came suddenly face to face with my full-length reflection in the mirror door of her wardrobe.

I looked at myself moodily. It was the first comprehensive view of Roke the stable lad that I had had since leaving October’s London house months before, and time had not improved things.

My hair was too long, and the sideburns flourished nearly down to the lobes of my ears. My skin was a sort of pale yellow now that the suntan had all faded. There was a tautness in the face and a wary expression in the eyes which had not been there before: and in my black clothes I looked disreputable and a menace to society.

Her reflection moved behind mine in the mirror, and I met her eyes and found her watching me.
‘You look as if you don’t like what you see,’ she said.
I turned round. ‘No,’ I said wryly. ‘Would anyone?’

‘Well…’ Incredibly she smiled mischievously. ‘I wouldn’t like to set you loose in this college, for instance. If
you don’t realize, though, the effect which you… you may have a few rough edges, but I do now see why Patty
tried… er… I mean…’ Her voice tailed off in the first confusion she had shown.

‘The kettle’s boiling,’ I said helpfully.

Relieved, she turned her back on me and made the coffee. I went to the window and looked down into the
deserted quad, resting my forehead on the cold glass.

It still happened, I thought. In spite of those terrible clothes, in spite of the aura of shadiness, it could still
happen. What accident, I wondered for the thousandth time in my life, decided that one should be born with bones of
a certain design? I couldn’t help the shape of my face and head. They were a legacy from a pair of neat featured
parents: their doing, not mine. Like Elinor’s hair, I thought. Born in you. Nothing to be proud of. An accident, like a
birth mark or a squint. Something I habitually forgot, and found disconcerting when anyone mentioned it. And it had
been expensive, moreover. I had lost at least two prospective customers because they hadn’t liked the way their
wives looked at me instead of my horses.

With Elinor, I thought, it was a momentary attraction which wouldn’t last. She was surely too sensible to allow
herself to get tangled up with one of her father’s ex-stable lads. And as for me, it was strictly hands off the Tarren
sisters, both of them. If I was out of the frying-pan with one, I was not jumping into the fire with the other. It was a
pity, all the same. I liked Elinor rather a lot.

‘The coffee’s ready,’ she said.

I turned and went back to the table. She had herself very well controlled again. There was no mischievous
revealing light in her face any more, and she looked almost severe, as if she very much regretted what she had said
and was going to make quite certain I didn’t take advantage of it.

She handed me a cup and offered the biscuits, which I ate because the lunch at Humber’s had consisted of
bread, margarine, and hard tasteless cheese, and the supper would be the same. It nearly always was, on Saturdays,
because Humber knew we ate in Posset.

We talked sedately about her father’s horses. I asked how Sparking Plug was getting on, and she told me, very
well, thank you.

‘I’ve a newspaper cutting about him, if you’d like to see it?’ she said.

‘Yes, I’d like to.’

I followed her to her desk while she looked for it. She shifted some papers to search underneath, and the top
one fell on to the floor. I picked it up, put it back on the desk, and looked down at it. It seemed to be some sort of
quiz.

‘Thank you,’ she said. ‘I mustn’t lose that, it’s the Literary Society’s competition, and I’ve only one more
answer to find. Now where did I put that cutting?’

The competition consisted of a number of quotations to which one had to ascribe the author. I picked up the
paper and began reading.

‘That top one’s a brute,’ she said over her shoulder. ‘No one’s got it yet, I don’t think.’

‘How do you win the competition?’ I asked.

‘Get a complete, correct set of answers in first.’

‘And what’s the prize?’

‘A book. But prestige, mostly. We only have one competition a term, and it’s difficult.’ She opened a drawer
full of papers and oddments. ‘I know I put that cutting somewhere.’ She began shovelling things out on to the top of
the desk.

‘Please don’t bother any more,’ I said politely.

‘No, I want to find it.’ A handful of small objects clattered on to the desk.

Among them was a small chromium-plated tube about three inches long with a loop of chain running from one
end to the other. I had seen something like it before, I thought idly. I had seen it quite often. It had something to do
with drinks.
‘What’s that?’ I asked, pointing.

‘That? Oh, that’s a silent whistle.’ She went on rum-magging. ‘For dogs,’ she explained.

I picked it up. A silent dog whistle. Why then did I think it was connected with bottles and glasses and… the world stopped.

With an almost physical sensation, my mind leaped towards its prey. I held Adams and Humber in my hand at last. I could feel my pulse racing.

So simple. So very simple. The tube pulled apart in the middle to reveal that one end was a thin whistle, and the other its cap. A whistle joined to its cap by a little length of chain. I put the tiny mouthpiece to my lips and blew. Only a thread of sound came out.

‘You can’t hear it very well,’ Elinor said, ‘but of course a dog can. And you can adjust that whistle to make it sound louder to human ears, too.’ She took it out of my hand and un-screwed part of the whistle itself. ‘Now blow.’ She gave it back.

I blew again. It sounded much more like an ordinary whistle.

‘Do you think I could possibly borrow this for a little while?’ I asked. ‘If you’re not using it? I… I want to try an experiment.’

‘Yes, I should think so. My dear old sheepdog had to be put down last spring, and I haven’t used it since. But you will let me have it back? I am getting a puppy in the long vac, and I want to use it for his training.’

‘Yes, of course.’

‘All right, then. Oh, here’s that cutting, at last.’

I took the strip of newsprint, but I couldn’t concentrate on it. All I could see was the drinks compartment in Humber’s monster car, with the rack of ice-picks, tongs and little miscellaneous chromium-plated objects. I had never given them more than a cursory glance; but one of them was a small tube with a loop of chain from end to end. One of them was a silent whistle for dogs.

I made an effort, and read about Sparking Plug, and thanked her for finding the cutting.

I stowed her whistle in my money belt and looked at my watch. It was already after half past three. I was going to be somewhat late back at work.

She had cleared me with October and shown me the whistle: two enormous favours. I wanted to repay her, and could think of only one way of doing it.

‘Nowhere either with more quiet or more freedom from trouble does a man retire than into his own soul…’” I quoted.

She looked up at me, startled. ‘That’s the beginning of the competition.’

‘Yes. Are you allowed help?’

‘Yes. Anything. But…’

‘It’s Marcus Aurelius.’

‘Who?’ She was staggered.

‘Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. Roman Emperor, 121 to 180 A.D….’

‘The Meditations?’ I nodded.

‘What language was it originally written in? We have to put that too. Latin, I suppose.’

‘Greek.’

‘This is fantastic… just where did you go to school?’

‘I went to a village school in Oxfordshire.’ So I had, for two years, until I was eight. ‘And we had a master who perpetually crammed Marcus Aurelius down our throats.’ But that master had been at Geelong.

I had been tempted to tell her the truth about myself all afternoon, but never more than at that moment. I found it impossible to be anything but my own self in her company, and even at Slaw I had spoken to her more or less in my natural accent. I hated having to pretend to her at all. But I didn’t tell her where I had come from and why, because October hadn’t, and I thought he ought to know his daughter better than I did. There were her cosy chats with Patty… whose tongue could not be relied on; and perhaps he thought it was a risk to his investigations. I didn’t know. And I didn’t tell her.
‘Are you really sure it’s Marcus Aurelius?’ she said doubtfully. ‘We only get one shot. If it’s wrong, you don’t get another.’

‘I should check it then. It comes in a section about learning to be content with your lot. I suppose I remember it because it is good advice and I’ve seldom been able to follow it.’ I grinned.

‘You know,’ she said tentatively, ‘It’s none of my business, but I would have thought you could have got on a bit in the world. You seem… you seem decidedly intelligent. Why do you work in a stable?’

‘I work in a stable,’ I told her with perfect, ironic truth, ‘because it’s the only thing I know how to do.’

‘Will you do it for the rest of your life?’

‘I expect so.’

‘And will it content you?’

‘It will have to.’

‘I didn’t expect this afternoon to turn out like this at all,’ she said. ‘To be frank, I was dreading it. And you have made it easy.’

‘That’s all right, then,’ I said cheerfully.

She smiled. I went to the door and opened it, and she said, ‘I’d better see you out. This building must have been the work of a maze-crazy architect. Visitors have been found wandering about the upper reaches dying of thirst days after they were supposed to have left.’

I laughed. She walked beside me back along the twisting corridors, down the stairs, and right back to the outside door, talking easily about her life in college, talking to me freely, as an equal. She told me that Durham was the oldest English University after Oxford and Cambridge, and that it was the only place in Britain which offered a course in Geophysics. She was indeed, a very nice girl.

She shook hands with me on the step.

‘Goodbye,’ she said. ‘I’m sorry Patty was so beastly.’

‘I’m not. If she hadn’t been, I wouldn’t have been here this afternoon.’

She laughed. ‘But what a price to pay.’

‘Worth it.’

Her grey eyes had darker grey flecks in them, I noticed. She watched me go over and sit on the motor-cycle and fasten on the helmet. Then she waved her hand briefly, and went back through the door. It closed with finality behind her.
I stopped in Posset on the return journey to see if there were any comment from October on the theory I had sent him the previous week, but there was no letter for me at all.

Although I was already late for evening stables, I stopped longer to write to him. I couldn’t get Tommy Stapleton out of my head: he had died without passing on what he knew. I didn’t want to make the same mistake. Or to die either, if it came to that. I scribbled fast.

‘I think the trigger is a silent whistle, the sort used for dogs. Humber keeps one in the drinks compartment of his car. Remember Old Etonian? They hold hound-trails at Cartmel, on the morning of the races.’

Having posted that, I bought a large slab of chocolate for food, and also Jerry’s comic, and slid as quietly as I could back into the yard. Cass caught me, however, and said sourly that I’d be lucky to get Saturday off next week as he would be reporting me to Humber. I sighed resignedly, started the load of evening chores, and felt the cold, dingy, sub-violent atmosphere of the place seep back into my bones.

But there was a difference now. The whistle lay like a bomb in my money belt. A death sentence, if they found me with it. Or so I believed. There remained the matter of making sure that I had not leaped to the wrong conclusion.

Tommy Stapleton had probably suspected what was going on and had walked straight into Humber’s yard to tax him with it. He couldn’t have known that the men he was dealing with were prepared to kill. But, because he had died, I did know. I had lived under their noses for seven weeks, and I had been careful: and because I intended to remain undetected to the end I spent a long time on Sunday wondering how I could conduct my experiment and get away with it.

On Sunday evening, at about five o’clock, Adams drove into the yard in his shining grey Jaguar. As usual at the sight of him, my heart sank. He walked round the yard with Humber when he made his normal tour of inspection and stopped for a long time looking over the door at Mickey. Neither he nor Humber came in. Humber had been into Mickey’s box several times since the day he helped me take in the first lot of drugged water, but Adams had not been in at all.

Adams said, ‘What do you think, Hedley?’
Humber shrugged, ‘There’s no change.’

‘Write him off?’

‘I suppose so.’ Humber sounded depressed.

‘It’s a bloody nuisance,’ said Adams violently. He looked at me. ‘Still bolstering yourself up with tranquillizers?’

‘Yes, sir.’

He laughed rudely. He thought it very funny. Then his face changed to a scowl, and he said savagely to Humber, ‘It’s useless, I can see that. Give him the chop, then.’

Humber turned away, and said, ‘Right, I’ll get it done tomorrow.’

Their footsteps moved off to the next box. I looked at Mickey. I had done my best for him, but he was too far gone, and had been from the beginning. After a fortnight, what with his mental chaos, his continual state of druggedness, and his persistent refusal to eat, Mickey’s condition was pitiable, and any one less stony than Humber would have had him put down long ago.

I made him comfortable for his last night and evaded yet another slash from his teeth. I couldn’t say I was sorry not to have to deal with him any more, as a fortnight of looking after an unhinged horse would be enough for anyone; but the fact that he was to be put down the next day meant that I would have to perform my experiment without delay.

I didn’t feel ready to do it. Thinking about it, as I put away my brushes for the night and walked across the yard towards the kitchen, I tried to find one good reason for putting it off.
The alacrity with which a good excuse for not doing it presented itself led me to the unwelcome, swingeing realization that for the first time since my childhood, I was thoroughly afraid.

I could get October to make the experiment, I thought, on Six-Ply. Or on any of the other horses. I hadn’t got to do it myself. It would definitely be more prudent not to do it myself. October could do it with absolute safety, but if Humber found me out I was as good as dead; therefore I should leave it to October.

That was when I knew I was afraid, and I didn’t like it. It took me most of the evening to decide to do the experiment myself. On Mickey. The next morning. Shuffling it off on to October doubtless would have been more prudent, but I had myself to live with afterwards. What had I really wanted to leave home for, if not to find out what I could or couldn’t do?

When I took the bucket to the office door in the morning for Mickey’s last dose of phenobarbitone, there was only a little left in the jar. Cass tipped the glass container upside down and tapped it on the bucket so that the last grains of white powder should not be wasted.

‘That’s his lot, poor bastard,’ he observed, putting the stopper back in the empty jar. ‘Pity there isn’t a bit more left, we could have given him a double dose, just this once. Well, get on with it,’ he added sharply. ‘Don’t hang about looking mournful. It’s not you that’s going to be shot this afternoon.’

Well, I hoped not.

I turned away, went along to the tap, splashed in a little water, swilled round in it the instantly dissolved phenobarbitone, and poured it away down the drain. Then I filled the bucket with clean water and took it along for Mickey to drink.

He was dying on his feet. The bones stuck out more sharply under his skin and his head hung down below his shoulders. There was still a disorientated wildness in his eye, but he was going downhill so fast that he had little strength left for attacking anyone. For once he made no attempt to bite me when I put the bucket down at his head, but lowered his mouth into it and took a few half-hearted swallows.

Leaving him, I went along to the tack room and took a new head collar out of the basket of stores. This was strictly against the rules: only Cass was supposed to issue new tack. I took the head collar along to Mickey’s box and fitted it on to him, removing the one he had weakened by constant fretting during his fortnight’s illness and hiding it under a pile of straw. I unclicked the tethering chain from the old collar and clipped it on to the ring of the new one. I patted Mickey’s neck, which he didn’t like, walked out of his box, and shut and bolted only the bottom half of the door.

We rode out the first lot, and the second lot; and by then, I judged, Mickey’s brain, without its morning does, would be coming out of its sedation.

Leading Dobbin, the horse I had just returned on, I went to look at Mickey over the stable door. His head was weaving weakly from side to side, and he seemed very restless. Poor creature, I thought. Poor creature. And for a few seconds I was going to make him suffer more.

Humber stood at his office door, talking to Cass. The lads were bustling in and out looking after their horses, buckets were clattering, voices calling to each other: routine stable noise. I was never going to have a better opportunity.

I began to lead Dobbin across the yard to his box. Half way there I took the whistle out of my belt and pulled off its cap: then, looking round to make sure that no one was watching, I turned my head over my shoulder, put the tiny mouthpiece to my lips, and blew hard. Only a thread of sound came out, so high that I could hardly hear it above the clatter of Dobbin’s feet on the ground.

The result was instantaneous and hideous.

Mickey screamed with terror.

His hooves threshed wildly against the floor and walls, and the chain which held him rattled as he jerked against it.

I walked Dobbin quickly the few remaining yards into his stall, clipped his chain on, zipped the whistle back into my belt, and ran across towards Mickey’s box. Everyone else was doing the same. Humber was limping swiftly down the yard.

Mickey was still screaming and crashing his hooves against the wall as I looked into his box over the shoulders of Cecil and Lenny. The poor animal was on his hind legs, seemingly trying to beat his way through the bricks in front of him. Then suddenly, with all his ebbing strength, he dropped his forelegs to the ground and charged
Look out,’ shouted Cecil, instinctively retreating from the frantically bunching hind-quarters, although he was safely outside a solid door.

Mickey’s tethering chain was not very long. There was a sickening snap as he reached the end of it and his backwards momentum was jokingly, appallingly stopped. His hind legs slid forward under his belly and he fell with a crash on to his side. His legs jerked stiffly. His head, still secured in the strong new head collar, was held awkwardly off the ground by the taut chain, and by its unnatural angle told its own tale. He had broken his neck. As indeed, to put him quickly out of his frenzy, I had hoped he might.

Everyone in the yard had gathered outside Mickey’s box. Humber, having glanced perfunctorily over the door at the dead horse, turned and looked broodingly at his six ragged stable lads. The narrow eyed harshness of his expression stopped anyone asking him questions. There was a short silence.

‘Stand in a line,’ he said suddenly.

The lads looked surprised, but did as he said.

‘Turn out your pockets,’ said Humber.

Mystified, the lads obeyed. Cass went down the line, looking at what was produced and pulling the pockets out like wings to make sure they were empty. When he came to me I showed him a dirty handkerchief, a penknife, a few coins, and pulled my pockets inside out. He took the handkerchief from my hand, shook it out, and gave it back. The whistle at my waist was only an inch from his fingers.

I felt Humber’s searching gaze on me from six feet away, but as I studied to keep my face vacantly relaxed and vaguely puzzled I was astonished to find that I was neither sweating nor tensing my muscles to make a run for it. In an odd way the nearness of the danger made me cool and clear headed. I didn’t understand it, but it certainly helped.

‘Back pocket?’ asked Cass.

‘Nothing in it,’ I said casually, turning half round to show him.

‘All right. Now you, Kenneth.’

I pushed my pockets in again, and replaced their contents. My hands were steady. Extraordinary, I thought.

Humber watched and waited until Kenneth’s pockets had been innocently emptied: then he looked at Cass and jerked his head towards the loose boxes. Cass rooted around in the boxes of the horses we had just exercised. He finished the last, came back, and shook his head. Humber pointed silently towards the garage which sheltered his Bentley. Cass disappeared, reappeared, and again unexcitedly shook his head. In silence Humber limped away to his office, leaning on his heavy stick.

He couldn’t have heard the whistle, and he didn’t suspect that any of us had blown one for the sole purpose of watching its effect on Mickey, because if he had he would have had us stripped and searched from head to foot. He was still thinking along the lines of Mickey’s death being an accident: and having found no whistle in any of the lad’s pockets or in their horses’ boxes he would conclude, I hoped, that it was none of that down-trodden bunch who had caused Mickey’s brain-storm. If only Adams would agree with him, I was clear.

It was my afternoon for washing the car. Humber’s own whistle was still there, tucked neatly into a leather retaining strap between a cork-screw and a pair of ice tongs. I looked, and left it where it was.

Adams came the next day.

Mickey had gone to the dog-meat man, who had grumbled about his thinness, and I had unobtrusively returned the new head collar to the store basket, leaving the old one dangling as usual from the tethering chain. Even Cass had not noticed the substitution.

Adams and Humber strolled along to Mickey’s empty box and leaned on the half door, talking. Jerry poked his head out of the box next door, saw them standing there, and hurriedly disappeared again. I went normally about my business, fetching hay and water for Dobbin and carting away the muck sack.

‘Roke,’ shouted Humber, ‘come here. At the double.’

I hurried over. ‘Sir?’

‘You haven’t cleaned out this box.’

‘I’m sorry sir. I’ll do it this afternoon.’
‘You will do it,’ he said deliberately, ‘before you have your dinner.’

He knew very well that this meant having no dinner at all. I glanced at his face. He was looking at me with calculation, his eyes narrowed and his lips pursed.

I looked down. ‘Yes, sir,’ I said meekly. Damn it, I thought furiously; this was too soon. I had been there not quite eight weeks, and I ought to have been able to count on at least three more. If he were already intent on making me leave, I was not going to be able to finish the job.

‘For a start,’ said Adams, ‘you can fetch out that bucket and put it away.’

I looked into the box. Mickey’s bucket still stood by the manger. I opened the door, walked over, picked it up, turned round to go back, and stopped dead.

Adams had come into the box after me. He held Humber’s walking stick in his hand, and he was smiling.

I dropped the bucket and backed into a corner. He laughed.
‘No tranquillizers today, eh, Roke?’

I didn’t answer.

He swung his arm and the knobbed end of the stick landed on my ribs. It was hard enough, in all conscience. When he lifted his arm again I ducked under it and bolted out through the door. His roar of laughter floated after me.

I went on running until I was out of sight, and then walked and rubbed my chest. It was going to be a fair sized bruise, and I wasn’t too keen on collecting many more. I supposed I should be thankful at least that they proposed to rid themselves of me in the ordinary way, and not over a hillside in a burning car.

All through that long, hungry afternoon I tried to decide what was best to do. To go at once, resigned to the fact that I couldn’t finish the job, or to stay the few days I safely could without arousing Adams’ suspicions. But what, I depressedly wondered, could I discover in three or four days that I had been unable to discover in eight weeks.

It was Jerry, of all people, who decided for me.

After supper (baked beans on bread, but not enough of it) we sat at the table with Jerry’s comic spread open. Since Charlie had left no one had a radio, and the evenings were more boring than ever. Lenny and Kenneth were playing dice on the floor. Cecil was out getting drunk. Bert sat in his silent world on the bench on the other side of Jerry, watching the dice roll across the concrete.

The oven door was open, and all the switches on the electric stove were turned on as high as they would go. This was Lenny’s bright idea for supplementing the small heat thrown out by the paraffin stove Humber had grudgingly provided. It wouldn’t last longer than the arrival of the electricity bill, it was warm meanwhile.

The dirty dishes were stacked in the sink. Cobwebs hung like a cornice where the walls met the ceiling. A naked light bulb lit the brick-walled room. Someone had spilled tea on the table, and the corner of Jerry’s comic had soaked it up.

I sighed. To think that I wasn’t happy to be about to leave this squalid existence, now that I was being given no choice!

Jerry looked up from his comic, keeping his place with his finger.

‘Dan?’

‘Mmm?’

‘Did Mr Adams bash you?’

‘Yes.’

‘I thought he did.’ He nodded several times, and went back to his comic.

I suddenly remembered his having looked out of the box next to Mickey’s before Adams and Humber had called me over.

‘Jerry,’ I said slowly, ‘did you hear Mr Adams and Mr Humber talking, while you were in the box with Mr Adams’ black hunter?’

‘Yes,’ he said, without looking up.

‘What did they say?’

‘When you ran away Mr Adams laughed and told the boss you wouldn’t stand it long. Stand it long,’ he repeated vaguely, like a refrain, ‘stand it long.’
‘Did you hear what they said before that? When they first got there, and you looked out and saw them?’
This troubled him. He sat up and forgot to keep his place.
‘I didn’t want the boss to know I was still there, see? I ought to have finished that hunter a good bit before then.’
‘Yes. Well, you’re all right. They didn’t catch you.’
He grinned and shook his head.
‘What did they say?’ I prompted.
‘They were cross about Mickey. They said they would get on with the next one at once.’
‘The next what?’
‘I don’t know.’
‘Did they say anything else?’
He screwed up his thin little face. He wanted to please me, and I knew this expression meant he was thinking his hardest.
‘Mr Adams said you had been with Mickey too long, and the boss said yes it was a bad… a bad… um… oh, yes… risk, and you had better leave, and Mr Adams said yes, get on with that as quick as you can and we’ll do the next one as soon as he’s gone.’ He opened his eyes wide in triumph at this sustained effort.
‘Say that again,’ I said. ‘The last bit, that’s all.’
One thing Jerry could do, from long practice with the comics, was to learn by heart through his ears.
Obediently he repeated, ‘Mr Adams said get on with that as quick as you can and we’ll do the next one as soon as he’s gone.’
‘What do you want most on earth?’ I asked.
He looked surprised and then thoughtful, and finally a dreamy look spread over his face.
‘Well?’
‘A train,’ he said. ‘One you wind up. You know. And rails and things. And a signal.’ He fell silent in rapture.
‘You shall have them,’ I said. ‘As soon as I can get them.’
His mouth opened.
I said, ‘Jerry, I’m leaving here. You can’t stay when Mr Adams starts bashing you, can you? So I’ll have to go. But I’ll send you the train. I won’t forget, I promise.’
The evening dragged away as so many others had done, and we climbed the ladder to our unyeilding beds, where I lay on my back in the dark with my hands laced behind my head and thought about Humber’s stick crashing down somewhere on my body in the morning. Rather like going to the dentist for a drilling, I thought ruefully: the anticipation was worse than the event. I sighed, and went to sleep.
Operation Eviction continued as much as expected, the next day.
When I was unsaddling Dobbin after the second exercise Humber walked into the box behind me and his stick landed with a thud across my back.
I let go of the saddle – which fell on a pile of fresh droppings – and swung round.
‘What did I do wrong, sir?’ I said, in an aggrieved voice. I thought I might as well make it difficult for him, but he had an answer ready.
‘Cass tells me you were late back at work last Saturday afternoon. And pick up that saddle. What do you think you’re doing, dropping it in that dirt?’
He stood with his legs planted firmly apart, his eyes judging his distance.
Well, all right, I thought. One more, and that’s enough.
I turned round and picked up the saddle. I already had it in my arms and was straightening up when he hit me again, more or less in the same place, but much harder. The breath hissed through my teeth.
I threw the saddle down again in the dirt and shouted at him. ‘I’m leaving. I’m off. Right now.’
‘Very well,’ he said coldly, with perceptible satisfaction. ‘Go and pack. Your cards will be waiting for you in the office.’ He turned on his heel and slowly limped away, his purpose successfully concluded.
How frigid he was, I thought. Unemotional, sexless and calculating. Impossible to think of him loving, or being loved, or feeling pity, or grief, or any sort of fear.

I arched my back, grimacing, and decided to leave Dobbin’s saddle where it was, in the dirt. A nice touch, I thought. In character, to the bitter end.
Chapter 15

I took the polythene sheeting off the motor-cycle and coasted gently out of the yard. All the lads were out exercising the third lot, with yet more to be ridden when they got back; and even while I was wondering how five of them were possibly going to cope with thirty horses, I met a shifty-looking boy trudging slowly up the road to Humber’s with a kit bag slung over his shoulder. More flotsam. If he had known what he was going to, he would have walked more slowly still.

I biked to Clavering, a dreary mining town of mean back-to-back terraced streets jazzed up with chromium and glass in the shopping centre, and telephoned to October’s London house.

Terence answered. Lord October, he said, was in Germany, where his firm were opening a new factory.

‘When will he be back?’

‘Saturday morning, I think. He went last Sunday, for a week.’

‘Is he going to Slaw for the week-end?’

‘I think so. He said something about flying back to Manchester, and he’s given me no instructions for anything here.’

‘Can you find the addresses and telephone numbers of Colonel Beckett and Sir Stuart Macclesfield for me?’

‘Hang on a moment.’ There was fluttering of pages, and Terence told me the numbers and addresses. I wrote them down and thanked him.

‘Your clothes are still here, sir,’ he said.

‘I know,’ I grinned. ‘I’ll be along to fetch them quite soon, I think.’

We rang off, and I tried Beckett’s number. A dry, precise voice told me that Colonel Beckett was out, but that he would be dining at his Club at nine, and could be reached then. Sir Stuart Macclesfield, it transpired, was in a nursing home recovering from pneumonia. I had hoped to be able to summon some help in keeping a watch on Humber’s yard so that when the horse-box left with Kandersteg on board it could be followed. It looked, however, as though I would have to do it myself, as I could visualise the local police neither believing my story nor providing anyone to assist me.

Armed with a rug and a pair of good binoculars bought in a pawn shop, and also with a pork pie, slabs of chocolate, a bottle of vichy water, and some sheets of foolscape paper, I rode the motor-cycle back through Posset and out along the road which crossed the top of the valley in which Humber’s stables lay. Stopping at the point I had marked on my previous excursion, I wheeled the cycle a few yards down into the scrubby heathland, and found a position where I was off the skyline, more or less out of sight from passing cars, and also able to look down into Humber’s yard through the binoculars. It was one o’clock, and there was nothing happening there.

I unbuckled the suitcase from the carrier and used it as a seat, settling myself to stay there for a long time. Even if I could reach Beckett on the telephone at nine, he wouldn’t be able to rustle up reinforcements much before the next morning.

There was, meanwhile, a report to make, a fuller, more formal, more explanatory affair than the notes scribbled in Posset’s post office. I took out the foolscape paper and wrote, on and off, for most of the afternoon, punctuating my work by frequent glances through the binoculars. But nothing took place down at Humber’s except the normal routine of the stable.

I began…

‘To The Earl of October.

Sir Stuart Macclesfield.

Colonel Roderick Beckett.

Sirs,

The following is a summary of the facts which have so far come to light during my investigations on your
behalf, together with some deductions which it seems reasonable to make from them.

Paul James Adams and Hedley Humber started collaborating in a scheme for ensuring winners about four years ago, when Adams bought the Manor House and came to live at Tellbridge, Northumberland.

Adams (in my admittedly untrained opinion) has a psychopathic personality, in that he impulsively gives himself pleasure and pursues his own ends without any consideration for other people or much apparent anxiety about the consequences to himself. His intelligence seems to be above average, and it is he who gives the orders. I believe it is fairly common for psychopaths to be aggressive swindlers: it might be enlightening to dig up his life history.

Humber, though dominated by Adams, is not as irresponsible. He is cold and controlled at all times. I have never seen him genuinely angry (he uses anger as a weapon) and everything he does seems to be thought out and calculated. Whereas Adams may be mentally abnormal, Humber seems to be simply wicked. His comparative sanity may act as a brake on Adams, and have prevented their discovery before this.

Jud Wilson, the head travelling lad, and Cass, the head lad, are both involved, but only to the extent of being hired subordinates. Neither of them does as much stable work as their jobs would normally entail, but they are well paid. Both own big cars of less than a year old.

Adams’ and Humber’s scheme is based on the fact that horses learn by association and connect noises to events. Like Pavlov’s dogs who would come to the sound of a bell because they had been taught it meant feeding time, horses hearing the feed trolley rattling across a stable yard know very well that their food is on the way.

If a horse is accustomed to a certain consequence following closely upon a certain noise, he automatically expects the consequence whenever he hears the noise. He reacts to the noise in anticipation of what is to come.

If something frightening were substituted – if, for instance, the rattle of the feed trolley were followed always by a thrashing and no food – the horse would soon begin to fear the noise, because of what it portended.

Fear is the stimulant which Adams and Humber have used. The appearance of all the apparently “doped” horses after they had won – the staring, rolling eyes and the heavy sweat – was consistent with their having been in a state of terror.

Fear strongly stimulates the adrenal glands, so that they flood the bloodstream with adrenalin: and the effect of extra adrenalin, as of course you know, is to release the upsurge of energy needed to deal with the situation, either by fighting back or by running away. Running, in this case. At top speed, in panic.

The laboratory reports stated that the samples taken from all the original eleven horses showed a high adrenalin content, but that this was not significant because horses vary enormously, some always producing more adrenalin than others. I, however, think that it was significant that the adrenalin counts of those eleven horses were uniformly higher than average.

The noise which triggered off their fear is the high note of the sort of silent whistle normally used for training dogs. Horses can hear it well, though to human ears it is faint: this fact makes it ideal for the purpose, as a more obtrusive sound (a football rattle, for instance) would soon have been spotted. Humber keeps a dog whistle in the drinks compartment of his Bentley.

I do not yet know for sure how Adams and Humber frighten the horses, but I can make a guess.

For a fortnight I looked after a horse known in the yard as Mickey (registered name, Starlamp) who had been given the treatment. In Mickey’s case, it was a disaster. He returned from three days’ absence with large raw patches on his fore legs and in a completely unhinged mental state.

The wounds on his legs were explained by the head lad as having been caused by the application of a blister. But there was no blister paste to be seen, and I think they were ordinary burns caused by some sort of naked flame. Horses are more afraid of fire than of anything else, and it seems probable to me that it is expectation of being burnt that Adams and Humber have harnessed to the sound of a dog whistle.

I blew a dog whistle to discover its effect on Mickey. It was less than three weeks after the association had been planted, and he reacted violently and unmistakably. If you care to, you can repeat this trial on Six-Ply; but give him room to bolt in safety.

Adams and Humber chose horses which looked promising throughout their racing careers but had never won on account of running out of steam or guts at the last fence; and there are of course any number of horses like this. They bought them cheaply one at a time from auction sales or out of selling races, instilled into them a noise-fear association, and quietly sold them again. Often, far from losing on the deal, they made a profit (c.f. past histories of
horses collected by officer cadets).

Having sold a horse with such a built-in accelerator, Adams and Humber then waited for it to run in a selling chase at one of five courses: Sedgefield, Haydock, Ludlow, Kelso and Stafford. They seem to have been prepared to wait indefinitely for this combination of place and event to occur, and in fact it has only occurred twelve times (eleven winners and Superman) since the first case twenty months ago.

These courses were chosen, I imagine, because their extra long run-in gave the most room for the panic to take effect. The horses were often falling fourth or fifth when landing over the last fence, and needed time to overtake the leaders. If a horse were too hopelessly behind, Adams and Humber could just have left the whistle un-blown, forfeited their stake money, and waited for another day.

Selling chases were preferred, I think, because horses are less likely to fall in them, and because of the good possibility of the winners changing hands yet again immediately afterwards.

At first sight it looks as if it would have been safer to have applied this scheme to Flat racing: but Flat racers do not seem to change hands so often, which would lessen the confusion. Then again Humber has never held a Flat licence, and probably can’t get one.

None of the horses has been galvanised twice, the reason probably being that having once discovered they were not burnt after hearing the whistle they would be less likely to expect to be again. Their reaction would no longer be reliable enough to gamble on.

All the eleven horses won at very long odds, varying from 10–1 to 50–1, and Adams and Humber must have spread their bets thinly enough to raise no comment. I do not know how much Adams won on each race, but the least Humber made was seventeen hundred pounds, and the most was four thousand five hundred.

Details of all the processed horses, successful and unsuccessful, are recorded in a blue ledger at present to be found at the back of the third drawer down in the centre one of three green filing cabinets in Humber’s stable office.

Basically, as you see, it is a simple plan. All they do is make a horse associate fire with a dog whistle, and then blow a whistle as he lands over the last fence.

No drugs, no mechanical contrivances, no help needed from owner, trainer or jockey. There was only a slight risk of Adams and Humber being found out, because their connection with the horses was so obscure and distant.

Stapleton, however, suspected them, and I am certain in my own mind that they killed him, although there is no supporting evidence.

They believe now that they are safe and undetected: and they intend, during the next few days, to plant fear in a horse called Kandersteg. I have left Humber’s employ, and am writing this while keeping a watch on the yard. I propose to follow the horse box when Kandersteg leaves in it, and discover where and how the heat is applied.’

I stopped writing and picked up the binoculars. The lads were bustling about doing evening stables and I enjoyed not being down there among them.

It was too soon, I thought, to expect Humber to start on Kandersteg, however much of a hurry he and Adams were in. They couldn’t have known for certain that I would depart before lunch, or even that day, and they were bound to let my dust settle before making a move. On the other hand I couldn’t risk missing them. Even the two miles to the telephone in Posset made ringing up Beckett a worrying prospect. It would take no longer for Kandersteg to be loaded up and carted off than for me to locate Beckett in his Club. Mickey-Starlamp had been both removed and brought back in daylight, and it might be that Humber never moved any horses about by night. But I couldn’t be sure. I bit the end of my pen in indecision. Finally, deciding not to telephone, I added a postscript to the report.

‘I would very much appreciate some help in this watch, because if it continues for several days I could easily miss the horse box through falling asleep. I can be found two miles out of Posset on the Hexham road, at the head of the valley which Humber’s stables lie in.’

I added the time, the date, and signed my name. Then I folded the report into an envelope, and addressed it to Colonel Beckett.

I raced down to Posset to put the letter in the box outside the post office. Four miles. I was away for just under six minutes. It was lucky, I think, that I met no traffic on either part of the trip. I skidded to a worried halt at the top of the hill, but all appeared normal down in the stables. I wheeled the motor-cycle off the road again, down to where I had been before, and took a long look through the binoculars.

It was beginning to get dark and lights were on in nearly all the boxes, shining out into the yard. The dark
looming bulk of Humber’s house, which lay nearest to me, shut off from my sight his brick office and all the top end of the yard, but I had a sideways view of the closed doors of the horse box garage, and I could see straight into the far end row of boxes, of which the fourth from the left was occupied by Kandersteg.

And there he was, a pale washy chestnut, moving across and catching the light as Bert tossed his straw to make him comfortable for the night. I sighed with relief, and sat down again to watch.

The routine work went on, untroubled, unchanged. I watched Humber, leaning on his stick, make his slow inspection round the yard, and absent-mindedly rubbed the bruises he had given me that morning. One by one the doors were shut and the lights went out until only a single window glowed yellow, the last window along the right hand row of boxes, the window of the lads’ kitchen. I put down the binoculars, and got to my feet and stretched.

As always on the moors the air was on the move. It wasn’t a wind, scarcely a breeze, more like a cold current flowing round whatever it found in its path. To break its chilling persistence on my back I constructed a rough barricade of the motor-cycle with a bank of brushwood on its roadward, moorward side. In the lea of this shelter I sat on the suitcase, wrapped myself in the rug, and was tolerably warm and comfortable.

I looked at my watch. Almost eight o’clock. It was a fine, clear night, and the sky was luminous with the white blaze of the stars. I still hadn’t learned the northern hemisphere patterns except for the Great Bear and Pole Star. And there was Venus dazzling away to the west-south-west. A pity that I hadn’t thought of buying an astral map to pass the time.

Down in the yard the kitchen door opened, spilling out an oblong of light. Cecil’s figure stayed there for a few seconds silhouetted; then he came out and shut the door, and I couldn’t see him in the dark. Off to his bottle, no doubt.

I ate some pie, and a while later, a bar of chocolate.

Time passed. Nothing happened down in Humber’s yard. Occasionally a car sped along the road behind me, but none stopped. Nine o’clock came and went. Colonel Beckett would be dining at his Club, and I could after all have gone safely down to ring him up. I shrugged in the darkness. He would get my letter in the morning, anyway.

The kitchen door opened again, and two or three lads came out, picking their way with a torch round to the elementary sanitation. Upstairs in the hay-loft a light showed dimly through that half of the window not pasted over with brown paper. Bed-time. Cecil reeled in, clutching the door post to stop himself from falling. The downstairs light went out, and finally the upper one as well.

The night deepened. The hours passed. The moon rose and shone brightly. I gazed out over the primeval rolling moors and thought some unoriginal thoughts, such as how beautiful the earth was, and how vicious the ape creature who inhabited it. Greedy, destructive, unkind, power-hungry old homo sapiens. Sapiens, meaning wise, discreet, judicious. What a laugh. So fair a planet should have evolved a sweeter-natured, saner race. Nothing that produced people like Adams and Humber could be termed a roaring success.

At four o’clock I ate some more chocolate and drank some water, and for some time thought about my stud farm sweltering in the afternoon sun twelve thousand miles away. A sensible, orderly life waiting for me when I had finished sitting on wintry hillsides in the middle of the night.

Cold crept through the blanket as time wore on, but it was no worse than the temperature in Humber’s dormitory. I yawned and rubbed my eyes, and began to work out how many seconds had to pass before dawn. If the sun rose (as expected) at ten to seven, that would be a hundred and thirteen times sixty seconds, which made it six thousand seven hundred and eighty ticks to Thursday. And how many to Friday? I gave up. It was quite likely I would still be sitting on the hillside, but with a little luck there would be a Beckett-sent companion to give me a pinch when things started moving.

At six fifteen the light went on again in the lads’ quarters, and the stable woke up. Half an hour later the first string of six horses wound its way out of the yard and down the road to Posset. No gallops on the moors on Thursday. Road work day.

Almost before they were out of sight Jud Wilson drove into the yard in his substantial Ford and parked it beside the horse box shed. Cass walked across the yard to meet him, and the two of them stood talking together for a few minutes. Then through the binoculars I watched Jud Wilson go back to the shed and open its big double doors, while Cass made straight for Kandersteg’s box, the fourth door from the end.

They were off.

And they were off very slickly. Jud Wilson backed the box into the centre of the yard and let down the ramp. Cass led the horse straight across and into the horse box, and within a minute was out helping to raise and fasten the
ramp again. There was then a fractional pause while they stood looking towards the house, from where almost instantly the limping back-view of Humber appeared.

Cass stood watching while Humber and Jud Wilson climbed up into the cab. The horse box rolled forward out of the yard. The loading up had taken barely five minutes from start to finish.

During this time I dropped the rug over the suitcase and kicked the brushwood away from the bike. The binoculars I slung round my neck and zipped inside the leather jacket. I put on my crash helmet, goggles and gloves.

In spite of my belief that it would be to the north or the west that Kandersteg would be taken, I was relieved when this proved to be the case. The horse box turned sharply west and trundled up the far side of the valley along the road which crossed the one I was stationed on.

I wheeled the bike on to the road, started it, and abandoning (this time with pleasure) my third clump of clothes, rode with some despatch towards the cross-roads. There from a safe quarter of a mile away I watched the horse box slow down, turn right, northwards, and accelerate.
Chapter 16

I crouched in a ditch all day and watched Adams, Humber and Jud Wilson scare Kandersteg into a lathering frenzy.

It was wicked.

The means they used were as simple in essence as the scheme, and consisted mainly in the special lay-out of a small two-acre field.

The thin high hedge round the whole field was laced with wire to about shoulder height, strong, but without barbs. About fifteen feet inside this there was a second fence, solidly made of posts and rails which had weathered to a pleasant greyish-brown.

At first glance it looked like the arrangement found at many stud farms, where young stock are kept from damaging themselves on wire by a wooden protective inner fence. But the corners of this inner ring had been rounded, so that what in effect had been formed was a miniature race track between the outer and inner fences.

It all looked harmless. A field for young stock, a training place for racehorses, a show ring... take your pick. With a shed for storing equipment, just outside the gate at one corner. Sensible. Ordinary.

I half-knelt, half-lay in the drainage ditch which ran along behind the hedge, near the end of one long side of the field, with the shed little more than a hundred yards away in the far opposite corner, to my left. The bottom of the hedge had been cut and laid, which afforded good camouflage for my head, but from about a foot above the ground the leafless hawthorn grew straight up, tall and weedy; as concealing as a sieve. But as long as I kept absolutely still, I judged I was unlikely to be spotted. At any rate, although I was really too close for safety, too close even to need to use the binoculars, there was nowhere else which gave much cover at all.

Bare hillsides sloped up beyond the far fence and along the end of the field to my right; behind me lay a large open pasture of at least thirty acres; and the top end, which was screened from the road by a wedge of conifers, was directly under Adams' and Humber’s eyes.

Getting to the ditch had entailed leaving the inadequate shelter of the last flattening shoulder of hillside and crossing fifteen yards of bare turf when none of the men was in sight. But retreating was going to be less pulse quickening, since I had only to wait for the dark.

The horse box was parked beside the shed, and almost as soon as I had worked my way round the hill to my present position there was a clattering of hooves on the ramp as Kandersteg was unloaded. Jud Wilson led him round through the gate and on to the grassy track. Adams, following, shut the gate and then unlatched a swinging section of the inner fence and fastened it across the track, making a barrier. Walking past Jud and the horse he did the same with another section a few yards further on, with the result that Jud and Kandersteg were now standing in a small pen in the corner. A pen with three ways out; the gate out of the field, and the rails which swung across like level crossing gates on either side.

Jud let go of the horse, which quietly began to eat the grass, and he and Adams let themselves out and disappeared into the shed to join Humber. The shed, made of weathered wood, was built like a single loose box, with a window and a split door, and I imagined it was there that Mickey had spent much of the three days he had been away.

There was a certain amount of clattering and banging in the shed, which went on for some time, but as I had only a sideways view of the door I could see nothing of what was happening.

Presently all three of them came out. Adams walked round behind the shed and reappeared beyond the field, walking up the hillside. He went at a good pace right to the top, and stood gazing about him at the countryside.

Humber and Wilson came through the gate into the field, carrying between them an apparatus which looked like a vacuum cleaner, a cylindrical tank with a hose attached to one end. They put the tank down in the corner, and Wilson held the hose. Kandersteg, quietly cropping the grass close beside them, lifted his head and looked at them, incurious and trusting. He bent down again to eat.

Humber walked the few steps along to where the swinging rail was fastened to the hedge, seemed to be checking something, and then went back to stand beside Wilson, who was looking up towards Adams.
On top of the hill, Adams casually waved his hand.

Down in the corner of the field Humber had his hand to his mouth… I was too far away to see with the naked eye if what he held there was a whistle, and too close to risk getting out the glasses for a better look. But even though try as I might I could hear no noise, there wasn’t much room for doubt. Kandersteg raised his head, pricked his ears, and looked at Humber.

Flame suddenly roared from the hose in Wilson’s hand. It was directed behind the horse, but it frightened him badly, all the same. He sat back on his haunches, his ears flattening. Then Humber’s arm moved, and the swinging barrier, released by some sort of catch, sprang back to let the horse out on to the track. He needed no telling.

He stampeded round the field, skidding at the corners, lurching against the inner wooden rail, thundering past ten feet from my head. Wilson opened the second barrier, and he and Humber retired through the gate. Kandersteg made two complete circuits at high speed before his stretched neck relaxed to a more normal angle and his wildly thrusting hind quarters settled down to a more natural gallop.

Humber and Wilson stood and watched him, and Adams strolled down the hill to join them at the gate.

They let the horse slow down and stop of his own accord, which he did away to my right, after about three and a half circuits. Then Jud Wilson unhurriedly swung one of the barriers back across the track, and waving a stick in one hand and a hunting whip in the other, began to walk round to drive the horse in front of him along into the corner. Kandersteg trotted warily ahead, unsettled, sweating, not wanting to be caught.

Jud Wilson swung his stick and his whip and trudged steadily on. Kandersteg trotted softly past where I lay, his hooves swishing through the short grass: but I was no longer watching. My face was buried in the roots of the hedge, and I ached with the effort of keeping still. Seconds passed like hours.

There was a rustle of trouser leg brushing against trouser leg, a faint clump of boots on turf, a crack of the long thong of the whip… and no outraged yell of discovery. He went past, and on up the field.

The muscles which had been ready to expel me out of the ditch and away towards the hidden motor-cycle gradually relaxed. I opened my eyes and looked at leaf mould close to my face, and worked some saliva into my mouth. Cautiously, inch by inch, I raised my head and looked across the field.

The horse had reached the barrier and Wilson was unhooking and swinging the other one shut behind him, so that he was again penned into the small enclosure. There, for about half an hour, the three men left him. They themselves walked back into the shed, where I could not see them, and I could do nothing but wait for them to appear again.

It was a fine, clear, quiet morning, but a bit cold for lying in ditches, especially damp ones. Exercise, however, beyond curling and uncurling my toes and fingers, was a bigger risk than pneumonia; so I lay still, taking heart from the thought that I was dressed from head to foot in black, and had a mop of black hair as well, and was crouched in blackish brown rotting dead leaves. It was because of the protective colouring it offered that I had chosen the ditch in preference to a shallow dip in the hillside, and I was glad I had, because it was fairly certain that Adams from his look—out point would at once have spotted a dark intruder on the pale green hill.

I didn’t notice Jud Wilson walk out of the shed, but I heard the click of the gate, and there he was, going into the little enclosure and laying his hand on Kandersteg’s bridle, for all the world as if he were consoling him. But how could anyone who liked horses set about them with a flame thrower? And Jud, it was clear, was going to do it again. He left the horse, went over to the corner, picked up the hose and stood adjusting its nozzle.

Presently Adams appeared and climbed the hill, and then Humber, limping on his stick, joined Jud in the field. There was a long wait before Adams waved his hand, during which three cars passed along the lonely moorland road. Eventually Adams was satisfied. His arm languidly rose and fell.

Humber’s hand went immediately to his mouth.

Kandersteg already knew what it meant. He was running back on his haunches in fear before the flame shot out behind him and stopped him dead.

This time there was a fiercer, longer, closer burst of fire, and Kandersteg erupted in greater terror. He came scorching round the track… and round again… it was like waiting for the ball to settle in roulette with too much staked. But he stopped this time at the top end of the field, well away from my hiding place.

Jud walked across the middle of the field to come up behind him, not round the whole track. I sighed deeply with heartfelt relief.

I had folded my limbs originally into comfortable angles, but they were beginning to ache with inactivity, and I
had cramp in the calf of my right leg, but I still didn’t dare move while all three men were in my sight and I in theirs.

They shut Kandersteg into his little pen and strolled away into the shed, and cautiously, as quietly as I could in
the rotting leaves, I flexed my arms and legs, got rid of the cramp, and discovered pins and needles instead. Ah
well… it couldn’t go on for ever.

They were, however, plainly going to repeat the process yet again. The flame thrower still lay by the hedge.

The sun was high in the sky by this time, and I looked at the gleam it raised on the leather sleeve of my left
arm, close to my head. It was too shiny. Hedges and ditches held nothing as light-reflecting as black leather. Could
Wilson possibly, possibly walk a second time within feet of me without coming close enough to the hedge to see a
shimmer which shouldn’t be there?

Adams and Humber came out of the shed and leaned over the gate, looking at Kandersteg. Presently they lit
cigarettes and were clearly talking. They were in no hurry. They finished the cigarettes, threw them away, and
stayed where they were for another ten minutes. Then Adams walked over to his car and returned with a bottle and
some glasses. Wilson came out of the shed to join them and the three of them stood there in the sun, quietly drinking
and gossiping in the most commonplace way.

What they were doing was, of course, routine to them. They had done it at least twenty times before. Their
latest victim stood warily in his pen, unmoving, frightened, far too upset to eat.

Watching them drink made me thirsty, but that was among the least of my troubles. Staying still was becoming
more and more difficult. Painful, almost.

At long last they broke it up. Adams put the bottle and glasses away and strolled off up the hill, Humber
checked the quick release on the swinging barrier, and Jud adjusted the nozzle of the hose.

Adams waved. Humber blew.

This time the figure of Kandersteg was sharply, terrifyingly silhouetted against a sheet of flame. Wilson
swayed his body, and the brilliant, spreading jet flattened and momentarily swept under the horse’s belly and among
his legs.

I nearly cried out, as if it were I that were being burned, not the horse. And for one sickening moment it looked
as if Kandersteg were too terrified to escape.

Then, squealing, he was down the track like a meteor, fleeing from fire, from pain, from a dog whistle…

He was going too fast to turn the corner. He crashed into the hedge, bounced off, stumbled and fell. Eyes
starting out of his head, lips retracted from his teeth, he scrambled frantically to his feet and bolted on, past my head,
up the field, round again, and round again.

He came to a jolting halt barely twenty yards away from me. He stood stock-still with sweat dripping from his
neck and down his legs. His flesh quivered convulsively.

Jud Wilson, whip and stick in hand, started on his walk round the track. Slowly I put my face down among the
roots and tried to draw some comfort from the fact that if he saw me there was still a heavily wired fence between
us, and I should get some sort of start in running away. But the motor-cycle was hidden on rough ground two
hundred yards behind me, and the curving road lay at least as far beyond that again, and Adams’ grey Jaguar was
parked on the far side of the horse box. Successful flight wasn’t something I’d have liked to bet on.

Kandersteg was too frightened to move. I heard Wilson shouting at him and cracking the whip, but it was a full
minute before the hooves came stumbling jerkily, in bursts and stamps, past my head.

In spite of the cold, I was sweating. Dear heavens, I thought, there was as much adrenalin pouring into my
bloodstream as into the horse’s; and I realized that from the time Wilson started his methodical walk round the track
I had been able to hear my own heart thudding.

Jud Wilson yelled at Kandersteg so close to my ear that it felt like a blow. The whip cracked.

‘Get on, get on, get on there.’

He was standing within feet of my head. Kandersteg wouldn’t move. The whip cracked again. Jud shouted at
the horse, stamping his boot on the ground in encouragement. The faint tremor came to me through the earth. He
was a yard away, perhaps, with his eyes on the horse. He had only to turn his head… I began to think that anything,
even discovery, was preferable to the terrible strain of keeping still.

Then, suddenly, it was over.

Kandersteg skittered away and bumped into the rails, and took a few more uneven steps back towards the top of
the field. Jud Wilson moved away after him.

I continued to behave like a log, feeling exhausted. Slowly my heart subsided. I started breathing again... and unclamped my fingers from handfuls of leaf mold.

Step by reluctant step Jud forced Kandersteg round to the corner enclosure, where he swung the rails across and penned the horse in again. Then he picked up the flame thrower and took it with him through the gate. The job was done. Adams, Humber and Wilson stood in a row and contemplated their handiwork.

The pale coat of the horse was blotched with huge dark patches where the sweat had broken out, and he stood stiff legged, stiff necked, in the centre of the small enclosure. Whenever any of the three men moved he jumped nervously and then stood rigidly still again: and it was clearly going to be some long time before he had unwound enough to be loaded up and taken back to Posset.

Mickey had been away three days, but that, I judged, was only because his legs had been badly burned by mistake. As Kandersteg's indoctrination appeared to have gone without a hitch, he should be back in his own stable fairly soon.

It couldn't be too soon for me and my static joints. I watched the three men potter about in the sunlight, wandering between car and shed, shed and horse box, aimlessly passing the morning and managing never to be all safely out of sight at the same time. I cursed under my breath and resisted a temptation to scratch my nose.

At long last they made a move. Adams and Humber folded themselves into the Jaguar and drove off in the direction of Tellbridge. But Jud Wilson reached into the cab of the horse box, pulled out a paper bag, and proceeded to eat his lunch sitting on the gate. Kandersteg remained immobile in his little enclosure, and I did the same in my ditch.

Jud Wilson finished his lunch, rolled the paper bag into a ball, yawned, and lit a cigarette. Kandersteg continued to sweat, and I to ache. Everything was very quiet. Time passed.

Jud Wilson finished his cigarette, threw the stub away and yawned again. Then slowly, slowly, he climbed down from the gate, picked up the flame thrower, and took it into the shed.

He was scarcely through the door before I was slithering down into the shallow ditch, lying full length along it on my side, not caring about the dampness but thankfully, slowly, painfully, straightening one by one my cramped arms and legs.

The time, when I looked at my watch, was two o'clock. I felt hungry, and regretted that I hadn't had enough sense to bring some of the chocolate.

I lay in the ditch all afternoon, hearing nothing, but waiting for the horse box to start up and drive away. After a while in spite of the cold and the presence of Jud Wilson, I had great difficulty in keeping awake; a ridiculous state of affairs which could only be remedied by action. Accordingly I rolled over on to my stomach and inch by careful inch raised my head high enough to see across to Kandersteg and the shed.

Jud Wilson was again sitting on the gate. He must have seen my movements out of the corner of his eye, because he looked away from Kandersteg, who stood in front of him, and turned his head in my direction. For a fleeting second it seemed that he was looking straight into my eyes: then his gaze swept on past me, and presently, un-suspiciously, returned to Kandersteg.

I let my held breath trickle out slowly, fighting down a cough.

The horse was still sweating, the dark patches showing up starkly, but there was a less fixed look about him, and while I watched he swished his tail and restlessly shook his neck. He was over the hump.

More cautiously still, I lowered my head and chest down again on to my folded arms, and waited some more.

Soon after four Adams and Humber came back in the Jaguar, and again, like a rabbit out of its burrow, I edged up for a look.

They decided to take the horse home. Jud Wilson backed the horse box to the gate and let down the ramp, and Kandersteg, sticking in his feet at every step, was eventually pulled and prodded into it. The poor beast's distress was all too evident, even from across the field. I liked horses. I found I was wholly satisfied that because of me Adams and Humber and Wilson were going to be out of business.

Gently I lay down again, and after a short while I heard both the engines – first the Jaguar's and then the horse box's – start up and drive off, back towards Posset.

When the sound of them had died away I stood up, stretched, brushed the leaf mould from my clothes, and
walked round the field to look at the shed.

It was fastened shut with a complicated looking padlock, but through the window I could see it held little besides the flame thrower, some cans presumably holding fuel, a large tin funnel and three garden chairs folded and stacked against one wall. There seemed little point in breaking in, though it would have been simple enough since the padlock fittings had been screwed straight on to the surface of the door and its surround. The screwdriver blade of my penknife could have removed the whole thing, fussy padlock intact. Crooks, I reflected, could be as fantastically dim in some ways as they were imaginative in others.

I went through the gate into Kandersteg’s little enclosure. The grass where he had stood was scorched. The inside surfaces of the rails had been painted white, so that they resembled racecourse rails. I stood for a while looking at them, feeling a second-hand echo of the misery the horse had endured in that harmless looking place, and then let myself out and walked away, round past my hiding place in the ditch and off towards the motor-cycle. I picked it up, hooked the crash helmet on to the handle bars, and started the engine.

So that was the lot, I thought. My job was done. Safely, quietly, satisfactorily done. As it should be. Nothing remained but to complete yesterday’s report and put the final facts at the Stewards’ disposal.

I coasted back to the place from where I had kept a watch on Humber’s yard, but there was no one there. Either Beckett had not got my letter or had not been able to send any help, or the help, if it had arrived, had got tired of waiting and departed. The rug, suitcase and remains of food lay where I had left them, undisturbed.

On an impulse, before packing up and leaving the area, I unzipped my jacket and took out the binoculars to have a last look down into the yard.

What I saw demolished in one second flat my complacent feeling of safety and completion.

A scarlet sports car was turning into the yard. It stopped beside Adams’ grey Jaguar, a door opened, and a girl got out. I was too far away to distinguish her features but there was no mistaking that familiar car and that dazzling silver blonde hair. She slammed the car door and walked hesitantly towards the office, out of my sight.

I swore aloud. Of all damnable, unforeseeable, dangerous things to happen! I hadn’t told Elinor anything. She thought I was an ordinary stable lad. I had borrowed a dog whistle from her. And she was October’s daughter. What were the chances, I wondered numbly, of her keeping quiet on the last two counts and not giving Adams the idea that she was a threat to him.

She ought to be safe enough, I thought. Reasonably, she ought to be safe as long as she made it clear that it was I who knew the significance of dog whistles, and not her.

But supposing she didn’t make it clear? Adams never behaved reasonably, to start with. His standards were not normal. He was psychopathic. He could impulsively kill a journalist who seemed to be getting too nosy. What was to stop him killing again, if he got it into his head that it was necessary?

I would give her three minutes, I thought. If she asked for me, and was told I had left, and went straight away again, everything would be all right.

I willed her to return from the office and drive away in her car. I doubted whether in any case if Adams were planning to harm her I could get her out safely, since the odds against, in the shape of Adams, Humber, Wilson and Cass, were too great for common sense. I wasn’t too keen on having to try. But the three minutes went past, and the red car stood empty in the yard.

She had stayed to talk and she had no notion that there was anything which should not be said. If I had done as I had wanted and told her why I was at Humber’s, she would not have come at all. It was my fault she was there. I had clearly got to do my best to see she left again in mint condition. There was no choice.

I put the binoculars in the suitcase and left it and the rug where it was. Then, zipping up the jacket and fastening on the crash helmet, I restarted the bike and rode it down and round and in through Humber’s gate.

I left the bike near the gate and walked across towards the yard, passing the shed where the horse box was kept. The doors were shut, and there was no sign of Jud Wilson. Perhaps he had already gone home, and I hoped so. I went into the yard at the top end beside the wall of the office, and saw Cass at the opposite end looking over the door of the fourth box from the left. Kandersteg was home.

Adam’s Jaguar and Elinor’s T.R.4 stood side by side in the centre of the yard. Lads were hustling over their evening jobs, and everything looked normal and quiet.

I opened the office door, and walked in.
Chapter 17

So much for my fears, I thought. So much for my melodramatic imagination. She was perfectly safe. She held a half empty glass of pink liquid in her hand, having a friendly drink with Adams and Humber, and she was smiling.

Humber’s heavy face looked anxious, but Adams was laughing and enjoying himself. It was a picture which printed itself clearly on my mind before they all three turned and looked at me.

‘Daniel!’ Elinor exclaimed. ‘Mr Adams said you had gone.’

‘Yes. I left something behind. I came back for it.’

‘Lady Elinor Tarren,’ said Adams with deliberation, coming round behind me, closing the door and leaning against it, ‘came to see if you had conducted the experiment she lent you her dog whistle for.’

It was just as well, after all, that I had gone back.

‘Oh, surely I didn’t say that,’ she protested. ‘I just came to get the whistle, if Daniel had finished with it. I mean, I was passing, and I thought I could save him the trouble of sending it…’

I turned to him. ‘Lady Elinor Tarren,’ I said with equal deliberation, ‘does not know what I borrowed her whistle for. I didn’t tell her. She knows nothing about it.’

His eyes narrowed and then opened into a fixed stare. His jaw bunched. He took in the way I had spoken to him, the way I looked at him. It was not what he was used to from me. He transferred his stare to Elinor.

‘Leave her alone,’ I said. ‘She doesn’t know.’

‘What on earth are you talking about?’ said Elinor, smiling. ‘What was this mysterious experiment, anyway?’

‘It wasn’t important,’ I said. ‘There’s… er… there’s a deaf lad here, and we wanted to know if he could hear high pitched noises, that’s all.’

‘Oh,’ she said, ‘and could he?’

I shook my head. ‘I’m afraid not.’

‘What a pity.’ She took a drink, and ice tinkled against the glass. ‘Well, if you’ve no more use for it, do you think I could have my whistle back?’

‘Of course.’ I dug into my money belt, brought out the whistle, and gave it to her. I saw Humber’s astonishment and Adams’ spasm of fury that Humber’s search had missed so elementary a hiding place.

‘Thank you,’ she said, putting the whistle in her pocket. ‘What are your plans now? Another stable job? You know,’ she said to Humber, smiling, ‘I’m surprised you let him go. He rode better than any lad we’ve ever had in Father’s stables. You were lucky to have him.’

I had not ridden well for Humber. He began to say heavily, ‘He’s not all that good…’ when Adams smoothly interrupted him.

‘I think we have underestimated Roke, Hedley. Lady Elinor, I am sure Mr Humber will take him back on your recommendation, and never let him go again.’

‘Splendid,’ she said warmly.

Adams was looking at me with his hooded gaze to make sure I had appreciated his little joke. I didn’t think it very funny.

‘Take your helmet off,’ he said. ‘You’re indoors and in front of a lady. Take it off.’

‘I think I’ll keep it on,’ I said equably. And I could have done with a full suit of armour to go with it. Adams was not used to me contradicting him, and he shut his mouth with a snap.

Humber said, puzzled, ‘I don’t understand why you bother with Roke, Lady Elinor. I thought your father got rid of him for… well… molesting you.’

‘Oh no,’ she laughed. ‘That was my sister. But it wasn’t true, you know. It was all made up.’ She swallowed the last of her drink and with the best will in the world put the finishing touches to throwing me to the wolves.
‘Father made me promise not to tell anyone that it was all a story, but as you’re Daniel’s employer you really ought to know that he isn’t anything like as bad as he lets everyone believe.’

There was a short, deep silence. Then I said, smiling, ‘That’s the nicest reference I’ve ever had… you’re very kind.’

‘Oh dear,’ she laughed. ‘You know what I mean… and I can’t think why you don’t stick up for yourself more.’

‘It isn’t always advisable,’ I said, and raised an eyebrow at Adams. He showed signs of not appreciating my jokes either. He took Elinor’s empty glass.

‘Another gin and campari?’ he suggested.

‘No thank you, I must be going.’

He put her glass down on the desk with his own, and said, ‘Do you think Roke would be the sort of man who’d need to swallow tranquillizers before he found the nerve to look after a difficult horse?’

‘Tranquillizers? Tranquillizers? Of course not. I shouldn’t think he ever took a tranquillizer in his life. Did you?’ she said, turning to me and beginning to look puzzled.

‘No,’ I said. I was very anxious for her to be on her way before her puzzlement grew any deeper. Only while she suspected nothing and learned nothing was she safe enough.

‘But you said…’ began Humber, who was still unenlightened.

‘It was a joke. Only a joke,’ I told him. ‘Mr Adams laughed about it quite a lot, if you remember.’

‘That’s true. I laughed,’ said Adams sombrely. At least he seemed willing for her ignorance to remain undisturbed, and to let her go.

‘Oh,’ Elinor’s face cleared. ‘Well… I suppose I’d better be getting back to college. I’m going to Slaw tomorrow for the week-end… do you have any message for my father, Daniel?’

It was a casual, social remark, but I saw Adams stiffen.

I shook my head.

‘Well… it’s been very pleasant, Mr Humber. Thank you so much for the drink. I hope I haven’t taken too much of your time.’

She shook Humber’s hand, and Adams’, and finally mine.

‘How lucky you came back for something. I thought I’d missed you… and that I could whistle for my whistle.’ She grinned.

I laughed. ‘Yes, it was lucky.’

‘Goodbye then. Goodbye Mr Humber,’ she said, as Adams opened the door for her. She said goodbye to him on the doorstep, where he remained, and over Humber’s shoulder I watched through the window as she walked across to her car. She climbed in, started the engine, waved gaily to Adams, and drove out of the yard. My relief at seeing her go was even greater than my anxiety about getting out myself.

Adams stepped inside, shut the door, locked it, and put the key in his pocket. Humber was surprised. He still did not understand.

He said, staring at me, ‘You know, Roke doesn’t seem the same. And his voice is different.’

‘Roke, damn him to hell, is God knows what.’

The only good thing in the situation that I could see was that I no longer had to cringe when he spoke to me. It was quite a relief to be able to stand up straight for a change. Even if it didn’t last long.

‘Do you mean it is Roke, and not Elinor Tarren after all, who knows about the whistle?’

‘Of course,’ said Adams impatiently. ‘For Christ’s sake, don’t you understand anything? It looks as though October planted him on us, though how in hell he knew…’

‘But Roke is only a stable lad.’

‘Only,’ said Adams savagely. ‘But that doesn’t make it any better. Stable lads have tongues, don’t they? And eyes? And look at him. He’s not the stupid worm he’s always seemed.’

‘No one would take his word against yours,’ said Humber.

‘No one is going to take his word at all.’
‘What do you mean?’

‘I’m going to kill him,’ said Adams.

‘I suppose that might be more satisfactory.’ Humber sounded as if he were discussing putting down a horse.

‘It won’t help you,’ I said. ‘I’ve already sent a report to the Stewards.’

‘We were told that once before,’ said Humber, ‘but it wasn’t true.’

‘It is, this time.’

Adams said violently, ‘Report or no report, I’m going to kill him. There are other reasons…’ He broke off, glared at me and said, ‘You fooled me. Me. How?’

I didn’t reply. It hardly seemed a good time for light conversation.

‘This one,’ said Humber reflectively, ‘has a motor-cycle.’

I remembered that the windows in the office’s wash room were all too small to escape through. The door to the yard was locked, and Humber stood in front of his desk, between me and the window. Yelling could only bring Cass, not the poor rabble of lads who didn’t even know I was there, and wouldn’t bother to help me in any case. Both Adams and Humber were taller and heavier than I was, Adams a good deal so. Humber had his stick and I didn’t know what weapon Adams proposed to use; and I had never been in a serious fight in my life. The next few minutes were not too delightful a prospect.

On the other hand I was younger than they, and, thanks to the hard work they had exacted, as fit as an athlete. Also I had the crash helmet. And I could throw things—perhaps the odds weren’t impossible, after all.

A polished wooden chair with a leather seat stood by the wall near the door. Adams picked it up and walked towards me. Humber, remaining still, slid his stick through his hands and held it ready.

I felt appallingly vulnerable.

Adams’ eyes were more opaque than I had ever seen them, and the smile which was growing on his mouth didn’t reach them. He said loudly, ‘We might as well enjoy it. They won’t look too closely at a burnt-out smash.’

He swung the chair. I dodged it all right but in doing so got within range of Humber, whose stick landed heavily on top of my shoulder, an inch from my ear. I stumbled and fell, and rolled: and stood up just in time to avoid the chair as Adams crashed it down. One of the legs broke off as it hit the floor, and Adams bent down and picked it up. A solid, straight, square–edged chair leg with a nasty sharp point where it had broken from the seat.

Adams smiled more, and kicked the remains of the chair into a corner.

‘Now,’ he said, ‘we’ll have some sport.’

If you could call it sport, I suppose they had it.

Certainly after a short space of time they were still relatively unscathed, while I had added some more bruises to my collection, together with a fast bleeding cut on the forehead from the sharp end of Adams’ chair leg. But the crash helmet hampered their style considerably, and I discovered a useful talent for dodging. I also kicked.

Humber, being a slow mover, stayed at his post guarding the window and slashed at me whenever I came within his reach. As the office was not large this happened too often. I tried from the beginning either to catch hold of one of the sticks, or to pick up the broken chair, or to find something to throw, but all that happened was that my hands fared badly, and Adams guessed my intentions regarding the chair and made sure I couldn’t get hold of it. As for throwing things the only suitable objects in that bare office were on Humber’s desk, behind Humber.

Because of the cold night on the hillside I was wearing two jerseys under my jacket, and they did act as some sort of cushion: but Adams particularly hit very hard, and I literally shuddered whenever he managed to connect. I had had some idea of crashing out through the window, glass and all, but they gave me no chance to get there, and there was a limit to the time I could spend trying.

In desperation I stopped dodging and flung myself at Humber. Ignoring Adams, who promptly scored two fearful direct hits, I grasped my ex-employer by the lapels, and with one foot on the desk for leverage, swung him round and threw him across the narrow room. He landed with a crash against the filing cabinets.

There on the desk was the green glass paper weight. The size of a cricket ball. It slid smoothly into my hand, and in one unbroken movement I picked it up, pivoted on my toes, and flung it straight at Humber where he sprawled off-balance barely ten feet away.

It took him centrally between the eyes. A sweet shot. It knocked him unconscious. He fell without a sound.
I was across the room before he hit the floor, my hand stretching out for the green glass ball which was a better weapon to me than any stick or broken chair. But Adams understood too quickly. His arm went up.

I made the mistake of thinking that one more blow would make no real difference and didn't draw back from trying to reach the paper weight even when I knew Adams’ chair leg was on its way down. But this time, because I had my head down, the crash helmet didn’t save me. Adams hit me below the rim of the helmet, behind the ear.

Dizzily twisting, I fell against the wall and ended up lying with my shoulders propped against it and one leg doubled underneath me. I tried to stand up, but there seemed to be no strength left in me anywhere. My head was floating. I couldn’t see very well. There was a noise inside my ears.

Adams leaned over me, unsnapped the strap of my crash helmet, and pulled it off my head. That meant something, I thought groggily. I looked up. He was standing there smiling, swinging the chair leg. Enjoying himself.

In the last possible second my brain cleared a little and I knew that if I didn’t do something about it, this blow was going to be the last. There was no time to dodge. I flung up my right arm to shield my undefended head, and the savagely descending piece of wood crashed into it.

It felt like an explosion. My hand fell numb and useless by my side.

What was left? Ten seconds. Perhaps less. I was furious. I particularly didn’t want Adams to have the pleasure of killing me. He was still smiling. Watching to see how I would take it, he slowly raised his arm for the coup de grace.

No, I thought, no. There was nothing wrong with my legs. What on earth was I thinking of, lying there waiting to be blacked out when I still had two good legs? He was standing on my right. My left leg was bent under me and he took no special notice when I disentangled it and crossed it over in front of him. I lifted both my legs off the ground, one in front and one behind his ankles, then I kicked across with my right leg, locked my feet tight together and rolled my whole body over as suddenly and strongly as I could.

Adams was taken completely by surprise. He overbalanced with wildly swinging arms and fell with a crash on his back. His own weight made the fall more effective from my point of view, because he was winded and slow to get up. I couldn’t throw any longer with my numb right hand. Staggering to my feet, I picked the green glass ball up in my left and smashed it against Adams’ head while he was still on his knees. It seemed to have no effect. He continued to get up. He was grunting.

Desperately I swung my arm and hit him again, low down on the back of the head. And that time he did go down; and stayed down.

I half fell beside him, dizzy and feeling sick, with pain waking up viciously all over my body and blood from the cut on my forehead dripping slowly on to the floor.

I don’t know how long I stayed like that, gasping to get some breath back, trying to find the strength to get up and leave the place, but it can’t really have been very long. And it was the thought of Cass, in the end, which got me to my feet. By that stage I would have been a pushover for a toddler, let alone the wiry little head lad.

Both of the men lay in heaps on the ground, not stirring. Adams was breathing very heavily; snoring, almost. Humber’s chest scarcely moved.

I passed my left hand over my face and it came away covered with blood. There must be blood all over my face, I thought. I couldn’t go riding along the road covered in blood. I staggered into the washroom to rinse it off.

There were some half melted ice cubes in the sink. Ice. I looked at it dizzily. Ice in the refrigerator. Ice clinking in the drinks. Ice in the sink. Good for stopping bleeding. I picked up a lump of it and looked in the mirror. A gory sight. I held the lump of ice on the cut and tried, in the classic phrase, to pull myself together. With little success.

After a while I splashed some water into the sink and rinsed all the blood off my face. The cut was then revealed as being only a couple of inches long and not serious, though still obstinately oozing. I looked round vaguely for a towel.

On the table by the medicine cupboard stood a glass jar with the stopper off and a teaspoon beside it. My glance flickered over it, looking for a towel, and then back, puzzled. I took three shaky steps across the room. There was something the jar should be telling me, I thought, but I wasn’t grasping things very clearly.

A bottle of phenobarbitone in powder form, like the stuff I’d given Mickey every day for a fortnight. Only phenobarbitone, that was all. I sighed.

Then it struck me that Mickey had had the last dose in the bottle. The bottle should be empty. Tipped out. Not full. Not a new bottle full to the bottom of the neck, with the pieces of wax from the seal still lying in crumbs on the
table beside it. Someone had just opened a new bottle of soluble phenobarbitone and used a couple of spoonfuls.

Of course. For Kandersteg.

I found a towel and wiped my face. Then I went back into the office and knelt down beside Adams to get the door key out of his pocket. He had stopped snoring.

I rolled him over.

There isn’t a pretty way of saying it. He was dead.

Small trickles of blood had seeped out of his ears, eyes, nose and mouth. I felt his head where I had hit him, and the dented bones moved under my fingers.

Aghast and shaking, I searched in his pockets and found the key. Then I stood up and went slowly over to the desk to telephone to the police.

The telephone had been knocked on to the floor, where it lay with the receiver off. I bent down and picked it up clumsily left handed, and my head swam with dizziness. I wished I didn’t feel so ill. Straightening up with an effort I put the telephone back on the desk. Blood started trickling down past my eyebrow. I hadn’t the energy to wash it off again.

Out in the yard one or two lights were on, including the one in Kandersteg’s box. His door was wide open and the horse himself, tied up by the head, was lashing out furiously in a series of kicks. He didn’t look in the least sedated.

I stopped with my finger in the dial of the telephone, and felt myself go cold. My brain cleared with a click.

Kandersteg was not sedated. They wouldn’t want his memory lulled. The opposite, in fact. Mickey had not been given any phenobarbitone until he was clearly deranged.

I didn’t want to believe what my mind told me; that one or more teaspoonfuls of soluble phenobarbitone in a large gin and campari would be almost certainly fatal.

Sharply I remembered the scene I had found in the office, the drinks, the anxiety on Humber’s face, the enjoyment on Adams’. It matched the enjoyment I had seen there when he thought he was killing me. He enjoyed killing. He had thought from what she had said that Elinor had guessed the purpose of the whistle, and he had wasted no time in getting rid of her.

No wonder he had raised no objections to her leaving. She would drive back to college and die in her room miles away, a silly girl who had taken an overdose. No possible connection with Adams or Humber.

And no wonder he had been so determined to kill me: not only because of what I knew about his horses, or because I had fooled him, but because I had seen Elinor drink her gin.

It didn’t need too much imagination to picture the scene before I had arrived. Adams saying smoothly, ‘So you came to see if Roke had used the whistle?’

‘Yes.’

‘And does your father know you’re here? Does he know about the whistle?’

‘Oh no, I only came on impulse. Of course he doesn’t know.’

He must have thought her a fool, blundering in like that: but probably he was the sort of man who thought all women were fools anyway.

‘You’d like some ice in your drink? I’ll get some. No bother. Just next door. Here you are, my dear, a strong gin and phenobarbitone and a quick trip to heaven.’

He had taken the same reckless risk of killing Stapleton, and it had worked. And who was to say that if I had been found in the next county over some precipice, smashed up in the ruins of a motor-bike, and Elinor died in her college, that he wouldn’t have got away with two more murders?

If Elinor died.

My finger was still in the telephone dial. I turned it three times, nine, nine, nine. There was no answer. I rattled the button, and tried again. Nothing. It was dead, the whole telephone was dead. Everything was dead, Mickey was dead, Stapleton was dead, Adams was dead, Elinor… stop it, stop it. I dragged my scattering wits together. If the telephone wouldn’t work, someone would have to go to Elinor’s college and prevent her dying.

My first thought was that I couldn’t do it. But who else? If I were right, she needed a doctor urgently, and any time I wasted on bumbling about finding another telephone or another person to go in my stead was just diminishing
her chances. I could reach her in less than twenty minutes. By telephoning in Posset I could hardly get help for her any quicker.

It took me three shots to get the key in the keyhole. I couldn’t hold the key at all in my right hand, and the left one was shaking. I took a deep breath, unlocked the door, walked out, and shut it behind me.

No one noticed me as I went out of the yard the way I had come and went back to the motor-bike. But it didn’t fire properly the first time I kicked the starter, and Cass came round the end of the row of boxes to investigate.

‘Who’s that?’ he called. Is that you, Dan? What are you doing back here?’ He began to come towards me.

I stamped on the starter fiercely. The engine spluttered, coughed and roared. I squeezed the clutch and kicked the bike into gear.

‘Come back,’ yelled Cass. But I turned away from his hurrying figure, out of the gate and down the road to Posset, with gravel spurting under the tyres.

The throttle was incorporated into the hand grip of the right hand handle bar. One merely twisted it towards one to accelerate and away to slow down. Twisting the hand grip was normally easy. It was not easy that evening because once I had managed to grip it hard enough to turn it the numbness disappeared from my arm with a vengeance. I damned nearly fell off before I was through the gate.

It was ten miles north east to Durham. One and a half downhill to Posset, seven and a half across the moors on a fairly straight and unfrequented secondary road, one mile through the outskirts of the city. The last part, with turns and traffic and too much change of pace, would be the most difficult.

Only the knowledge that Elinor would probably die if I came off kept me on the motor-bike at all, and altogether it was a ride I would not care to repeat. I didn’t know how many times I had been hit, but I didn’t think a carpet had much to tell me. I tried to ignore it and concentrate on the matter in hand.

Elinor, if she had driven straight back to college, could not have been there long before she began to feel sleepy. As far as I could remember, never having taken much notice, barbiturates took anything up to an hour to work. But barbiturate dissolved in alcohol was a different matter. Quicker. Twenty minutes to half an hour, perhaps. I didn’t know. Twenty minutes from the time she left the yard was easily enough for her to drive back safely. Then what? She would go up to her room: feel tired: lie down: and go to sleep.

During the time I had been fighting with Adams and Humber she had been on her way to Durham. I wasn’t sure how long I had wasted dithering about in the washroom in a daze, but she couldn’t have been back in college much before I started after her. I wondered whether she would have felt ill enough to tell a friend, to ask for help: but even if she had, neither she nor anyone else would know what was the matter with her.

I reached Durham: made the turns: even stopped briefly for a red traffic light in a busy street: and fought down an inclination to go the last half mile at walking pace in order to avoid having to hold the throttle any more. But my ignorance of the time it would take for the poison to do irreparable damage added wings to my anxiety.
Chapter 18

It was getting dark when I swung into the College entrance, switched off the engine, and hurried up the steps to the door. There was no one at the porter’s desk and the whole place was very quiet. I ran down the corridors, trying to remember the turns, found the stairs, went up two flights. And it was then that I got lost. I had suddenly no idea which way to turn to find Elinor’s room.

A thin elderly woman with pince nez was walking towards me carrying a sheaf of papers and a thick book on her arm. One of the staff, I thought.

‘Please,’ I said, ‘which is Miss Tarren’s room?’

She came close to me and looked at me. She did not approve of what she saw. What would I give, I thought, for a respectable appearance at this moment.

‘Please,’ I repeated. ‘She may be ill. Which is her room?’

‘You have blood on your face,’ she observed.

‘It’s only a cut… please tell me…’ I gripped her arm. ‘Look, show me her room, then if she’s all right and perfectly healthy I will go away without any trouble. But I think she may need help very badly. Please believe me…’

‘Very well,’ she said reluctantly. ‘We will go and see. It is just round here… and round here.’

We arrived at Elinor’s door. I knocked hard. There was no answer. I bent down to the low key-hole. The key was in the lock on her side, and I could not see in.

‘Open it,’ I urged the woman, who was still eyeing me dubiously. ‘Open it, and see if she’s all right.’

She put her hand on the knob and turned it. But the door didn’t budge. It was locked.

I banged on the door again. There was no reply.

‘Now please listen,’ I said urgently. ‘As the door is locked on the inside, Elinor Tarren is in there. She doesn’t answer because she can’t. She needs a doctor very urgently indeed. Can you get hold of one at once?’

The woman nodded, looking at me gravely through the pince nez. I wasn’t sure that she believed me, but apparently she did.

‘Tell the doctor she has been poisoned with phenobarbitone and gin. About forty minutes ago. And please, please hurry. Are there any more keys to this door?’

‘You can’t push out the key that’s already there. We’ve tried on other doors, on other occasions. You will have to break the lock. I will go and telephone.’ She retreated sedately along the corridor, still breathtakingly calm in the face of a wild looking man with blood on his forehead and the news that one of her students was half way to the coroner. A tough-minded university lecturer.

The Victorians who had built the place had not intended importunate men friends to batter down the girls’ doors. They were a solid job. But in view of the thin woman’s calm assumption that breaking in was within my powers, I didn’t care to fail. I broke the lock with my heel, in the end. The wood gave way on the jamb inside the room, and the door opened with a crash.

In spite of the noise I had made, no students had appeared in the corridor. There was still no one about. I went into Elinor’s room, switched on the light, and swung the door back into its frame behind me.

She was lying sprawled on top of her blue bedspread fast asleep, the silver hair falling in a smooth swathe beside her head. She looked peaceful and beautiful. She had begun to undress, which was why, I supposed, she had locked her door, and she was wearing only a bra and briefs under a simple slip. All these garments were white with pink rosebuds and ribbons. Pretty. Belinda would have liked them. But in these circumstances they were too poignant, too defenceless. They increased my grinding worry.

The suit which Elinor had worn at Humber’s had been dropped in two places on the floor. One stocking hung over the back of a chair: the other was on the floor just beneath her slack hand. A clean pair of stockings lay on the dressing table, and a blue woollen dress on a hanger was hooked on to the outside of the wardrobe. She had been
changing for the evening.

If she hadn’t heard me kicking the door in she wouldn’t wake by being touched, but I tried. I shook her arm. She didn’t stir. Her pulse was normal, her breathing regular, her face as delicately coloured as always. Nothing looked wrong with her. I found it frightening.

How much longer, I wondered anxiously was the doctor going to be? The door had been stubborn – or I had been weak, whichever way you looked at it – and it must have been more than ten minutes since the thin woman had gone to telephone.

As if on cue the door swung open and a tidy solid-looking middle-aged man in a grey suit stood there taking in the scene. He was alone. He carried a suitcase in one hand and a fire hatchet in the other. Coming in, he looked at the splintered wood, pushed the door shut and put the axe down on Elinor’s desk.

‘That’s saved time, anyway,’ he said briskly. He looked me up and down without enthusiasm and gestured to me to get out of the way. Then he cast a closer glance at Elinor with her rucked up slip and her long bare legs, and said to me sharply, suspiciously, ‘Did you touch her clothes?’

‘No,’ I said bitterly. ‘I shook her arm. And felt her pulse. She was lying like that when I came in.’

Something, perhaps it was only my obvious weariness, made him give me a suddenly professional, impartial survey. ‘All right,’ he said, and bent down to Elinor.

I waited behind him while he examined her, and when he turned round I noticed he had decorously pulled down her rumpled slip so that it reached smoothly to her knees.

‘Phenobarbitone and gin,’ he said. ‘Are you sure?’

‘Yes.’

‘Self-administered?’ He started opening his case.

‘No. Definitely not.’

‘This place is usually teeming with women,’ he said inconsequentially. ‘But apparently they’re all at some meeting or another.’ He gave me another intent look. ‘Are you fit to help?’

‘Yes.’

He hesitated. ‘Are you sure?’

‘Tell me what to do.’

‘Very well. Find me a good-sized jug and a bucket or large basin. I’ll get her started first, and you can tell me how this happened later.’

He took a hypodermic syringe from his case, filled it, and gave Elinor an injection into the vein on the inside of her elbow. I found a jug and a basin in the built-in fitment.

‘You’ve been here before,’ he observed, eyes again suspicious.

‘Once,’ I said: and for Elinor’s sake added, ‘I am employed by her father. It’s nothing personal.’

‘Oh. All right then.’ He withdrew the needle, dismantled the syringe and quickly washed his hands.

‘How many tablets did she take, do you know?’

‘It wasn’t tablets. Powder. A teaspoonful, at least. Maybe more.’

He looked alarmed, but said, ‘That much would be bitter. She’d taste it.’

‘Gin and Campari… it’s bitter anyway.’

‘Yes. All right. I’m going to wash out her stomach. Most of the drug must have been absorbed already, but if she had as much as that… well, it’s still worth trying.’

He directed me to fill the jug with tepid water, while he carefully slid a thickish tube down inside Elinor’s throat. He surprised me by putting his ear to the long protruding end of it when it was in position, and he explained briefly that with an unconscious patient who couldn’t swallow one had to make sure the tube had gone into the stomach and not into the lungs. ‘If you can hear them breathe, you’re in the wrong place,’ he said.

He put a funnel into the end of the tube, held out his hand for the jug, and carefully poured in the water. When what seemed to me a fantastic amount had disappeared down the tube he stopped pouring, passed me the jug to put down, and directed me to push the basin near his foot. Then, removing the funnel, he suddenly lowered the end of the tube over the side of the bed and into the basin. The water flowed out again, together with all the contents of
Elinor’s stomach.

‘Hm,’ he said calmly. ‘She had something to eat first. Cake, I should say. That helps.’

I couldn’t match his detachment.

‘Will she be all right?’ My voice sounded strained.

He looked at me briefly and slid the tube out.

‘She drank the stuff less than an hour before I got here?’

‘About fifty minutes, I think.’

‘And she’d eaten… Yes, she’ll be all right. Healthy girl. The injection I gave her – megimide – is an effective antidote. She’ll probably wake up in an hour or so. A night in hospital, and it will be out of her system. She’ll be as good as new.’

I rubbed my hand over my face.

‘Time makes a lot of difference,’ he said calmly. ‘If she’d lain here many hours… a teaspoonful; that might be thirty grains or more.’ He shook his head. ‘She would have died.’

He took a sample of the contents of the basin for analysis, and covered the rest with a hand towel.

‘How did you cut your head?’ he said suddenly.

‘In a fight.’

‘It needs stitching. Do you want me to do it?’

‘Yes. Thank you.’

‘I’ll do it after Miss Tarren has gone to hospital. Dr Pritchard said she would ring for an ambulance. They should be here soon.’

‘Dr Pritchard?’

‘The lecturer who fetched me in. My surgery is only round the corner. She telephoned and said a violent bloodstained youth was insisting that Miss Tarren was poisoned, and that I’d better come and see.’ He smiled briefly. ‘You haven’t told me how all this happened.’

‘Oh… it’s such a long story,’ I said tiredly.

‘You’ll have to tell the police,’ he pointed out.

I nodded. There was too much I would have to tell the police. I wasn’t looking forward to it. The doctor took out pen and paper and wrote a letter to go with Elinor to the hospital.

There was a sudden eruption of girls’ voices down the passage, and a tramp of many scholarly feet, and the opening and shutting of doors. The students were back from their meeting: from Elinor’s point of view, too soon, as they would now see her being carried out.

Heavier footsteps came right up to her room and knuckles rapped. Two men in ambulance uniform had arrived with a stretcher, and with economy of movement and time they lifted Elinor between them, tucked her into blankets, and bore her away. She left a wake of pretty voices raised in sympathy and speculation.

The doctor swung the door shut behind the ambulance men and without more ado took from his case a needle and thread to sew up my forehead. I sat on Elinor’s bed while he fiddled around with disinfectant and the stitching.

‘What did you fight about?’ he asked, tying knots.

‘Because I was attacked,’ I said.

‘Oh?’ He shifted his feet to sew from a different angle, and put his hand on my shoulder to steady himself. He felt me withdraw from the pressure and looked at me quizzically.

‘So you got the worst of it?’

‘No,’ I said slowly. ‘I won.’

He finished the stitching and gave a final snip with the scissors.

‘There you are, then. It won’t leave much of a scar.’

‘Thank you.’ It sounded a bit weak.

‘Do you feel all right?’ he said abruptly. ‘Or is pale fawn tinged with grey your normal colouring?’
‘Pale fawn is normal. Grey just about describes how I feel,’ I smiled faintly. ‘I got a bang on the back of the head, too.’

He explored the bump behind the ear and said I would live. He was asking me how many other tender spots I had about me when another heavy tramp of footsteps could be heard coming up the corridor, and presently the door was pushed open with a crash.

Two broad-shouldered businesslike policemen stepped into the room.

They knew the doctor. It appeared that he did a good deal of police work in Durham. They greeted each other politely and the doctor started to say that Miss Tarren was on her way to hospital. They interrupted him.

‘We’ve come for him, sir,’ said the taller of them, pointing at me. ‘Stable lad, name of Daniel Roke.’

‘Yes, he reported Miss Tarren’s illness…’

‘No, sir, it’s nothing to do with a Miss Tarren or her illness. We want him for questioning on another matter.’

The doctor said, ‘He’s not in very good shape. I think you had better go easy. Can’t you leave it until later?’

‘I’m afraid that’s impossible, sir.’

They both came purposefully over to where I sat. The one who had done the talking was a red-headed man about my own age with an unsmiling wary face. His companion was slightly shorter, brown-eyed, and just as much on guard. They looked as if they were afraid I was going to leap up and strangle them.

With precision they leaned down and clamped hard hands round my forearms. The red-head, who was on my right, dragged a pair of hand-cuffs from his pocket, and between them they fastened them on my wrists.

‘Better take it quietly, chum,’ advised the red-head, evidently mistaking my attempt to wrench my arm free of his agonising grip as a desire to escape in general.

‘Let… go,’ I said. ‘I’m not… running anywhere.’

They did let go, and stepped back a pace, looking down at me. Most of the wariness had faded from their faces, and I gathered that they really had been afraid I would attack them. It was unnerving. I took two deep breaths to control the soreness of my arm.

‘He won’t give us much trouble,’ said the dark one. ‘He looks like death.’

‘He was in a fight,’ remarked the doctor.

‘Is that what he told you, sir?’ The dark one laughed.

I looked down at the hand-cuffs locked round my wrists: they were, I discovered, as uncomfortable as they were humiliating.

‘What did he do?’ asked the doctor.

The red-head answered, ‘He… er… he’ll be helping in enquiries into an attack on a race-horse trainer he worked for and who is still unconscious, and on another man who had his skull burst right in.’

‘Dead?’

‘So we are told, sir. We haven’t actually been to the stables, though they say it’s a shambles. We two were sent up from Clavering to fetch him in, and that’s where we’re taking him back to, the stables being in our area, you see.’

‘You caught up with him very quickly,’ commented the doctor.

‘Yes,’ said the red-head with satisfaction. ‘It was a nice bit of work by some of the lads. A lady here telephoned to the police in Durham about half an hour ago and described him, and when they got the general call from Clavering about the job at the stables someone connected the two descriptions and told us about it. So we were sent up to see, and bingo… there was his motor-bike, right number plate and all, standing outside the college door.’

I lifted my head. The doctor looked down at me. He was disillusioned, disenchanted. He shrugged his shoulders and said in a tired voice, ‘You never know with them, do you? He seemed... well… not quite the usual sort of tearaway. And now this.’ He turned away and picked up his bag.

It was suddenly too much. I had let too many people despise me and done nothing about it. This was one too many.

‘I fought because they attacked me,’ I said.

The doctor half turned round. I didn’t know why I thought it was important to convince him, but it seemed so at the time.
The dark policeman raised an eyebrow and said to the doctor, ‘The trainer was his employer, sir, and I understand the man who died is a rich gentleman whose horses were trained there. The head lad reported the killing. He saw Roke belting off on his motor-bike and thought it was strange, because Roke had been sacked the day before, and he went to tell the trainer about it, and found him unconscious and the other man dead.’

The doctor had heard enough. He walked out of the room without looking back. What was the use of trying? Better just do what the red-head said, and take it quietly, bitterness and all.

‘Let’s be going, chum,’ said the dark one. They stood there, tense again, with watchful eyes and hostile faces.

I got slowly to my feet. Slowly, because I was perilously near to not being able to stand up at all, and I didn’t want to seem to be asking for a sympathy I was clearly not going to get. But it was all right: once upright I felt better; which was psychological as much as physical because they were then not two huge threatening policemen but two quite ordinary young men of my own height doing their duty, and very concerned not to make any mistakes.

It worked the other way with them, of course. I think they had subconsciously expected a stable lad to be very short, and they were taken aback to discover I wasn’t. They became visibly more aggressive: and I realized in the circumstances, and in those black clothes, I probably seemed to them, as Terence had once put it, a bit dangerous and hard to handle.

I didn’t see any sense in getting roughed up any more, especially by the law, if it could be avoided.

‘Look,’ I sighed, ‘like you said, I won’t give you any trouble.’

But I suppose they had been told to bring in someone who had gone berserk and smashed a man’s head in, and they were taking no chances. Red-head took a fierce grip of my right arm above the elbow and shoved me over to the door, and once outside in the passage the dark one took a similar grip on the left.

The corridor was lined with girls standing in little gossiping groups. I stopped dead. The two policemen pushed me on. And the girls stared.

That old saying about wishing the floor would open and swallow one up suddenly took on a fresh personal meaning. What little was left of my sense of dignity revolted totally against being exhibited as a prisoner in front of so many intelligent and personable young women. They were the wrong age. The wrong sex. I could have stood it better if they had been men.

But there was no easy exit. It was a good long way from Elinor’s room to the outside door, along those twisting corridors and down two flights of stairs, and every single step was watched by interested female eyes.

This was the sort of thing one wouldn’t be able to forget. It went too deep. Or perhaps, I thought miserably, one could even get accustomed to being hauled around in hand-cuffs if it happened often enough. If one were used to it, perhaps one wouldn’t care… which would be peaceful.

I did at least manage not to stumble, not even on the stairs, so to that extent something was saved from the wreck. The police car however, into which I was presently thrust, seemed a perfect haven in contrast.

I sat in front, between them. The dark one drove.

‘Phew,’ he said, pushing his cap back an inch. ‘All those girls.’ He had blushed under their scrutiny and there was a dew of sweat on his forehead.

‘He’s a tough boy, is this,’ said Red-head, mopping his neck with a white handkerchief as he sat sideways against the door and stared at me. ‘He didn’t turn a hair.’

I looked straight ahead through the windscreen as the lights of Durham began to slide past and thought how little could be told from a face. That walk had been a torture. If I hadn’t shown it, it was probably only because I had by then had months of practice in hiding my feelings and thoughts, and the habit was strong. I guessed – correctly – that it was a habit I would find strength in clinging to for some time to come.

I spent the rest of the journey reflecting that I had got myself into a proper mess and that I was going to have a very unpleasant time getting out. I had indeed killed Adams. There was no denying or ducking that. And I was not going to be listened to as a respectable solid citizen but as a murdering villain trying every dodge to escape the consequences. I was going to be taken at my face value, which was very low indeed. That couldn’t be helped. I had, after all, survived eight weeks at Humber’s only because I looked like dregs. The appearance which had deceived Adams was going to be just as convincing to the police, and proof that in fact it already was sat on either side of me in the car, watchful and antagonistic.

Red-head’s eyes never left my face.
‘He doesn’t talk much,’ he observed, after a long silence.

‘Got a lot on his mind,’ agreed the dark one with sarcasm.

The damage Adams and Humber had done gave me no respite. I shifted uncomfortably in my seat, and the handcuffs clinked. The light-heartedness with which I had gone in my new clothes to Slaw seemed a long long time ago.

The lights of Clavering lay ahead. The dark one gave me a look of subtle enjoyment. A capture made. His purpose fulfilled. Red-head broke another long silence, his voice full of the same sort of satisfaction.

‘He’ll be a lot older when he gets out,’ he said.

I emphatically hoped not: but I was all too aware that the length of time I remained in custody depended solely on how conclusively I could show that I had killed in self-defence. I wasn’t a lawyer’s son for nothing.

The next hours were abysmal. The Clavering police force were collectively a hardened cynical bunch suppressing as best they could a vigorous crime wave in a mining area with a high unemployment percentage. Kid gloves did not figure in their book. Individually they may have loved their wives and been nice to their children, but if so they kept their humour and humanity strictly for leisure.

They were busy. The building was full of bustle and hurrying voices. They shoved me still hand-cuffed from room to room under escort and barked out intermittent questions. ‘Later,’ they said. ‘Deal with that one later. We’ve got all night for him.’

I thought with longing of a hot bath, a soft bed, and a handful of aspirins. I didn’t get any of them.

At some point late in the evening they gave me a chair in a bare brightly lit little room, and I told them what I had been doing at Humber’s and how I had come to kill Adams. I told them everything which had happened that day. They didn’t believe me, for which one couldn’t blame them. They immediately, as a matter of form, charged me with murder. I protested. Uselessly.

They asked me a lot of questions. I answered them. They asked them again. I answered. They asked the questions like a relay team, one of them taking over presently from another, so that they all appeared to remain full of fresh energy while I grew more and more tired. I was glad I did not have to maintain a series of lies in that state of continuing discomfort and growing fatigue, as it was hard to keep a clear head, even for the truth, and they were waiting for me to make a mistake.

‘Now tell us what really happened.’

‘I’ve told you.’

‘Not all that cloak and dagger stuff.’

‘Cable to Australia for a copy of the contract I signed when I took on the job.’ For the fourth time I repeated my solicitor’s address, and for the fourth time they didn’t write it down.

‘Who did you say engaged you?’

‘The Earl of October.’

‘And no doubt we can check with him too?’

‘He’s in Germany until Saturday.’

‘Too bad.’ They smiled nastily. They knew from Cass that I had worked in October’s stable. Cass had told them I was a slovenly stable lad, dishonest, easily frightened and not very bright. As he believed what he said, he had carried conviction.

‘You got into trouble with his Lordship’s daughter, didn’t you?’

Damn Cass, I thought bitterly, damn Cass and his chattering tongue.

‘Getting your own back on him for sacking you, aren’t you, by dragging his name into this?’

‘Like you got your own back on Mr Humber for sacking you yesterday.’

‘No. I left because I had finished my job there.’

‘For beating you, then?’

‘No.’

‘The head lad said you deserved it.’

‘Adams and Humber were running a crooked racing scheme. I found them out, and they tried to kill me.’ It
seemed to me it was the tenth time that I had said that without making the slightest impression.

‘You resented being beaten. You went back to get even… It’s a common enough pattern.’

‘No.’

‘You brooded over it and went back and attacked them. It was a shambles. Blood all over the place.’

‘It was my blood.’

‘We can group it.’

‘Do that. It’s my blood.’

‘From that little cut? Don’t be so stupid.’

‘It’s been stitched.’

‘Ah yes, that brings us back to Lady Elinor Tarren. Lord October’s daughter. Got her into trouble, did you?’

‘No.’

‘In the family way…’

‘No. Check with the doctor.’

‘So she took sleeping pills…’

‘No. Adams poisoned her.’ I had told them twice about the bottle of phenobarbitone, and they must have found it when they had been at the stables, but they wouldn’t admit it.

‘You got the sack from her father for seducing her. She couldn’t stand the disgrace. She took sleeping pills.’

‘She had no reason to feel disgraced. It was not she, but her sister Patricia, who accused me of seducing her. Adams poisoned Elinor in gin and Campari. There are gin and Campari and phenobarbitone in the office and also in the sample from her stomach.’

They took no notice. ‘She found you had deserted her on top of everything else. Mr Humber consoled her with a drink, but she went back to college and took sleeping pills.’

‘No.’

They were sceptical, to put it mildly, about Adams’ use of the flame thrower.

‘You’ll find it in the shed.’

‘This shed, yes. Where did you say it was?’

I told them again, exactly. ‘The field probably belongs to Adams. You could find out.’

‘It only exists in your imagination.’

‘Look and you’ll find it, and the flame thrower.’

‘That’s likely to be used for burning off the heath. Lots of farmers have them, round here.’

They had let me make two telephone calls to try to find Colonel Beckett. His manservant in London said he had gone to stay with friends in Berkshire for Newbury races. The little local exchange in Berkshire was out of action, the operator said, because a water main had burst and flooded a cable. Engineers were working on it.

Didn’t my wanting to talk to one of the top brass of steeplechasing convince them, I wanted to know?

‘Remember that chap we had in here once who’d strangled his wife? Nutty as a fruit cake. Insisted on ringing up Lord Bertrand Russell, didn’t he, to tell him he’d struck a blow for peace.’

At around midnight one of them pointed out that even if (and, mind you, he didn’t himself believe it) even if all I had said about being employed to find out about Adams and Humber were against all probability true, that still didn’t give me the right to kill them.

‘Humber isn’t dead,’ I said.

‘Not yet.’


‘You clubbed Adams with the walking stick then?’

‘No, I told you, with a green glass ball. I had it in my left hand and I hit him as hard as I could. I didn’t mean to kill him, just knock him out. I’m right handed… I couldn’t judge very well how hard I was hitting with my left.’

‘Why did you use your left hand then?’
‘I told you.’
‘Tell us again.’
I told them again.
‘And after your right arm was put out of action you got on a motor-cycle and rode ten miles to Durham? What sort of fools do you take us for?’
‘The fingerprints of both my hands are on that paperweight. The right ones from when I threw it at Humber, and the left ones on top, from where I hit Adams. You have only to check.’
‘Fingerprints, now,’ they said sarcastically.
‘And while you’re on the subject, you’ll also find the fingerprints of my left hand on the telephone. I tried to call you from the office. My left hand prints are on the tap in the washroom… and on the key, and on the door handle, both inside and out. Or at least, they were…’
‘All the same, you rode that motor-bike.’
‘The numbness had gone by then.’
‘And now?’
‘It isn’t numb now either.’
One of them came round beside me, picked up my right wrist, and pulled my arm up high. The handcuffs jerked and lifted my left arm as well. The bruises had all stiffened and were very sore. The policeman put my arm down again. There was a short silence.
‘That hurt,’ one of them said at last, grudgingly.
‘He’s putting it on.’
‘Maybe…’
They had been drinking endless cups of tea all evening and had not given me any. I asked if I could have some then, and got it; only to find that the difficulty I had in lifting the cup was hardly worth it.
They began again.
‘Granted Adams struck your arm, but he did it in self-defence. He saw you throw the paper-weight at your employer and realized you were going to attack him next. He was warding you off.’
‘He had already cut my forehead open… and hit me several times on the body, and once on the head.’
‘Most of that was yesterday, according to the head lad. That’s why you went back and attacked Mr Humber.’
‘Humber hit me only twice yesterday. I didn’t particularly resent it. The rest was today, and it was mostly done by Adams.’ I remembered something. ‘He took my crash helmet off when he had knocked me dizzy. His fingerprints must be on it.’
‘Fingerprints again.’
‘They spell it out,’ I said.
‘Let’s begin again at the beginning. How can we believe a yob like you?’
I said despairingly, ‘There’s no point in pretending to be a disreputable, dishonest stable lad if you don’t look the part.’
‘You look the part all right,’ they said offensively. ‘Born to it, you were.’
I looked at their stony faces, their hard, unimpressed eyes. Tough efficient policemen who were not going to be conned. I could read their thoughts like glass: if I convinced them and they later found out it was all a pack of lies, they’d never live it down. Their instincts were all dead against having to believe. My bad luck.
The room grew stuffy and full of cigarette smoke and I became too hot in my jerseys and jacket. I knew they took the sweat on my forehead to be guilt, not heat, not pain.
I went on answering all their questions. They covered the ground twice more with undiminished zeal, setting traps, sometimes shouting, walking round me, never touching me again, but springing the questions from all directions. I was really much too tired for that sort of thing because apart from the wearing-out effect of the injuries I
had not slept for the whole of the previous night. Towards two o’clock I could hardly speak from exhaustion, and after they had woken me from a sort of dazed sleep three times in half an hour, they gave it up.

From the beginning I had known that there was only one logical end to that evening, and I had tried to shut it out of my mind, because I dreaded it. But there you are, you set off on a primrose path and if it leads to hell that’s just too bad.

Two uniformed policemen, a sergeant and a constable, were detailed to put me away for the night, which I found involved a form of accommodation to make Humber’s dormitory seem a paradise.

The cell was cubic, eight feet by eight by eight, built of glazed bricks, brown to shoulder height and white above that. There was a small barred window too high to see out of, a narrow slab of concrete for a bed, a bucket with a lid on it in a corner and a printed list of regulations on one wall. Nothing else. Bleak enough to shrink the guts; and I had never much cared for small enclosed spaces.

The two policemen brusquely told me to sit on the concrete. They removed my boots and the belt from my jeans, and also found and unbuckled the money belt underneath. They took off the hand-cuffs. Then they went out, shut the door with a clang, and locked me in.

The rest of that night was in every way rock bottom.
Chapter 19

It was cool and quiet in the corridors of Whitehall. A superbly mannered young man deferentially showed me the way and opened a mahogany door into an empty office.

‘Colonel Beckett will not be long sir. He has just gone to consult a colleague. He said I was to apologise if you arrived before he came back, and to ask if you would like a drink. And cigarettes are in this box, sir.’

‘Thank you,’ I smiled. ‘Would coffee be a nuisance?’

‘By no means. I’ll have some sent in straight away. If you’ll excuse me?’ He went out and quietly closed the door.

It rather amused me to be called ‘sir’ again, especially by smooth civil servants barely younger than myself. Grinning, I sat down in the leather chair facing Beckett’s desk, crossed my elegantly trousered legs, and lazily settled to wait for him.

I was in no hurry. It was eleven o’clock on Tuesday morning, and I had all day and nothing to do but buy a clockwork train for Jerry and book an air ticket back to Australia.

No noise filtered into Beckett’s office. The room was square and high, and was painted a restful pale greenish grey colour, walls, door and ceiling alike. I supposed that here the furnishings went with rank; but if one were an outsider one would not know how much to be impressed by a large but threadbare carpet, an obviously personal lamp-shade, or leather, brass-studded chairs. One had to belong, for these things to matter.

I wondered about Colonel Beckett’s job. He had given me the impression that he was retired, probably on a full disability pension since he looked so frail in health, yet here he was with a well established niche at the Ministry of Defence.

October had told me that in the war Beckett had been the sort of supply officer who never sent all left boots or the wrong ammunition. Supply Officer. He had supplied me with Sparking Plug and the raw material containing the pointers to Adams and Humber. He’d had enough pull with the Army to despatch in a hurry eleven young officer cadets to dig up the past history of obscure steeplechasers. What, I wondered, did he supply nowadays, in the normal course of events?

I suddenly remembered October saying, ‘We thought of planting a stable lad…’ not ‘I thought’, but ‘We’. And for some reason I was now sure that it had been Beckett, not October, who had originally suggested the plan; and that explained why October had been relieved when Beckett approved me at our first meeting.

Unexcitedly turning these random thoughts over in my mind I watched two pigeons fluttering round the window sill and tranquilly waited to say goodbye to the man whose staff work had ensured the success of the idea.

A pretty young woman knocked and came in with a tray on which stood a coffee pot, cream jug, and pale green cup and saucer. She smiled, asked if I needed anything else, and when I said not, gracefully went away.

I was getting quite good at left-handedness. I poured the coffee and drank it black, and enjoyed the taste.

Snatches of the past few days drifted idly in and out of my thoughts…

Four nights and three days in a police cell trying to come to terms with the fact that I had killed Adams. It was odd, but although I had often considered the possibility of being killed, I had never once thought that I myself might kill. For that, as for so much else, I had been utterly unprepared; and to have caused another man’s death, however much he might have asked for it, needed a bit of getting over.

Four nights and three days of gradually finding that even the various ignominies of being locked up were bearable if one took them quietly, and feeling almost like thanking Red-head for his advice.

On the first morning, after a magistrate had agreed that I should stay where I was for seven days, a police doctor came and told me to strip. I couldn’t, and he had to help. He looked impassively at Adams’ and Humber’s widespread handiwork, asked a few questions, and examined my right arm, which was black from the wrist to well above the elbow. In spite of the protection of two jerseys and a leather jacket, the skin was broken where the chair leg had landed. The doctor helped me dress again and impersonally departed. I didn’t ask him for his opinion, and he
didn’t give it.

For most of the four nights and three days I just waited, hour after silent hour. Thinking about Adams: Adams alive and Adams dead. Worrying about Humber. Thinking of how I could have done things differently. Facing the thought that I might not get out without a trial… or not get out at all. Waiting for the soreness to fade from the bruises and failing to find a comfortable way of sleeping on concrete. Counting the number of bricks from the floor to the ceiling and multiplying by the length of the walls (subtract the door and window). Thinking about my stud farm and my sisters and brother, and about the rest of my life.

On Monday morning there was the by then familiar scrape of the door being unlocked, but when it opened it was not as usual a policeman in uniform, but October.

I was standing up, leaning against the wall. I had not seen him for three months. He stared at me for a long minute, taking in with obvious shock my extremely dishevelled appearance.

‘Daniel,’ he said. His voice was low and thick.

I didn’t think I needed any sympathy. I hooked my left thumb into my pocket, struck a faint attitude, and raised a grin.

‘Hullo, Edward.’

His face lightened, and he laughed.

‘You’re so bloody tough,’ he said. Well… let him think so.

I said, ‘Could you possibly use your influence to get me a bath?’

‘You can have whatever you like as soon as you are out.’

‘Out? For good?’

‘For good,’ he nodded. ‘They are dropping the charge.’

I couldn’t disguise my relief.

He smiled sardonically. ‘They don’t think it would be worth wasting public funds on trying you. You’d be certain of getting an absolute discharge. Justifiable homicide, quite legitimate.’

‘I didn’t think they believed me.’

‘They’ve done a lot of checking up. Everything you told them on Thursday is now the official version.’

‘Is Humber… all right?’

‘He regained consciousness yesterday, I believe. But I understand he isn’t lucid enough yet to answer questions. Didn’t the police tell you that he was out of danger?’

I shook my head. ‘They aren’t a very chatty lot, here. How is Elinor?’

‘She’s well. A bit weak, that’s all.’

‘I’m sorry she got caught up in things. It was my fault.’

‘My dear chap, it was her own,’ he protested. ‘And Daniel… about Patty… and the things I said…’

‘Oh, nuts to that,’ I interrupted. ‘It was a long time ago. When you said “Out” did you mean “out” now, this minute?’

He nodded. ‘That’s right.’

‘Then let’s not hang around in here any more, shall we? If you don’t mind?’

He looked about him and involuntarily shivered. Meeting my eyes he said apologetically, ‘I didn’t foresee anything like this.’

I grinned faintly. ‘Nor did I.’

We went to London, by car up to Newcastle and then by train. Owing to some delay at the police station discussing the details of my return to attend Adams’ inquest, any cleaning up processes would have meant our missing the seats October had reserved on the non-stop Flying Scotsman, so I caught it as I was.

October led the way into the dining car, but as I was about to sit down opposite him a waiter caught hold of my elbow.

‘Here you,’ he said roughly, ‘clear out. This is first-class only.’

‘I’ve got a first-class ticket,’ I said mildly.
‘Oh yes? Let’s see it, then.’

I produced from my pocket the piece of white cardboard.

He sniffed and gestured with his head towards the seat opposite October. ‘All right then.’ To October he said, ‘If he makes a nuisance of himself, just tell me, sir, and I’ll have him chucked out, ticket or no ticket.’ He went off, swaying to the motion of the accelerating train.

Needless to say, everyone in the dining car had turned round to have a good view of the rumpus.

Grinning, I sat down opposite October. He looked exceedingly embarrassed.

‘Don’t worry on my account,’ I said, ‘I’m used to it.’ And I realized that I was indeed used to it at last and that no amount of such treatment would ever trouble me again. ‘But if you would rather pretend you don’t know me, go ahead.’ I picked up the menu.

‘You are insulting.’

I smiled at him over the menu. ‘Good.’

‘For deviousness, Daniel, you are unsurpassed. Except possibly by Roddy Beckett.’

‘My dear Edward… have some bread.’

He laughed, and we travelled amicably to London together, as ill-assorted looking a pair as ever rested heads on British Railways’ starched white antimacassars.

I poured some more coffee and looked at my watch. Colonel Beckett was twenty minutes late. The pigeons sat peacefully on the window sill and I shifted gently in my chair, but with patience, not boredom, and thought about my visit to October’s barber, and the pleasure with which I had had my hair cut short and sideburns shaved off. The barber himself (who had asked me to pay in advance) was surprised, he said, at the results.

‘We look a lot more like a gentleman, don’t we? But might I suggest… a shampoo?’

Grinning, I agreed to a shampoo, which left a high water mark of cleanliness about midway down my neck. Then, at October’s house, there was the fantastic luxury of stepping out of my filthy disguise into a deep hot bath, and the strangeness with which I afterwards put on my own clothes. When I had finished dressing I took another look in the same long mirror. There was the man who had come from Australia four months ago, a man in a good dark grey suit, a white shirt and a navy blue silk tie: there was his shell anyway. Inside I wasn’t the same man, nor ever would be again.

I went down to the crimson drawing-room where October walked solemnly all round me, gave me a glass of bone dry sherry and said, ‘It is utterly unbelievable that you are the young tyke who just came down with me on the train.’

‘I am,’ I said dryly, and he laughed.

He gave me a chair with its back to the door, where I drank some sherry and listened to him making social chit-chat about his horses. He was hovering round the fireplace not entirely at ease, and I wondered what he was up to.

I soon found out. The door opened and he looked over my shoulder and smiled.

‘I want you both to meet someone,’ he said.

I stood up and turned round.

Patty and Elinor were there, side by side.

They didn’t know me at first. Patty held out her hand politely and said, ‘How do you do?’ clearly waiting for her father to introduce us.

I took her hand in my left one and guided her to a chair.

‘Sit down,’ I suggested. ‘You’re in for a shock.’

She hadn’t seen me for three months, but it was only four days since Elinor had made her disastrous visit to Humber’s. She said hesitantly, ‘You don’t look the same… but you’re Daniel.’ I nodded, and she blushed painfully.

Patty’s bright eyes looked straight into mine, and her pink mouth parted.

‘You… are you really? Danny boy?’

‘Yes.’

‘Oh,’ A blush as deep as her sister’s spread up from her neck, and for Patty that was shame indeed.
October watched their discomfiture. ‘It serves them right,’ he said, ‘for all the trouble they have caused.’

‘Oh no,’ I exclaimed, ‘it’s too hard on them… and you still haven’t told them anything about me, have you?’

‘No,’ he agreed uncertainly, beginning to suspect there was more for his daughters to blush over than he knew, and that his surprise meeting was not an unqualified success.

‘Then tell them now, while I go and talk to Terence… and Patty… Elinor…’ They looked surprised at my use of their first names and I smiled briefly, ‘I have a very short and defective memory.’

They both looked subdued when I went back, and October was watching them uneasily. Fathers, I reflected, could be very unkind to their daughters without intending it.

‘Cheer up,’ I said. ‘I’d have had a dull time in England without you two.’

‘You were a beast,’ said Patty emphatically, sticking to her guns.

‘Yes… I’m sorry.’

‘You might have told us,’ said Elinor in a low voice.

‘Nonsense,’ said October. ‘He couldn’t trust Patty’s tongue.’

‘I see,’ said Elinor, slowly. She looked at me tentatively. ‘I haven’t thanked you, for… for saving me. The doctor told me… all about it.’ She blushed again.

‘Sleeping beauty,’ I smiled. ‘You looked like my sister.’

‘You have a sister?’

‘Two,’ I said. ‘Sixteen and seventeen.’

‘Oh,’ she said, and looked comforted.

October flicked me a glance. ‘You are far too kind to them Daniel. One of them made me loathe you and the other nearly killed you, and you don’t seem to care.’

I smiled at him. ‘No. I don’t. I really don’t. Let’s just forget it.’

So in spite of a most unpromising start it developed into a good evening, the girls gradually losing their embarrassment and even, by the end, being able to meet my eyes without blushing.

When they had gone to bed October put two fingers into an inner pocket, drew out a slip of paper, and handed it to me without a word. I unfolded it. It was a cheque for ten thousand pounds. A lot of noughts. I looked at them in silence. Then, slowly, I tore the fortune in half and put the pieces in an ash-tray.

‘Thank you very much,’ I said. ‘But I can’t take it.’

‘You did the job. Why not accept the pay?’

‘Because…’ I stopped. Because what? I was not sure I could put it into words. It had something to do with having learned more than I had bargained for. With diving too deep. With having killed. All I was sure of was that I could no longer bear the thought of receiving money for it.

‘You must have a reason,’ said October, with a touch of irritation.

‘Well, I didn’t really do it for the money, to start with, and I can’t take that sort of sum from you. In fact, when I get back I am going to repay you all that is left of the first ten thousand.’

‘No,’ he protested. ‘You’ve earned it. Keep it. You need it for your family.’

‘What I need for my family, I’ll earn by selling horses.’

He stubbed out his cigar. ‘You’re so infuriatingly independent that I don’t know now how you could face being a stable lad. If it wasn’t for the money, why did you do it?’

I moved in my chair. The bruises still felt like bruises. I smiled faintly, enjoying the pun.

‘For kicks, I suppose.’

The door of the office opened, and Beckett unhurriedly came in. I stood up. He held out his hand, and remembering the weakness of his grasp I put out my own. He squeezed gently and let go.

‘It’s been a long time, Mr Roke.’

‘More than three months,’ I agreed.
‘And you completed the course.’

I shook my head, smiling. ‘Fell at the last fence, I’m afraid.’

He took off his overcoat and hung it on a knobbled hat rack, and unwound a grey woollen scarf from his neck. His suit was nearly black, a colour which only enhanced his extreme pallor and emphasized his thinness: but his eyes were as alive as ever in the gaunt shadowed sockets. He gave me a long observant scrutiny.

‘Sit down,’ he said. ‘I am sorry to have kept you waiting. I see they’ve looked after you all right.’

‘Yes, thank you.’ I sat down again in the leather chair, and he walked round and sank carefully into the one behind his desk. His chair had a high back and arms, and he used them to support his head and elbows.

‘I didn’t get your report until I came back to London from Newbury on Sunday morning,’ he said. ‘It took two days to come from Posset and didn’t reach my house until Friday. When I had read it I telephoned to Edward at Slaw and found he had just been rung up by the police at Clavering. I then telephoned to Clavering myself. I spent a good chunk of Sunday hurrying things up for you in various conversations with ever higher ranks, and early on Monday it was decided finally in the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions that there was no charge for you to answer.’

Thank you very much,’ I said.

He paused, considering me. ‘You did more towards extricating yourself than Edward or I did. We only confirmed what you had said and had you freed a day or two sooner than you might have been. But it appeared that the Clavering police had already discovered from a thorough examination of the stable office that everything you had told them was borne out by the facts. They had also talked to the doctor who had attended Elinor, and to Elinor herself, and taken a look at the shed with the flame thrower, and cabled to your solicitor for a summary of the contract you signed with Edward. By the time I spoke to them they were taking the truth of your story for granted, and were agreeing that you had undoubtedly killed Adams in self-defence.

‘Their own doctor – the one who examined you – had told them straight away that the amount of crushing your right forearm had sustained was entirely consistent with its having been struck by a force strong enough to have smashed in your skull. He was of the opinion that the blow had landed more or less along the inside of your arm, not straight across it, thus causing extensive damage to muscles and blood vessels, but no bone fracture; and he told them that it was perfectly possible for you to have ridden a motor-bike a quarter of an hour later if you had wanted to enough.’

‘You know,’ I said, ‘I didn’t think they had taken any notice of a single word I said.’

‘Mmm. Well, I spoke to one of the C.I.D. men who questioned you last Thursday evening. He said they brought you in as a foregone conclusion, and that you looked terrible. You told them a rigmarole which they thought was nonsense, so they asked a lot of questions to trip you up. They thought it would be easy. The C.I.D. man said it was like trying to dig a hole in a rock with your finger nails. They all ended up by believing you, much to their own surprise.’

‘I wish they’d told me,’ I sighed.

‘Not their way. They sounded a tough bunch.’

‘They seemed it, too.’

‘However, you survived.’

‘Oh yes.’

Beckett looked at his watch. ‘Are you in a hurry?’

‘No.’ I shook my head.

‘Good… I’ve rather a lot to say to you. Can you lunch?’

‘Yes. I’d like to.’

‘Fine. Now, this report of yours.’ He dug the hand-written foolscap pages out of his inside breast pocket and laid them on the table. ‘What I’d like you to do now is to lop off the bit asking for reinforcements and substitute a description of the flame–thrower operation. Right? There’s a table and chair over there. Get to work, and when it’s done I’ll have it typed.’

When I had finished the report he spent some time outlining and discussing the proceedings which were to be taken against Humber, Cass and Jud Wilson, and also against Soupy Tarleton and his friend Lewis Greenfield. He then looked at his watch again and decided it was time to go out for lunch. He took me to his Club, which seemed to
me to be dark brown throughout, and we ate steak, kidney and mushroom pie which I chose because I could manage it unobtrusively with a fork. He noticed though.

‘That arm still troubling you?’
‘It’s much better.’

He nodded and made no further comment. Instead, he told me of a visit he had paid the day before to an elderly uncle of Adams, whom he had discovered living in bachelor splendour in Piccadilly.

‘Young Paul Adams, according to his uncle, was the sort of child who would have been sent to an approved school if he hadn’t had rich parents. He was sacked from Eton for forging cheques and from his next school for persistent gambling. His parents bought him out of scrape after scrape and were told by a psychiatrist that he would never change, or at least not until late middle age. He was their only child. It must have been terrible for them. The father died when Adams was twenty-five, and his mother struggled on, trying to keep him out of too disastrous trouble. About five years ago she had to pay out a fortune to hush up a scandal in which Adams had apparently broken a youth’s arm for no reason at all, and she threatened to have him certified if he did anything like that again. And a few days later she fell out of her bed-room window and died. The uncle, her brother, says he has always thought that Adams pushed her.’

‘Very likely, I should think,’ I agreed.
‘So you were right about him being psychopathic’
‘Well, it was pretty obvious.’
‘From the way he behaved to you personally?’
‘Yes.’

We had finished the pie and were on to cheese. Beckett looked at me curiously and said, ‘What sort of life did you really have at Humber’s stable?’

‘Oh,’ I grinned. ‘You could hardly call it a holiday camp.’

He waited for me to go on and when I didn’t, he said, ‘Is that all you’ve got to say about it?’

‘Yes, I think so. This is very good cheese.’

We drank coffee and a glass of brandy out of a bottle with Beckett’s name on it, and eventually walked slowly back to his office.

As before he sank gratefully into his chair and rested his head and arms, and I as before sat down opposite him on the other side of his desk.

‘You are going back to Australia soon, I believe?’ he said.
‘Yes.’

‘I expect you are looking forward to getting back into harness.’
I looked at him. His eyes stared straight back, steady and grave. He waited for an answer.

‘Not altogether.’

‘Why not?’
I shrugged; grinned. ‘Who likes harness?’

There was no point, I thought, in making too much of it.

‘You are going back to prosperity, good food, sunshine, your family, a beautiful house and a job you do well… isn’t that right?’
I nodded. It wasn’t reasonable not to want to go to all that.

‘Tell me the truth,’ he said abruptly. ‘The unvarnished honest truth. What is wrong?’
‘I’m a discontented idiot, that’s all,’ I said lightly.

‘Mr Roke.’ He sat up slightly in the chair. ‘I have a good reason for asking these questions. Please give me truthful answers. What is wrong with your life in Australia?’

There was a pause, while I thought and he waited. When at last I answered, I was aware that whatever his good reason was it would do no harm to speak plainly.

‘I do a job which I ought to find satisfying, and it leaves me bored and empty.’
‘A diet of milk and honey, when you have teeth,’ he observed.
I laughed. ‘A taste for salt, perhaps.’
‘What would you have been had your parents not died and left you with three children to bring up?’
‘A lawyer, I think, though possibly…’ I hesitated.
‘Possibly what?’
‘Well… it sounds a bit odd, especially after the last few days… a policeman.’
‘Ah,’ he said softly, ‘that figures.’ He leant his head back again and smiled.
‘Marriage might help you feel more settled,’ he suggested.
‘More ties,’ I said, ‘Another family to provide for. The rut for ever.’
‘So that’s how you look at it. How about Elinor?’
‘She’s a nice girl.’
‘But not for keeps?’
I shook my head.
‘You went to a great deal of trouble to save her life,’ he pointed out.
‘It was only because of me that she got into danger at all.’
‘You couldn’t know that she would be so strongly attracted to you and find you so… er… irresistible that she
would drive out to take another look at you. When you went back to Humber’s to extricate her, you had already
finished the investigation, tidily, quietly and undiscovered. Isn’t that right?’
‘I suppose so. Yes.’
‘Did you enjoy it?’
‘Enjoy it?’ I repeated, surprised.
‘Oh, I don’t mean the fracas at the end, or the hours of honest toil you had to put in,’ he smiled briefly, ‘But
the… shall we say, the chase?’
‘Am I, in fact, a hunter by nature?’
‘Are you?’
‘Yes.’
There was a silence. My unadorned affirmative hung in the air, bald and revealing.
‘Were you afraid at all?’ His voice was matter of fact.
‘Yes.’
‘To the point of incapacity?’
I shook my head.
‘You knew Adams and Humber would kill you if they found you out. What effect did living in perpetual
danger have on you?’ His voice was so clinical that I answered with similar detachment.
‘It made me careful.’
‘Is that all?’
‘Well, if you mean was I in a constant state of nervous tension, then no, I wasn’t.’
‘I see.’ Another of his small pauses. Then he said, ‘What did you find hardest to do?’
I blinked, grinned, and lied. ‘Wearing those loathsome pointed shoes.’
He nodded as if I had told him a satisfying truth. I probably had. The pointed shoes had hurt my pride, not my
toes.

And pride had got the better of me properly when I visited Elinor in her college and hadn’t been strong enough
to play an oaf in her company. All that stuff about Marcus Aurelius was sheer showing off, and the consequences
had been appalling. It didn’t bear thinking of, let alone confessing.
Beckett said idly, ‘Would you ever consider doing something similar again?’
‘I should think so. Yes. But not like that.’
‘How do you mean?’

‘Well… I didn’t know enough, for one thing. For example, it was just luck that Humber always left his office unlocked, because I couldn’t have got in if he hadn’t. I don’t know how to open doors without keys. I would have found a camera useful… I could have taken films of the blue ledger in Humber’s office, and so on, but my knowledge of photography is almost nil. I’d have got the exposures wrong. Then I had never fought anyone in my life before. If I’d known anything at all about unarmed combat I probably wouldn’t have killed Adams or been so much battered myself. Apart from all that there was nowhere where I could send you or Edward a message and be sure you would receive it quickly. Communications, in fact, were pretty hopeless.’

‘Yes. I see. All the same, you did finish the job in spite of those disadvantages.’

‘It was luck. You couldn’t count on being lucky twice.’

‘I suppose not.’ He smiled. ‘What do you plan to do with your twenty thousand pounds?’

‘I… er… plan to let Edward keep most of it.’

‘What do you mean?’

‘I can’t take that sort of money. All I ever wanted was to get away for a bit. It was he who suggested such a large sum, not me. I don’t think he thought I would take on the job for less, but he was wrong… I’d have done it for nothing if I could. All I’ll accept from him is the amount it has cost for me to be away. He knows, I told him last night.’

There was a long pause. Finally Beckett sat up and picked up a telephone. He dialled and waited.

‘This is Beckett,’ he said. ‘It’s about Daniel Roke… yes, he’s here.’ He took a postcard out of an inner pocket. ‘Those points we were discussing this morning… I have had a talk with him. You have your card?’

He listened for a moment, and leaned back again in his chair. His eyes were steady on my face.

‘Right?’ He spoke into the telephone. ‘Numbers one to four can all have an affirmative. Number five is satisfactory. Number six, his weakest spot… he didn’t maintain his role in front of Elinor Tarren. She said he was good mannered and intelligent. No one else thought so… yes, I should say so, sexual pride… apparently only because Elinor is clever as well as pretty, since he kept it up all right with her younger sister… yes… oh undoubtedly it was his intellect as much as his physical appearance which attracted her… yes, very good looking: I believe you sometimes find that useful… no, he doesn’t. He didn’t look in the mirror in the washroom at the Club or in the one on the wall here… no, he didn’t admit it today, but I’d say he is well aware he failed on that point… yes, rather a harsh lesson… it may still be a risk, or it may have been sheer unprofessionalism… your Miss Jones could find out, yes.’

I didn’t particularly care for this dispassionate vivisection, but short of walking out there seemed to be no way of avoiding it. His eyes still looked at me expressionlessly.

‘Number seven… normal reaction. Eight, slightly obsessive, but that’s all the better from your point of view.’ He glanced momentarily down at the card he held in his hand. ‘Nine… well, although he is British by birth and spent his childhood here, he is Australian by inclination, and I doubt whether subservience comes easily… I don’t know, he wouldn’t talk about it… no, I wouldn’t say he had a vestige of a martyr complex, he’s clear on that… Of course you never get a perfect one… it’s entirely up to you… Number ten? The three B’s. I should say definitely not the first two, much too proud. As for the third, he’s the type to shout for help. Yes, he’s still here. Hasn’t moved a muscle… yes, I do think so… all right… I’ll ring you again later.’

He put down the receiver. I waited. He took his time and I refrained consciously from fidgeting under his gaze.

‘Well?’ he said at last.

‘If you’re going to ask what I think, the answer is no.’

‘Because you don’t want to, or because of your sisters and brother?’

‘Philip is still only thirteen.’

‘I see.’ He made a weak–looking gesture with his hand. ‘All the same, I’d better make sure you know what you are turning down. The colleague who kept me late this morning, and to whom I was talking just now, runs one of the counter-espionage departments – not only political but scientific and industrial, and anything else which crops up. His section are rather good at doing what you have done – becoming an inconspicuous part of the background. It’s amazing how little notice even agents take of servants and workmen… and his lot have had some spectacular results. They are often used to check on suspected immigrants and political refugees who may not be all they seem, not by
watching from afar, but by working for or near them day by day. And recently, for instance, several of the section have been employed as labourers on top-secret construction sites… there have been some disturbing leaks of security; complete site plans of secret installations have been sold abroad; and it was found that a commercial espionage firm was getting information through operatives actually putting brick on brick and photographing the buildings at each stage.

‘Philip,’ I said, ‘is only thirteen.’

‘You wouldn’t be expected to plunge straight into such a life. As you yourself pointed out, you are untrained. There would be at least a year’s instruction in various techniques before you were given a job.’

‘I can’t,’ I said.

‘Between jobs all his people are given leave. If a job takes as long as four months, like the one you have just done, they get about six weeks off. They never work more than nine months in a year, if it can be helped. You could often be home in the school holidays.’

‘If I am not there all the time, there won’t be enough money for fees and there won’t be any home.’

‘It is true that the British Government wouldn’t pay you as much as you earn now,’ he said mildly, ‘but there are such things as full–time stud managers.’

I opened my mouth and shut it again.

‘Think about it,’ he said gently. ‘I’ve another colleague to see… I’ll be back in an hour.’

He levered himself out of the chair and slowly walked out of the room.

The pigeons fluttered peaceably on the window sill. I thought of the years I had spent building up the stud farm, and what I had achieved there. In spite of my comparative youth the business was a solid success, and by the time I was fifty I could with a bit of luck put it among the top studs in Australia and enjoy a respected, comfortably–off, influential middle–age.

What Beckett was offering was a lonely life of unprivileged jobs and dreary lodgings, a life of perpetual risk which could very well end with a bullet in the head.

Rationally, there was no choice. Belinda and Helen and Philip still needed a secure home with the best I could do for them as a father substitute. And no sensible person would hand over to a manager a prosperous business and become instead a sort of sweeper–up of some of the world’s smaller messes… one couldn’t put the job any higher than that.

But irrationally… With very little persuasion I had already left my family to fend for themselves, for as Beckett said, I wasn’t of the stuff of martyrs; and the prosperous business had already driven me once into a pit of depression.

I knew now clearly what I was, and what I could do.

I remembered the times when I had been tempted to give up, and hadn’t. I remembered the moment when I held Elinor’s dog whistle in my hand and my mind made an almost muscular leap at the truth. I remembered the satisfaction I felt in Kandersteg’s scorched enclosure, knowing I had finally uncovered and defeated Adams and Humber. No sale of any horse had ever brought so quiet and complete a fulfilment.

The hour passed. The pigeons defecated on the window and flew away. Colonel Beckett came back.

‘Well?’ he said. ‘Yes or no?’

‘Yes.’

He laughed aloud. ‘Just like that? No questions or reservations?’

‘No reservations. But I will need time to arrange things at home.’

‘Of course.’ He picked up the telephone receiver. ‘My colleague will wish you to see him before you go back.’ He rested his fingers on the dial. ‘I’ll make an appointment.’

‘And one question.’

‘Yes?’

‘What are the three Bs of number ten?’

He smiled secretly, and I knew he had intended that I should ask: which meant that he wanted me to know the answer. Devious, indeed. My nostrils twitched as if at the scent of a whole new world. A world where I belonged.
‘Whether you could be bribed or bludgeoned or blackmailed,’ he said casually, ‘into changing sides.’
He dialled the number, and altered my life.
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